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ABSTRACT

Jesse Salmi: Developing computer vision-based soft sensor for municipal solid waste burning
grate boiler – A practical application for flame front and area detection
Master of Science Thesis
Tampere University
Master’s Degree Programme in Automation Engineering
September 2021

Waste is incinerated in grate boilers to produce energy that is then converted to electricity
and heat. Even though grate boilers can use low-quality waste as fuel, the grate combustion is
proven to be harder to control compared to other combustion technologies. Earlier studies have
shown that an optimised combustion process is in a key position increasing energy efficiency and
lowering environmental impacts and operating costs. Computer vision-based approaches have
been applied successfully for combustion diagnostics but there is a limited number of research
from waste combustion in grate boilers.

This study aims to develop a practical computer vision application for detecting flame area
and position and explore how computer vision-based combustion diagnostics in a grate boiler
environment. The thesis is divided into a literature review and empirical research. The literature
review explores waste incineration, grate combustion, primary control loops and computer vision
applied in combustion processes. In the empirical research part, experimental video, process and
survey data were collected from an industrial grate boiler and its specialists. The research method
of the study was a single case study.

The study presents a data-driven computer vision-based model that detects flame area and
flame front position from the video of the combustion chamber. The proposed system utilises
a similar approach model and algorithms as earlier studies which were found in the literature
research. The model was evaluated against the available process data with cross-correlation and
statistical analysis methods. The study found that the flame front location correlates the most with
the process parameters while the flame area predicts the signal changes the earliest. The results
indicate that the model provides useful metrics of the combustion that is applicable for monitoring
and control purposes.

Qualitative research shows that the most important state variables for the grate boiler are re-
lated to modelling chemical and physical combustion dynamics. The most suitable combustion
characteristics that camera systems can automatically recognise are flame area, position, inten-
sity, movement, temperature and unburned objects. The results suggest that the highest improve-
ments for power plant operation are possible by modelling the combustion process more accu-
rately. Building accurate models require collecting new data in which computer vision provides
additional information on the operation conditions of the grate boiler. Our findings are supported
by prior research.

Keywords: computer vision, soft sensor, grate boiler, control system, waste-to-energy
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Jesse Salmi: Konenäköön perustuvan ohjelmallisen anturin kehittäminen jätettä polttavalle arina-
kattilalle – Käytännön sovellus liekkirintaman ja paloalueen havaitsemiseen
Diplomityö
Tampereen yliopisto
Automaatiotekniikan diplomi-insinöörin tutkinto-ohjelma
Syyskuu 2021

Arinakattilat tuottavat sähköä ja lämpöä jätettä polttamalla. Vaikka arinakattilat pystyvät käyt-
tämään heikkolaatuisia jätteitä polttoaineena, arinapolton on todettu olevan vaikeammin säädet-
tävissä verrattuna muihin polttotekniikoihin. Aikaisemmat tutkimukset ovat todistaneet, että pol-
ton optimointi on avainasemassa energiatehokkuuden lisäämisessä sekä ympäristövaikutusten ja
käyttökustannusten vähentämisessä. Konenäköpohjaisia lähestymistapoja on sovellettu onnistu-
neesti polton diagnosoinnissa, mutta laajempia tutkimuksia arinakattilaympäristöissä on rajatusti.

Tämän tutkimuksen tavoitteena on kehittää käytännöllinen konenäkömalli liekin alueen ja si-
jainnin havaitsemiseksi sekä selvittää, kuinka konenäköä voitaisiin hyödyntää kattavammin polton
diagnosoinnissa arinakattilaympäristössä. Diplomityö on jaettu kirjallisuuskatsaukseen ja empii-
riseen tutkimukseen. Kirjallisuuskatsaus tutkii arinakattilan jätteenpolttoa, arinapolttoa, pääsäätö-
piirejä ja konenäköä palamisprosesseissa. Empiirisessä tutkimuksessa kerättiin kokeellista video-,
prosessi- ja kyselydataa teollisuusluokan arinakattilasta ja prosessiasiantuntijoilta. Tutkimuksessa
käytetty tutkimusmenetelmä on tapaustutkimus.

Tutkimus esittelee konenäköpohjaisen mallin, joka tunnistaa paloalueen ja liekkirintaman si-
jainnin arinakattilan tulipesästä kuvatusta videokuvasta. Esitetty malli hyödyntää kirjallisuustutki-
muksessa löydettyä lähestymistapaa ja algoritmeja, jotka perustuvat aikaisempiin tutkimuksiin.
Mallia arvioitiin ristikorrelaatiolla ja tilastollisen analyysin menetelmillä kerättyyn prosessidataan.
Löydösten mukaan liekkirintama korreloi eniten prosessimittausten kanssa, kun taas liekin alue
ennustaa signaaleiden muutoksia aikaisintaan. Löydökset osoittavat mallin tuottavan tärkeää in-
formaatiota palamisesta, jota voitaisiin käyttää valvonta- ja säätötarkoituksiin.

Kvalitatiivinen tutkimus osoittaa, että arinakattilan tärkeimmät tilamuuttujat liittyvät polttopro-
sessin mallintamiseen fysikaalisten ja kemikaalisten reaktioiden kautta. Sopivimpia polttoa kuvaa-
via parametrejä, joita kamerajärjestelmät voisivat automaattisesti tunnistaa, ovat liekin alue, sijain-
ti, intensiteetti, liikehdintä, lämpötila ja palamattomat esineet. Tulokset osoittavat polttoprosessin
tarkemmalla mallintamisella olevan eniten vaikutusta voimalaitoksen toimintaan. Prosessin tar-
kempi mallintaminen vaatii uuden datan keräämistä, jossa konenäkö voi tuottaa lisäinformaatiota
arinakattilan käyttöolosuhteista. Aikaisemmat tutkimukset tukevat löydöksiämme.

Avainsanat: konenäkö, ohjelmallinen anturi, arinakattila, ohjausjärjestelmä, energiajäte

Tämän julkaisun alkuperäisyys on tarkastettu Turnitin OriginalityCheck -ohjelmalla.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Combustion optimisation is important for a power plant’s energy efficiency. Combustion

diagnostics have a crucial role in increasing power plant performance in which computer

vision has shown great promise in some applications. This chapter explains the back-

ground of the research, states the research questions and outlines the research method-

ology. The first section briefly reviews the earlier studies, introduces the current situation

of the research topic and asserts the importance of the research. The second section

presents research objectives and research questions. The third section explains applied

methodologies and research scope while the final section describes the format of the

thesis.

1.1 Background and research motivation

Thermochemical treatment of the waste has been widely applied as a waste management

process. It reduces required landfill space by changing the waste to easily disposable

residues and neutralises hazardous substances. [1] Another important object of waste

incineration is energy recovery which is also known as Waste To Energy (WTE). Burning

the waste releases energy that produces electricity and heat [2, 3]. This helps to fight

against climate change by replacing fossil fuels in energy production. Fossil fuels are

known for a high amount of greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to climate warming.

Patel et al. confirmed that waste is both an economically and technically viable option to

substitute fossil fuels in energy production [4].

Waste is incinerated in grate boilers. Grate boilers offer high fuel flexibility and easy op-

eration which is good for waste where fuel is heterogeneous [5]. However, grate boilers

have lower energy efficiency and higher emissions compared to other waste incineration

technologies, such as Fluidized Bed Combustion (FBC) [6]. Harmful waste to humans

and the environment alike has increased the enforcement of strict directives and legisla-

tion. Waste incinerators are known for having stringent emission limits to air and water

compared to other power plants. [1] This puts additional requirements for the waste incin-

eration grate boilers. Studies have shown that the development of advanced technologies

is required to overcome these challenges and make WTE a more suitable and widely ap-

plied method for energy production. Fodor and Klemeš [7] compared waste treatment
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methods. According to their study grate combustion requires more research and devel-

opment to make it a more widely accepted solution for energy production to fulfil strict

requirements for combustion efficiency and emissions [7].

Various technologies have been researched and applied to reduce emissions, such as

flue gas cleaning technologies [8]. Flue gas cleaning is an effective way to reduce emis-

sions but it is costly and should be applied only if no other option is available. Alternating

combustion conditions have been shown to have a high effect on emissions and com-

bustion efficiency. Munir et al. demonstrated that right combustion stoichiometry reduces

NOx emissions and increases combustion efficiency without affecting boiler lifetime [9].

Therefore, optimising the combustion process has a significant role in providing clean and

economical energy.

Waste is difficult fuel because it is highly heterogeneous and its calorific value is vary-

ing. This makes combustion harder to keep stable. Previous studies have shown that

low fuel quality, such as waste causes unstable flame and incomplete combustion, re-

duces combustion efficiency and increases pollutant emissions [10, 11, 12]. Meeting the

strict regulations requires energy savings and cutting down emissions. Here, advanced

technologies for combustion monitoring and control have become the topic of research

interest. One of the research fields has been utilising computer vision-based processing

techniques for combustion monitoring and control.

Earlier studies have shown that the physical characteristics of the flame yield important

information about the state of the combustion process inside the furnace. Lu et al. [13]

proved that digital imaging and image processing techniques are applicable for combus-

tion flame characterisation. Image processing techniques have been applied in industrial-

size boilers to detect physical parameters of the combustion, such as flame intensity [14],

temperature [15] and flame flickering [16]. Some studies have applied model-based ap-

proaches to detect the state of the combustion [17, 18].

Research indicates that image processing provides important information of the combus-

tion process. However, it seems that there is rather little research where computer vision

or image-processing methods has been applied to grate combustion analysis. Tóth et

al. [19] predicted heat output of a small-scale biomass grate boiler with flame images.

Garami et al. [20] studied in the same boiler how the location of the flame boundary cor-

responds to a couple of process measurements. Both of these papers note that there are

not many studies exploring flame monitoring computer vision systems in grate boilers and

further research is required [19, 20].

Even fewer studies are found from waste burning grate boilers. Strobel et al. [21] re-

ported that they improved combustion efficiency by lowering excessive air with a com-

puter vision-based control system. Martin et al. [22] analysed recent process control

system technologies where they discussed a control system utilising an infrared camera.
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Cui et al. [23] utilised flame location in control loops inside refuse waste incineration. The

problem with these studies is that they utilise black-box models without explaining how

computer vision is applied to the solutions. The models are not assessed or the signifi-

cance in the process controls explained. Nevertheless, numerous other studies [15, 18,

19, 20, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] from other combustion processes have proven that image pro-

cessing and computer vision are applied to optimise and monitor combustion. Utilising

computer vision-based analysing tools could benefit WTE industry and thus there is both

economical and environmental motivation to research this topic.

This thesis is done in collaboration with Valmet, a publicly listed Finnish company that is

a global developer and supplier of process technologies, automation and services for the

pulp, paper and energy industries. They employ over 14 000 professionals in 30 countries

around the globe and their net sales were 3.7 billion euros in 2020. [29] Valmet’s automa-

tion business line supplies and develops automation and information management sys-

tems, applications and services. Their main products are control systems, analysers and

measurement devices. Products are designed to maximise profitability and sustainability

by improving production performance, cost-effectiveness, energy and material efficiency.

Part of Valmet’s analyser and measurement systems are imaging systems that are de-

signed for high-temperature processes in power generation, Waste To Energy, pulp and

paper, iron and steel, petrochemical and cement industries [30]. Imaging systems pro-

vide combustion monitoring and measurements in boiler and furnace conditions. Sys-

tems contain visible and infrared cameras that are paired with thermal infrared sensors

for real-time regional temperature measurement. Cameras are designed to endure harsh

process circumstances. They are equipped with a heat withstanding enclosure and air-

cooling system which prevents imaging units from overheating. The system is integrated

into an automated retraction system that protects camera modules in case of cooling air

loss if needed.

Imaging systems are controlled with specific software that enables a human-machine in-

terface for the operators. The software provides live video stream monitoring for displays,

measurement analysis tools, daily trend and video reports as well as interfaces to other

systems, such as plant control systems. From the software, an operator configures live

image, communication and measurement settings and take video or snapshots. Further-

more, the software contains some image-processing methods, such as frame averaging,

gamma correlation and image colourisation that allows adjustment of the image quality.

Cameras can be connected to plant’s automation systems. Cameras provide measured

values that are utilised in control rooms or stored in information systems. The typical

camera system layout is illustrated in the Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Imaging system structure and highlighted scope of the thesis. (Courtesy of
Valmet)

Currently, basic image-processing methods, such as frame averaging, edge detection

and binary mask quantifies key performance indicators of the process from the video

feed. These calculated parameters include parameters, such as slag buildup in the su-

perheater section in pulverised coal boilers, flame profile in rotary kilns and bed volume

in recovery boilers. The issue with the current imaging systems is that these parame-

ters are not widely utilised in control loops. Operators follow video stream and calculated

parameters and make process control decisions based on his or her judgement manu-

ally. These choices are subject to personal biases and highly depended on a person’s

level of expertise. In addition, combustion process parameters from grate boilers are not

currently determined from the video stream in the imaging system software. This further

makes process control prone to human errors as there is no information available thus

affecting the overall performance of the process and its stability.

Precise, real-time and automatic analysis for image feed is required to make imaging

systems describe the combustion in more detail. Flame imaging systems need to be

combined with control algorithms and loops [13]. Computer vision in control systems has

potential to improve the overall efficiency of the combustion process operability and give

additional information about the state of the process compared to invasive single point

sensors.

Previous discussions with grate boiler manufacturers have given preliminary indications

that optimising grate speed and cooling is possible if flame front location, flame shape

and temperature distribution are measured from the grate. Determining these process

parameters is possible with computer vision-based methods which are integrated to con-

trol systems. This potentially leads to improved process performance, energy efficiency

and reduced fuel consumption. Nielsen et al. [31] simulated grate boiler and flame front

location position in the dynamic test environment. According to their simulation results

utilisation rate and load change capability of the grate increases if flame front position
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is controlled. [31] Study indicates that the flame front position needs to be measured to

optimise boiler efficiency. This needs to be researched in industrial size power plant to

find practical usage.

1.2 Objectives and research questions

The thesis aims primarily to develop a proof-of-concept computer vision-based soft sen-

sor for municipal solid waste burning grate boilers. The soft sensor defines flame size,

flame front shape and location in industrial size grate boiler. The design of a computer

vision-based application focuses to implement academically and practically feasible soft-

ware that determines the wanted process variables from the video stream. In the future,

advanced process controls or diagnostics can utilise information provided by the sensor.

The computer vision model is developed with a Valmet imaging system image processing

computer. The developed model and measured variables are evaluated with the process

data available from the power plant to assess the usefulness of the model.

The secondary objective of the thesis is the study of computer vision in process control

and monitoring. Valmet has delivered several grate boiler automation systems and has

a wide knowledge of the grate boiler process controls. Valmet is committed to develop

and offer new products for their customers that increase energy optimisation and material

usage. One of the research and development focus is on advanced process controls that

utilise computer vision. The thesis aims to bring objective and detailed information on

computer vision-based methods found in the literature and how they are utilised in boiler

monitoring and control. The applied technology and combustion process dynamics of the

grate boiler are explored systematically and without bias.

The combustion process is highly dynamic and requires constant tuning to achieve high

operating efficiency. Valmet’s imaging systems potentially offers a real-time, non-intrusive

and cost-effective choice for process analysing. The thesis aims to inspect how cam-

era systems are adopted for process diagnostic and control purposes and exploit their

full potential. A review of combustion parameters that are measurable from the image

recognised in the literature is considered. The thesis investigates computer vision mod-

els utilising visible light or infrared cameras. Investigation of grate boiler control parame-

ters are considered and a small-scale computer vision application is developed. Surveys

are conducted to evaluate computer vision for process diagnostics. Research questions

therefore are:

• Which process state variables are important in grate boiler control systems?

• Which combustion characteristics can be detected from the video that can be inte-

grated to automation systems?

• How process variables can be measured automatically using infrared or visible light
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cameras?

• How to determine flame front and area with computer vision?

To find answers to these questions, the thesis aims to connect academic literature, pro-

cess specialists’ knowledge and experimental data collected from an industrial grate

boiler plant.

1.3 Methodologies and research scope

The research contains a theoretical literature review, an empirical quantitative analysis

and qualitative surveys. The literature review consists of an examination of grate boiler

and grate firing technologies, power plant control systems and computer vision applica-

tions applied in combustion processes. The review elaborates on grate boiler burning pro-

cess characteristics, control system structures, imaging-based soft sensors and computer

vision models. The main sources of the literature review are academic articles, journals,

reports and a couple of books. Reliability and quality of the articles are assessed with a

status of peer-review, publisher, publication year, number of references, author’s area of

expertise and other publications listed in priority sequence. The credibility of the books

have been evaluated with parameters, such as the author’s other publications, area of ex-

pertise, bibliography credentials and publishing authority. Most of the literature has been

searched and accessed using Tampere University library’s search services and collection

databases.

The quantitative analysis is carried out in a municipal solid waste energy recovery grate

boiler power plant. Video recordings and temperature distribution from the combustion

process are collected with Valmet’s visual light and infrared imaging systems. The com-

puter vision model is developed based on the collected video material. To evaluate the

developed computer vision model, conventional process data is collected from the plant’s

control and information management systems. Gathered data contains measurements

from the power plant’s sensors and control loops and the data set is compared to com-

puter vision model parameters with signal analysis techniques.

In qualitative research, semi-structured surveys with open-ended questions were held

to gather information from the grate boiler control room operators and the specialists.

Surveys provided insight on power plant operability from the combustion control point

of view and how the grate boiler utilises camera systems. Surveys are analysed with

descriptive research methods and the results are reflected against the literature review

when applicable.

This thesis is part of Valmet’s advanced process control development project where com-

puter vision-based control systems are demonstrated in grate boiler processes. The final

developed system utilises Valmet imaging systems for image acquisition, pre-processing
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and image analysing as well as Valmet control systems to control the boiler’s combustion

process. The development project contains both the computer vision and control model

development phases. This thesis focuses on computer vision development in imaging

systems and the development of the control application is omitted from the scope of the

thesis. In addition, this thesis is concentrating on developing flame front and flame area

detection algorithms and not other auxiliary development which is required for the final

product. For instance, imaging systems require additional development to allow data con-

nection to control systems and modifications to a user interface which are not part of this

thesis. The scope of the thesis in imaging systems is highlighted with a red square in the

Figure 1.1.

The thesis is limited to develop an experimental computer vision application with data

available only from one specific type of municipal waste burning grate boiler. It must be

acknowledged that this study is done in close collaboration with the company’s research

project that has a set scope and budget. This sets limitations to applied research methods

in the form of level of detail in data collection and analysis stages. It is not possible to find

comprehensive and generalisable results within the scope of this master’s thesis.

The literature review is limited to grate boiler combustion. There are other combustion

technologies for thermal treatment of the waste, such as fluidized beds, gasifiers and

rotary kilns but this study focuses on waste burning grate boilers. The literature review

section focusing on computer vision uses only studies from industrial boilers and burn-

ers since there is a limited number of studies from a grate boiler environment. From

the camera technologies perspective, this thesis concentrates on visible light and middle

wavelength infrared radiation which Valmet’s imaging systems represent.

1.4 Structure of thesis

The thesis is divided into a literature review and empirical research. The literature review

starts from Chapter 2 that introduces the background of the waste incineration, grate

combustion and discusses grate boiler structures. Chapter 3 elaborates conventional

grate boiler control loops explaining their structure and control strategies. After that, the

chapter describes camera-based soft sensors and combustion characteristics that these

sensors measure. The final chapter of the literature review is Chapter 4 that investigates

the state-of-the-art computer vision approaches and models in combustion process diag-

nostics and elaborates which special requirements the combustion process sets to the

camera systems.

The empirical research starts from Chapter 5 that explains applied research methods,

approaches and data analysis techniques. This thesis is a case study where the research

material is gathered with a measurement campaign in the grate boiler and surveys. In

analysing the computer vision model against the process data, the study applies cross-
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correlation analysis and Granger causality test while for the surveys qualitative content

analysis was applied.

Chapter 6 presents the developed computer vision model and choices taken during the

implementation phase. Chapter 7 presents the results of the study. The chapter starts by

describing the main numerical results from the signal analysis and after that the surveys.

The results of the surveys are explained from the combustion challenges, automation

system, camera system and operation condition point of view that were identified themes

of the surveys. The detailed analysis of the results is presented in Chapter 8. Results

are compared to research questions and reflected to other academic literature. Finally,

Chapter 9 concludes the study by discussing the implication, limitations and identified

future research opportunities of this study. In addition, the chapter reviews the execution

of the study and reaching the objectives of the thesis.
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2. GRATE COMBUSTION

This chapter describes the grate boiler environment and the characteristics of waste incin-

eration. First, the chapter explains waste incineration. The focus is on energy production

and the role of the power plant in incineration. After this, the chapter explains the usage

of the grate boiler in incineration. Thirdly, thermal treatment of the waste is discussed

from the perspective of the combustion process. Finally, the end of the chapter explains

different grate structures. Section 2.1 is mostly based on references [1], [2], [32] and [33]

while Section 2.2 is based on [34], [35], [36] and [37] unless otherwise stated.

2.1 Waste incineration

Waste is a highly heterogeneous material that consists mostly of organic materials, miner-

als, metals and water. It is produced broadly in various processes in society and contains

substances hazardous to both humans and the environment. Waste accelerates negative

environmental impact with polluting materials and greenhouse gasses as well as increase

the chance of epidemic diseases. That is why waste treatment is important. One method

for waste management is incineration.

Systematic waste incineration started in Europe in the 19th century and has grown rapidly

since then. In the 2010s, European member states generated a total of 350Mt of waste

annually. Around 31% of this waste was burned in 470 incinerators with average capacity

of 193 kt/a. The number of the generated waste is increasing every year due to popula-

tion growth and industrialisation. Moreover, new directives for waste disposal at landfills

have enforced waste incineration and usage in energy production.

The main objective of waste incineration is to destroy toxic organic substances, capture

possibly harmful ones and minimise the required volume capacity of the residues. Or-

ganic and inorganic substances as well as volatile heavy metals are demolished in high-

temperature combustion where they turn into more easily treatable residues. Waste is

important in WTE where released energy from burning the waste is recovered for elec-

tricity and heat.

European incinerators generated over 275 000TJ of heat and 110 000TJ electricity from

the waste in 2013. Waste has high energy content since it consists of 60–95% of biogenic
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matter. This is especially true in Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) incinerators where waste

has high calorific value. 1Mg of MSW generates 300–6400 kWh electricity depending

on the power plant structure. Burning waste substitutes fossil fuels in energy production

which reduces overall carbon dioxide emission.

The principal structure of an incineration plant is shown in the Figure 2.1. The plant is in

charge of the following operations:

• waste reception, pre-treatment and storing

• thermal treatment of the waste

• pollutant monitoring and control

• solid residue disposal and discharge.

Figure 2.1. Example layout of a solid waste incineration plant for municipal waste. [32, p.
35]

Delivery trucks collect waste outside the incineration plant. Trucks then deliver solid waste

to a plant where they unload their cargo to a delivery area. Part of the waste is pretreated

before arriving at the plant. Typically, recyclable materials, such as paper, bio-waste

and glass are not delivered to incineration. From the delivery area, the waste is moved

to a water- and fireproof concrete bunker which holds the waste before it is moved to

incineration. The bunker is ventilated to avoid gas formation and fermentation.

In the bunker, the waste is blended with fuel and homogenised. Depending on the type of

waste, it is shredded, separated or solidified. Solid waste in the bunker is usually crushed

into smaller pieces with shears, shredders or mills thus balancing the heat value. Big

and heavy metallic or glass objects are removed from the waste. Overhead claw cranes

move the waste from the bunker into the furnace hopper. From here the waste enters the

furnace where the waste is burned and turned into energy.
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Waste is incinerated with many technologies. One of them is grate combustion where the

waste is burned in grate boilers. Over 80% of the waste burning plants have grate boilers

making grate combustion the most common technology for WTE plants [33, 34]. The

second most common method is FBC technology which 10% of European incinerators

use [3]. FBC has replaced the grate firing in large plants over the last decades [32,

34] but the grate boilers are still favoured for their simplicity, reliability and cost. FBC

requires more fuel preparation, it is not suitable all types of fuels such as MSW and

its thermal power input is lower compared to grate boilers. [1, 3, 33, 34, 38] However,

grate boilers have some limitations to the burned waste. Grate boilers cannot burn liquid,

powder or melting wastes. However, a small amount of moderately dry sewage sludge

can be burned mixed with other fuels. [2] Thermal treatment of the waste and combustion

process are explained in more detail in Section 2.2.

Grate boilers for waste incineration are designed to burn fuels with varying heating val-

ues and qualities. Grate boiler’s structure and dimensions of heat recovery are defined

by the most unclean and corroding fuel properties. This ensures process operability in

every situation but reduces the energy efficiency in electricity production because steam

temperatures have to be limited due to the increased risk of corrosion.

The energy released from the burned waste generates steam. Steam either produces

electricity in turbines or is distributed to district heat networks. Combustion creates flue

gasses and other pollutants as a secondary product. Hot flue gasses leave the combus-

tion chamber from the top of the grate from where they go to the heat recovery section.

The heat recovery section improves power plant energy efficiency by utilising hot flue

gasses to preheat the water. After the flue gasses have lost their heat energy they enter

the flue gas cleaning section.

In the cleaning section, flue gasses are cleansed from polluting materials. Flue gasses

contain pollutants, heavy metals, fly ash and other inorganic substances from the burned

waste. Plant is in charge of monitoring and reducing the following emissions to the en-

vironment: COx , NOx , SO2, HCl, HF, Total Organic Carbon (TOC) and dust. Emissions

are reduced with various methods, such as scrubbers, Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction

(SNCR) or Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) and baghouse filters. Other unburned

materials are removed with bottom ash. Residues are recycled or they are put to a final

storage place.

2.2 Combustion process

Thermal waste treatment happens in the boilers in which waste is firstly heated to volatiliza-

tion temperature followed by the combustion of organic components. Combustion of solid

fuels in the grate is divided into four stages which are drying, devolatilization, char burning

and ash reactions which are illustrated in Figure 2.2. Depending on the fuel, these stages
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happen simultaneously or sequentially.

The burning rate of the fuel is affected by the fuel particles’ physical, chemical and struc-

tural properties. Affecting physical properties contain specific heat capacity and ther-

mal conductivity, chemical properties include reactivity, pyrolysis temperature and calorific

value while structural properties include features, such as particle size, density and poros-

ity. Chemical kinematics, such as reaction speeds as well as heat and material transfer

mechanisms have also a substantial effect on combustion.

Figure 2.2. Combustion process of solid fuel in inclined stepped grate boiler. Adapted
from [39].

In the drying phase, inserted fuel starts to dry in the furnace from absorbed heat coming

from radiation and convection. As the particle’s temperature increases water begins to

evaporate and the size of the wet core decreases. Water vapour escapes through the

pores of the fuel particles. The speed of evaporation depends on the physical properties

of the fuel, such as moisture content and particle size. Moist fuels are slow to reach

ignition temperatures and require large space of the grate for drying. This reduces the

overall efficiency of the combustion.

The drying phase should be kept as short as possible because it lowers the temperature of

the combustion chamber. Drying is enhanced with preheating of the primary air, thermal

insulation or by pre-processing the fuel. Primary air is either preheated or part of the

hot flue gasses is recycled and mixed with primary air to accelerate drying and ignition.
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Boiler walls lined with heat dispersing and reflective materials helps to dry the fuel through

radiation faster. Reducing particle size by pre-processing the fuel and designing grate

dimension efficiently increases the area of evaporated fuel particles which accelerates

the drying and ignition.

As the temperature increases in the particle, the devolatilization phase begins. In this

stage, the lowest activation energy reactions start and fuel begins to release tars and

combustible gasses such as methane, hydrogen, carbon monoxide as well as carbon

dioxide. Hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide which are the quickest elements to evapo-

rate, start to release right after the drying section but reach the ignition temperatures after

the temperature has reached 500–700 °C. Heavy hydrocarbons are released the last but

they start to ignite in 250–400 °C. Visible light is produced when these gasses are burned

with oxygen supplied by primary air. Released heat helps ignition of the solid particles.

Fuel particles lose their mass and increase their porosity as carbon is consumed. Some

of the gases rise to the burnout zone above the bed where secondary air is introduced to

finalise the combustion.

Devolatilization is typically an endothermic process that turns into an exothermic after the

porous materials start to ignite and burn. After the devolatilization has taken place long

enough and the temperature has risen, the process continues to operate without external

energy. Optimal combustion is achieved when the temperature of the flue gasses is in

the range of 800–1000 °C and the concentration of CO is small. This requires over 700 °C

temperature, sufficient excessive air concentration and mixing of flue gasses and sec-

ondary air. Combustion chambers are designed to assist mixing of the gasses and their

burning above the grate. The speed of devolatilization is affected by chemical kinematics

and heat transfer with the environment.

Solid particles that are left from the devolatilization are called the carbonised residue.

After the volatile materials have been released the remaining combustible carbonised

residue substances, such as fixed carbon and dispersed mineral matter begin to release

in char combustion. The visible flame extinguishes and the surface of the particle starts

to generate carbon monoxide that reacts with excessive air forming carbon dioxide. Char

combustion requires high temperatures and the right oxygen concentration to take place.

This stage is slower and requires much larger space from the grate than devolatilization.

Burn time of the carbonised residues depend on the type of fuel. This reduces the con-

trollability of the process. The burning is enhanced by reducing fuel particle size and

raising temperatures. However, the temperature cannot be raised too much because high

temperatures lead to the melting of the ash. [40] Right dimensioning of the grate improves

energy efficiency [36, p. 468].

Ash is unburned materials that remain after the combustion has taken place. Depending

on the fuel, it contains substances, such as char, alkalies, minerals and silica. Most of the
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ash in grate boilers is removed from the end of the grate as bottom ash compared to other

boilers where it leaves as fly ash with flue gasses. This affects the boiler dimensioning.

Due to high temperatures and intensive combustion, ash is partly sintered and melted.

2.3 Grate structures

The purpose of the grate is to transport the waste from the feeder to the ash hopper

and enable continuous combustion. In addition, the grate is responsible for mixing and

exposing the waste to primary air to make combustion more complete. Grates are divided

into sections where each combustion process phase take place. There are mainly four

grate types which are stationary sloping, travelling, reciprocating and vibrating grate. [5,

38] An example of two types of grate layouts is shown in the Figure 2.3.

(a) Stationary sloping grate layout. [38, p. 189] (b) Travelling grate layout. [38, p. 188]

Figure 2.3. Stationary sloping and travelling grate layouts.

In a stationary sloping grate, the grate is fixed to a predefined tilting angle and therefore

does not move. Gravity moves the waste in the grate. The angle of the grate is defined

in the grate dimensioning phase and it depends on the quality of the fuel. The angle is

around 35–38° and is usually more inclined at the beginning of the grate where the fuel

feeding is located. [38, 36, pp. 472–473, 37, p. 147–148] According to Yin et al. [5],

stationary grate combustion is more difficult to control compared to other grate types.

One example is the increased risk of the fuel pile crash if the fuel feed and combustion

speed are not adjusted accordingly. Stationary grates are cheap to manufacture and their

lifetime is long but nowadays other types of grates are more popular due to their benefits

over the stationary ones. [5]

In travelling grate, the grate is made of heat-resistant steel belts and links that are moved

by front and rear shafts that acts as a conveyor. Waste is fed on top of the grate and

moved forward by a mechanical structure that rolls the grate. Primary air is supplied from

the small holes in the chains and bars. [5, 36, p. 476–477] A travelling grate has good

carbon burnout efficiency because the fuel layer is relatively small. The length and the
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width of the grate is limited to 5m and 8m respectively by mechanical limitations. Grate

speed is controlled by shaft rotation. [38]

Reciprocating grates consist of inclined grate bars that are assembled to separate levels.

Grate levels resemble steps and sometimes these types of grates are called step grates.

Grate bars are inclined in range of 0–30° depending on the fuel. Grate motion is done by

pushing grate bars back and forth. Pushing movement penetrates the fuel mass and ex-

poses a new surface area for combustion which is better for mixing compared to travelling

grate where the fuel is only carried on the top of the grate. [36, p. 484–485] Primary air

is supplied from the side of the bars. Grate speed is changed by alternating the length of

pushing or the speed of movement. [38] According to Yin et al. [5], reciprocating grates

are good for bulky fuels, such as MSW because of good air and fuel mixing. Their lifetime

is shorter compared to travelling grates since the grate has more moving parts that are

affected by mechanical wearing and thermal stress [5].

Vibrating grates consist of leaf springs that are connected to grate frames. Grate vibrates

back and forth that moves the fuel forward and spreads it evenly. They are suitable for

solid fuels with small ash content, such as Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF). [38] Vibrating

grates are simple to construct and have few moving parts compared to other moving

grates which improves reliability and maintenance costs. They are suitable for large scale

boiler units since the width of the grate is not restricted by mechanical limitations. [5]

Even though the grates are designed to withstand a harsh combustion environment, they

cannot tolerate too high temperatures. Grate temperatures need to be kept under 450 °C

and local hot spots should be minimised. Grates are cooled to decrease thermal damage

and increase the lifetime. [1, 2] Grates are either air- or water-cooled. In air-cooled

grates, the primary air is lead through the grates before entering the combustion chamber.

Around 80% of total air is lead through primary air nozzles. Fuels with heating values in

range of 5–15MJ/kg are suitable for air-cooled. Air-cooling has low operating costs. [38]

In a water-cooled grate, grate bars contain water tubes with circulating water that cools

the bars. Water-cooling allows more flexible controls and optimised combustion since

cooling is separated from the primary air. In water-cooling grates only 60% of the air

is primary air. A higher amount of air is supplied from the secondary air level which

enhances combustion increasing boiler efficiency and lowering emissions. Lowering pri-

mary air flow results in fewer combustible particles leaving the combustion chamber with

flue gasses which reduces unburned substances. [2, 38] Water-cooled grates are suit-

able for fuels with heating values in range of 10–20MJ/kg. Water-cooling is good for

wastes, such as Industrial Waste (IW) that require over 1100 °C to burn hazardous sub-

stances. Water-cooling is more expensive compared to air-cooling because of the more

complicated cooling system. [5]
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3. CONTROL SYSTEMS

This chapter explains the control system of the power plant. The first section explains

primary control loops which are the main process systems in the power plant. Combustion

control is explained in more detail. The second section discusses camera based soft

sensors and their utilisation in the control systems. The end of the section presents which

combustion characteristics earlier computer vision-based soft sensors have measured

from the combustion processes.

3.1 Primary control loops

Waste incineration plants are designed to operate continuously with minimum downtimes

in the process. Automation systems have an important role in securing the availability of

the plant. [1] They increase the efficiency of the operation, provide good operability of the

power plant and allow interface for process operators to oversee the energy production

[41]. In the automation system, the control system operates actuators through control

loops, and supervises and optimises power plant operations [42, p. 147, 41].

The main function of the boiler is to produce live steam with desirable pressure and tem-

perature securely and economically. Steam then generates electricity in a turbine or heat

in the heat exchanger to a district heat network. The most typical usage of steam is

in Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plants where the turbine creates electricity from

the superheated steam and the leftover thermal energy is recovered for heating. [37, p.

262–263] To achieve stable production of the energy, the power plant needs to work har-

moniously and the process needs to be kept within safe limits. The automation system

controls and monitors the process through the control loops. [1, 37, 42]

The primary control loops of the condensing power plant are:

• live steam pressure and temperature

• feedwater flow

• combustion power

• furnace chamber flue gas pressure

• electric power. [37, p. 262, 42, p. 147]
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It is important that steam going to the turbine is at the correct pressure. The live steam

pressure has lower and upper limits depending on the technical specifications of the tur-

bine manufacturer. Too high deviations from these values cause damages to the turbine.

Live steam pressure is controlled with two boiler operation modes which are constant and

sliding steam pressure. [43] In constant operation mode the pressure of the live steam is

kept constant in every power level by regulating thermal power and turbine valve position

[42, p. 158]. Changes in live steam or steam drum pressure give control signal to fuel

flow controller unit or turbine control valve. Control difference variable composes of live

steam pressure setpoint and steam pipe pressure sensor measurement difference. [37,

p. 263–264] Fuel flow controller is achieved with two-level control where the first level

controls the setpoint of thermal power based on pressure and the second level combus-

tion air and fuel feed flow which produces required thermal power. The setpoint of the

second controller consist of the control output of the first level control. [42, pp. 158]

In sliding pressure operation mode, turbine’s control valve position is kept close to maxi-

mum opening and steam pressure is controlled only by regulating thermal power. Changes

in thermal power setpoint affect directly to fuel feed speed and that way to produced ther-

mal power. Control has a slow response because changes in fuel feeding speed take

time before it affects the steam mass flow rate. Furthermore, thermal storage capacity of

the boiler slows the energy release to the water. [37, p. 265] The turbine control valve

position is adjusted only a little in start-ups and in maximum thermal power production.

[42, p. 158]. According to Milovanović et al. [43], sliding control has good energy ef-

ficiency in partial loads, good stability and component lifetime is higher due to reduced

stress compared to a constant operation mode.

Steady and efficient plant operation requires live steam temperature control. The tem-

perature needs to be as close to the ideal designed value as possible. Too low steam

temperature causes losses in boiler efficiency while too high temperatures increase the

risk of overheating and failure in heater tubes as well as turbine blades. [41] Steady live

steam temperature reduces thermal stress of the tubes and increases boiler load balanc-

ing [42, p. 165]. Steam temperature alternates depending on the boiler load, air flow,

burner operation, feedwater temperature, fuel and heating surface heat transfer coeffi-

cient [41].

Live steam temperature controller keeps the temperature at its setpoint. The setpoint

is defined by the required thermal power. [41] Live steam temperature is controlled by

changing steam flow in the superheater section, alternating gas recirculation flow or by

spraying water to the steam [37, p. 273]. The most common method is water spraying be-

cause it is simple, inexpensive and easily controllable [42, p. 166]. In this type of control,

water nozzles are installed between the superheater sections. Water is injected through

the nozzles to high-temperature steam which vaporises and cools the steam. [41] This

is achieved by cascade control with two Proportional Integral Derivative (PID)-controller
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blocks. The controlled variable is steam temperature measured after the heaters and the

control variable is the position of the injection valve that feeds water to nozzles. Some-

times additional measurement from steam temperature before heaters is utlised. [42, p.

166-167]

Feedwater flow control regulates that there is enough water to vaporise in the steam

drum. The amount of required water depends on boiler type, capacity and load. [41]

Having enough water in the steam drum is important for boiler efficiency and preventing

pipeline damages. Control is implemented by changing the feedwater valve position which

regulates how much water is going to the steam drum. [37, p. 263]

Control is achieved with one, two or three-element control loops. [42, p. 152–153] In one

element loop, feedwater valve is controlled with only drum level measurement [41]. This

does not consider the amount of fed water or leaving steam and therefore is not suitable

for high load changes [37, p. 263, 42, p. 154]. The generated steam is taken into account

in two-element controls where feedback loop consists of steam flow and drum level. This

control loop handles the swelling and shrinking effects of the steam and is more robust

compared to one element control loop. The best controllability is achieved by a three-

element control loop where the flow is controlled with system’s main steam flow, drum

level and feedwater flow measurements. Control utilises two control difference variables

that are the water level difference and the steam and water flow difference. A setpoint of

a PID controller is the sum of these variables. [42, p. 155-156] This is the most typical

control strategy [37, p. 263].

The main task of the combustion control is to keep adequate thermal power so that the

required steam is generated. Thermal power setpoint is determined by deviations in live

steam pressure, electric power or turbine control valve position. [37, p. 266] Combustion

control loops which include fuel speed, combustion air flow and combustion chamber flue

gas pressure controls are discussed in more detail in Subsection 3.1.1.

The main function of the electric power control is to keep the generators created elec-

tricity matched to the requirements of an electric power network. Electric power network

voltage, frequency and waveform need to be kept inside boundaries or the turbine starts

to oscillate and needs to be taken off from the network. [42, p. 168] Setpoint is the load

demand of the network. Control is achieved with boiler follow, turbine follow modes or

coordinated control. [42, p. 149–151]

In the boiler follow mode, electric power is controlled by changing the position of the tur-

bine control valve. Stored energy in the boiler gives an immediate load response but

causes pressure drops in the live steam. To maintain the pressure setpoint, the boiler

increases thermal power output. In the turbine follow mode, the control is opposite. Elec-

tric power causes changes to the thermal power setpoint which increases pressure in live

steam. The turbine control valve keeps the pressure constant by opening and closing
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the control valve. [42, p. 150, 41] In these control types, the turbine and boiler controls

are separate and they do not communicate with each other. This is not the case in a

coordinated control system where boiler sub-processes are connected with each other to

achieve a quick response time. [41] Structure of coordinated control system is illustrated

in the Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. Arrangement of the coordinated control system in steam generating plant.
[41]

In a coordinated control system, sub-process controls are harmonised to work together.

The master controller calculates required control variable values based on their pre-set

limits and sends commands to other boiler control loops. [41] Coordinated control sys-

tem calculates optimal setpoints for the control loops and releases the operator from the

decision making [42, p. 151–152].
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3.1.1 Combustion control

A stable combustion process requires three conditions to take place which are the pres-

ence of the fuel, sufficient temperature and oxygen [36, p. 186]. Alternating fuel quality

of the waste requires constant controlling of the combustion. Control loops have to be

able to follow the uncertain energy content of the fuel and control the air flow and the

grate speed to enable optimal combustion circumstances. [36, p. 486] Waste incineration

has stricter emission limits compared to other fuels and power plants [1]. This puts spe-

cial requirements for combustion controls. Combustion is regulated in grate boilers with

combustion air flow rate, fuel feeding speed and combustion chamber pressure [41].

The main function of combustion control is to keep adequate thermal power dictated by

the load demand. Control difference unit compares load setpoint to live steam flow signal,

turbine pressure setpoint to signal from the turbine steam pipe and electric power setpoint

to the measured one. The error signal is then fed to combustion controllers. [41, 37, p.

266] Thermal power is regulated either by air or fuel flow controls [42, p. 159].

Combustion air flow and fuel feeding speed controls are either in series or parallel ad-

justed. In the series type of control, the changes in thermal power setpoint cause changes

in air flow which then affects the fuel feeding. In parallel type, the response of both control

setpoints is immediate if the thermal power setpoint changes. Wired controls are common

in grate combustion because of the dynamics of the combustion chamber. [42, p. 161]

Fuel flow controls adjust the amount of burning material in the furnace. Fuel should be

spread evenly to minimise air flow disturbances and allow proper mixing. [36, p. 471]

Controlled variables are grate movement speed and fuel feeding from the bunker to the

furnace. Depending on the boiler structure, the grate speed is adjusted separately in grate

sections or the whole grate moves at the same speed. Grate and fuel feeding control

parameters are dependable on the calorific value of the fuel. [37, p. 266] Alternating

movement speed of the grate or the fuel feeder has a long response time to thermal power

because it takes time before the inserted fuel starts to release energy. However, the grate

contains a pile of dry fuel that is easily ignited by introducing more air to the furnace. [42,

p. 159] That is why fast changes to thermal power are controlled by changing the air flows

but the fuel flow is the most important controllable variable for thermal power [36, p. 186].

If the air flow and fuel flow are not in balance, the bed inventory starts to deplete and at

some point, the combustion extinguishes.

The function of the air flow control is to maintain a proper air level so the combustion

process keeps happening. Controllable variables are fan speeds or single leaf damper

positions in the regions of the boiler [37, p. 267]. In grate boilers, air flow control is

staged to primary and secondary air levels. Primary air is further divided into grate sec-

tions where air flow is controlled separately. Most of the primary air is blown from the
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grate where the devolatilization takes place. [36, p. 474, 487] Complete stoichiometric

combustion requires specific amount of air that is described with air–fuel ratio (λ). The

higher the ratio, the more excessive air there is in the combustion which is not required

for complete combustion. [42, p. 160] Air-fuel ratio is adjusted in the feedback loop of

the air flow control with O2 concentration measurement from the flue gasses and thermal

power load. Desired O2 level is not constant but depends on the boiler load [41]. Having

the correct ratio boosts boiler efficiency and keeps the process stable. Too small air-fuel

ratio causes imperfect combustion. Combustion does not get enough air and fuel starts

to pile in the furnace. In serious cases, this causes explosions in the furnace. Having too

high a ratio is not desirable because it increases flue gas losses, emissions and affects

efficiency. [42, p. 160] Other parameters that affect the air flow controls are fuel calorific

value, its mixture as well as furnace temperature [41].

The function of the furnace pressure control is to keep negative pressure inside the fur-

nace. Negative pressure is required so the flue gasses do not leak to the boiler room. [37,

p. 269] Having balanced pressure inside the furnace helps to stabilise combustion be-

cause fluctuations in pressure disrupt the air flow. This affects the amount of combustion

air and makes combustion incomplete. In serious cases, unstable pressure extinguishes

the flame. [42, p. 164] Negative pressure is created by induced draught fan. Fan’s pre-

rotation vane position, rotor blade pitch or revolution speed are controlled variables. Inter-

ferences caused by air flow and fuel feed to combustion are mitigated with feed-forward

controls which take into account disturbance variables from a combustion air blower. [42,

p. 164–165]

The other function of the combustion controls is to optimise combustion efficiency by

reducing unburned fuel and flue gas losses. The most effective way to achieve better

combustion is to reduce excessive air. Lowering the amount of excess air by 1% in-

creases combustion efficiency the same amount while reducing NOx emissions. [42, p.

160, 21] On the other hand, having small excessive air ratio increases emissions, such

as CO [21]. The speed of the primary air flow affects particle emissions. Lowering the

air flow velocity reduces small particles that leave the combustion chamber. [36, p. 487]

Stable flame is mainly maintained by optimising fuel flow control [41]. Optimised combus-

tion is important for reducing emissions. Waste contains substances, such as dioxins and

furans that require complete combustion conditions. Better combustion process reduces

the secondary cleaning methods of the power plant, such as the investment and operat-

ing costs of the flue gas cleaning. [36, p. 485] Combustion efficiency is controlled with

the air flow of the secondary air level by furnace temperature, O2 and CO measurements

[8].
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3.2 Imaging based soft sensors

As discussed in the last section, most of the control systems in practical industrial size

power plants are implemented with traditional PID control loops. However, this is not

the optimal solution. Grate boilers are complex systems that contain high nonlinearities.

Seeber et al. [44] reason why conventional PID control systems are not suitable for today’s

combustion plants. According to them, PID controls are not suitable for dealing with

multiple inputs and outputs which reduce the achievable performance levels. They state

that this is especially true when power plants want to achieve low emissions while having

good efficiency combined with load and fuel flexibility. [44] Similar observations have

been reported in other studies as well [7, 21, 45, 46] Garami et al. stated that reliable

control configurations are required to achieve high operating efficiency [20].

Achieving better combustion circumstances has led to developing new control strategies

such as predictive models. These approaches model the combustion process from multi-

ple process data measurements and assess process parameters more efficiently. Accord-

ing to Nielsen et al. [31], models are derived either from computational fluid dynamics and

reaction kinematics or simplified simulated transient models. According to them, models

related to chemical reactions are hard to adopt for control purposes since they are com-

plex and require high computational power [31]. Miljković et al. [46] demonstrated in their

paper how their developed numerical model improved the predictions for bed inventory

and combustion circumstances. The model utilised additional measurements from the

process compared to the conventional system [46]. The performance of these models

is dependable on the attainable data. According to Kortela and Jämsä-Jounela [47], ad-

vanced process controls and their dynamic models require additional information from

the process so control systems make correct actions. This requires improved control and

process monitoring methods [20]. One way to get new information from the process is to

collect data with more sensors.

Soft sensors have been proven to be an effective way to achieve this. Kadlec et al. defined

a soft sensor as a computer program based predictive model that measures chemical

or physical properties from the process [48]. They explained that the benefits of the

soft sensors are the capability to measure various process conditions with lower costs

compared to conventional hardware-based sensors [48]. Ballester and García-Armingol

[49] argued how imaging-based sensors are better than hardware-based ones. According

to them, practically every monitoring and control systems utilise input variables, such as

temperature, oxygen content and fuel characteristics to measure combustion. However,

these parameters are giving only indirect information about combustion outputs, such

as the chemical substances, flame and the global efficiency of the furnace which is not

enough for precise diagnostic and control purposes. [49]

Soft sensors are categorised into the model- or data-driven approaches. Model-driven
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approaches are based on first principle physical models that rely on prior knowledge of

the process. Contrary to this, data-driven models are derived empirically from historical

data. [50] According to Kadlec et al. [48] data-driven models are more popular in the

combustion process industry for their adaptability. Soft sensors change their models dy-

namically to match the changes of the environment. [48] Lin and Jørgensen [51] claimed

that the model-based soft sensors are harder to adopt in real-time applications since they

require more computational power.

Vision-based soft sensors have been applied in grate boiler automation systems for di-

agnostic purposes. Tóth et al. [19] researched how to automatically detect operating

problems from the video feed. They proposed a new camera-based soft sensor model

that predicts the temperature of the output water. The tests were conducted in an in-

clined reciprocating grate-fired biomass boiler with a nominal capacity of a 3MW. They

captured images from the combustion flame with the colour camera. They computed

features from the images that describe the combustion conditions. These features were

then fed to Artificial Neural Network (ANN) along with a couple of process measurements

from the Distributed Control System (DCS). The model predicted 30min ahead of time

the out-coming water temperature within ±1 °C accuracy. [19]

Garami et al. [20] studied detecting the combustion reaction zone for combustion moni-

toring in the same grate boiler and data set. They introduced a computer vision system

that determined the flame boundary and location from the combustion chamber. Flame

location was compared to process data available from the plant. They observed that

the changes in the fuel feeding and grate motion are seen in the flame endpoint loca-

tion. Garami et al. conducted a cross-correlation analysis between flame location and

collected process measurements. The study suggests that the location of the edge corre-

lates strongly with O2, CO2 concentrations in the flue gas as well as combustion chamber

and flue gas temperature process parameters. Some correlation was also found between

NOx and CO concentrations. Garami et al. stated that flame boundary could be applied

for control purposes. [20]

Matthes et al. [52] investigated detecting empty regions of the grate. They captured

images with Middle Wavelength Infrared (MWIR) camera to monitor fuel distribution in the

grate. They proposed a new computer vision algorithm for detecting empty grate sectors.

They showed that regions correlated with steam production and the disturbances in the

steam generation are automatically detectable. In the same study, Matthes et al. argued

how Visible Imaging System (VIS) and MWIR cameras are suitable in burnout monitoring

tasks in grate boilers. According to their analysis, flame dimensions and burning intensity

are monitorable from VIS images while measuring bed temperature distribution and the

location of the burning zone is possible from MWIR images. [52]

In addition to a diagnostic tool, soft sensors have been applied in grate boiler control
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loops. Strobel et al. [21] studied excessive air reduction in commercial WTE grate power

plant. They estimated fuel quality with a 3D laser scanner, video analysis to determine fire

curvature and the endpoint from the camera images, waste composition from the flue gas

and grate’s pressure difference for bed volume estimation. These variables were utilised

in the control loops. Study showed that their advanced combustion control model was

able to reduce excessive air to 1.2λ which reduced NOx and CO emissions. At the same

time live steam flow fluctuation was reduced and a lower continuous operation setpoint

for O2 was achieved. [21]

Martin et al. [22] investigated the newest control system concepts for WTE grate-based

systems. One of the examined systems has a MWIR camera integrated into control loops.

This control system increases boiler efficiency by reducing flue gas losses and enhancing

ash quality. This is accomplished by adding more oxygen to combustion air and control

fuel bed temperatures. Lower emission combined with higher efficiency and increased

residues quality in the large-scale pilot plant was reported in this study. [22]

Cui et al. [23] applied digital image processing in an industrial refuse incineration plant.

They controlled grate speed by the flame endpoint. The location of the flame was deter-

mined from the images taken with a visible light camera. The grate travelling speed was

controlled with the additional measurement of the location of the flame endpoint. They

found out that the controller was able to keep the flame location in the centre of the grate.

They stated that better combustion conditions, reduced labour and waste disposal costs

as well as the improved lifetime of the equipment is achieved with controls that utilise

flame location information in the feedback loops. [23] Nielsen et al. [31] study supports

this statement. They investigated how flame front information enhances boiler controls.

Their tests with simulated grate boiler model showed that the utilisation rate of the grate

is optimised with the information of the flame front. They proposed PID control strategy

that controlled fuel flow and primary air flow setpoints with the soft sensor’s flame front

position. [31]

3.2.1 Flame characteristics

Soft sensors provide measurements from quantities that might be otherwise impossible

to measure. Finding relevant and informative variables to measure is important in ap-

plying soft sensors to boiler processes. [48] Finding features that correlate with physical

and chemical properties helps to improve combustion quality and reduce emissions [53].

Suitable variables that describe the combustion in more details is active work and apply-

ing vision-based systems to monitor and control combustion has been a growing field of

research.

Previous studies have concentrated on measuring the characteristics of the flame from

the images. Imaging-based sensors that measure flame which is the output of the com-
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bustion give information about the quality of the process. Huang et al. stated that reliable

information of the flame helps to understand and react better to the combustion process,

pollutant formation and other combustion problems [15].

According to Hernández and Ballester [54], measured variables from the flame are di-

vided into geometrical, radiation, physico-chemical or fluid mechanic parameters. Based

on their research, these features extract distinctive physical characteristics that are inter-

pretable. Determining these features is important because images contain a lot of data

that is difficult to analyse in real-time. [54] Measured characteristics of the flame from the

other studies are combined in the Table 3.1.

Parameter type Measured characteristics References

Geometric

Flame position [20, 21, 23, 31, 55]

Shape [10, 12, 14, 21, 23, 24, 27,

51, 52, 54, 56, 57, 58, 59]

Area [24, 52, 54, 55, 57, 59, 60,

61]

Radiation

Intensity [10, 12, 19, 51, 57, 58, 59,

62]

Emissivity [49, 63]

Physico-Chemical Temperature [15, 18, 22, 49, 52, 55, 60,

61, 64]

Fluid mechanics

Flow/oscillation frequency [10, 13, 14, 16, 18, 24, 28,

58, 61, 63, 65]

Stability [10, 66]

Table 3.1. Measured flame characteristics by soft sensors.

Characteristics listed in the Table 3.1 are collected from the studies where computer vision

soft sensors are applied for combustion diagnostics and control. Characteristic have been

extracted from images taken with VIS or MWIR cameras from combustion processes.

Based on the earlier studies, multiple parameters have been measured from the camera

images.

Geometrical parameters describe the structural characteristics of the flame and radia-

tional ones emission and transmission of the energy. These attributes are known to

correlate with process measurements. Lin and Jørgensen [51] calculated features from

the image based on flame size, intensity and luminous. They demonstrated how NOx

emission measurement accuracy is improved with video images [51]. Wang et al. [12]

showed that it is possible to detect unstable operating conditions from the flame images

by analysing flame characteristics, such as flame area and intensity. Li et al. [58] rea-
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soned that the colours of the flame present important information about the state of the

burning. They studied how to recognise abnormal burning conditions from the flame im-

ages. They found out that flame colour is a useful feature to determine from the images.

[58] Szatvanyi et al. [62] found that the colouration of the flame provides information both

fast and slow dynamics of the combustion.

For physico-chemical parameter measuring temperature has been researched due to its

physical indication of the combustion. It gives direct information about the state of the

process [63]. Jiang et al. [63] proposed a way to measure temperature from the colour

camera images. They were able to measure a 2D temperature map from the industrial

size power boiler. The measurement error was less than 10% compared to thermocouple

measurements. Smart et al. [18] calculated flame temperature and oscillation frequency

from high-speed Charge Couple Device (CCD) camera images. They found out that the

temperature of the flame is highly controlled by the flue gas recycle ratio in a combustion

plant [18]. Image processing is proven to provide non-intrusive measurement method that

offers information about temperature distribution [15, 18, 63]

Fluid mechanics parameters have focused on quantifying parameters that describe flame

fluctuation. Fleury et al. [24] determined spatial frequency and geometrical features of the

flame. Additional frequency characteristics from the image were calculated with the 2D

Fourier transform. They found out that their model was able to detect and classify sudden

changes in the combustion parameters. [24] Toth et al. [28] researched measuring optical

flow for monitoring and control purposes in the combustion chamber. They capture im-

ages from the burner with VIS and MWIR cameras. After this, they applied an optical flow

algorithm to calculate flame flow and compared them to process measurements. They

demonstrated that the changes in a couple of process parameters, such as stoichiometry

and thermal ones, were detected in optical flow velocity transient magnitudes. [28] Study

suggests that optical flow techniques are applicable for monitoring and control purposes.

The table contains only features that have been manually designed to be extracted from

the images. However, analysing images does not always require human interference in

the design phase. Bae et al. [67] applied ANN model to detect stability of the flame of the

burner. They did not choose measured characteristics manually but fed the whole images

to the network. The neural network learned to predict flame state from the images at the

same accuracy as the human operator. [67] Similar kind of approaches where features

are not handcrafted have been applied in other studies [25, 26, 68, 69] as well. Hernández

and Ballester [54] proposed Self-Organizing Map (SOM) based algorithm that estimated

NOx emissions from the full images. They also tested a model based on calculated

geometrical parameters but concluded that it was not as effective a model compared to

SOM [54].
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4. COMPUTER VISION APPLICATIONS IN COMBUSTION

PROCESSES

In this chapter, the image analysis process is explained. Primarily, the chapter describes

the simplified image analysis process phases. In each phase, applied methods from

the previous studies are discussed in more detail. After that, the chapter explains the

special requirements that infrared and visible light-based camera technologies have in

combustion monitoring systems. The combustion process is a harsh environment that

puts additional requirements for the camera systems.

4.1 Process

Images needs to be understood for process monitoring and control purposes. The human

operator interprets video camera data with eyes and brains to make actions. The objective

of the Computer Vision (CV) is to make the machine understand and interpret the content

of the image [70]. This information is then applied in problem-specific applications which

are referred as machine vision [71]. It should be noted that these two terms are closely

related to each other and are sometimes used interchangeably.

Computer vision problems require various techniques and approaches depending on the

nature of the tasks to be accomplished [70]. However, there is a generic approach model

that can be broken down into computer vision processing phases. The main phases of

the 2D image analysis are illustrated in the Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1. Simplified image analysis process. Adapted from [71].
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It should be noted that the illustrated process is a simplified version of the classical com-

puter vision method that solves practical cases. Depending on the applied approach,

the process steps differ, for example in deep learning methods. [71] According to Szeliski

deep learning systems do not require manually designing segmentation and feature blocks

because networks learn to identify these characteristics by themselves [70].

4.1.1 Image formation

The first step in image analysis is image formation. A camera collects electromagnetic

radiation from emitting or reflecting objects at a specific spectrum. Light flows through the

camera optics that focuses them into a single point sharpening the image. Collected light

enters to imaging sensor unit that transfers the light to a digital image. [70]

Multiple wavelength sensors are applicable in the boiler environment. Visible light sen-

sors have either CCD or Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) sensors

[70]. Garami et al. took flame images with CCD camera flame from the grate boiler

[72]. Sawicki recorded flame images from combustion chamber with high-speed CMOS

camera [73].

Infrared radiation cameras are suitable for monitoring combustion processes. Matthes et

al. [52] explain in their study the benefits of the MWIR camera compared to the visible

light camera in grate boilers. Visible light cameras cannot see through the flame and

they are affected by the radiation of unwanted particles. Combustion chamber contains

gaseous components, such as CO, H2O, and soot. The spectral scattering and radiation

of these substances are at the highest in visible light spectrum. Particle scattering is

lowest in wavelength range of 3.8–4.0 µm. Measuring this radiation and creating images

is achieved is possible with microbolometer chips with a band-pass filter in that range.

[52] A combination of wavelength sensors is possible. Sun et al. [10] estimated stable

flame from the spectral bands with a camera that had ultraviolet, visible and infrared

photodetectors.

According to Szeliski [70], aperture size, focal length, shutter speed, sampling pitch, fill

factor, chip size, analog gain, sensor noise and resolution affect the quality of the digital

images. Sun et al. [10] investigated how exposure time, aperture size and camera place-

ment affect temperature measurements. In their test, calibrated aperture size provided

1.4% more accurate temperature measurements compared to uncalibrated one. [10]

Correct imaging setups during the image recording improve later image analysis phases

[71]. Bael et al. [67] point out in their study that radiating light from the flame, firebricks

and water-pipe walls causes inaccurate segmentation in detection tasks during the image

formation phase. Tóth et al. [19] minimise pixel saturation and image streaking with short

exposure time of 0.75ms.
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4.1.2 Pre-processing

After the camera has created a digital representation of the imaged scene pre-processing

methods are applied to the image. Pre-processing manipulates images to be more suit-

able for interpretation in the further analysis steps. [71] Earlier studies have argued why

images should be pre-processed. Combustion is a rapidly changing process that contains

dynamic disturbances which affect the quality of the data [60]. Raw image data contains

high-frequency noise and fluctuating interference signals that increase measurement un-

certainty [58]. Images contain a large amount of data that reduces the performance of

online systems or even impede their operation without bringing additional information of

the process [20]. That is why it is important to apply pre-processing methods to the image

data.

Pre-processing operations include methods, such as noise reduction, colour balancing

and image manipulation. Various pre-processing techniques enhance features of interest

based on the application requirements. [70] Methods improve the performance of the

algorithm [16], decrease the response time of the system [19] and reduce the influence of

the noise [15]. Studies have also shown that pre-processing is not only helping computer

vision algorithm to perform better but they provide more reliable visual information for the

process operators about the state of the combustion process [23, 58].

Gray-scaling reduces the amount of processed data and removes noise [67]. Grayscale

images have been composed of all three colour channels [58] or information from sep-

arate colour channels is utilised [72]. Garami et al. [20] separated colour channels to

reduce the amount of processed data since they found out that only the red colour chan-

nel provided relevant information of the flame. Another method for data reduction is image

downsampling. Tóth et al. [19] subsampled images before feeding them to ANN to in-

crease the speed of the application.

Filtering methods help to eliminate image noise, enhance image quality and make de-

tection algorithms execute faster. Approaches, such as median, average and Gaussian

filtering are applied depending on the task [12, 27, 60]. Ruixuan et al. [27] compared

filtering algorithms in detecting fuel feed flows in the furnace. Median filtering was shown

to give the best results for reducing the noise while preserving the quality of the features

such as edges [27]. Median filtering has also shown better performance in noise remov-

ing compared to average filtering in other studies as well [12, 53, 60]. Morphological

filtering methods have been applied in noise reduction, such as in the articles [16, 23,

27]. Cui et al. [23] filled the small holes and connected flame boundaries with corrosion

and expansion operators. Zhang et al. [27] applied opening operation to separate flame

regions from the background.
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4.1.3 Segmentation

In the segmentation phase image is divided into regions that have a similar appearance.

The goal is to find and extract objects from the image based on their characteristics. [71]

Segmentation algorithms group pixels based on distinguishable characteristics and find

boundaries of these regions. This is done for every pixel in the image [70]. According

to Szeliski segmentation methods are divided into a semantic, instance or panoptic seg-

mentation. The goal of semantic segmentation is to accurately label pixels to classes,

instance segmentation outlines separate objects while panoptic segmentation combines

both semantic and instance segmentation. [70]

Earlier combustion process studies have concentrated on applying semantic segmenta-

tion. The main object has been to divide images into flame and background classes.

One of the methods is grey-level thresholding. It has proven to be an effective way to

segment images since combustion regions have bright intensity values which are easily

distinguished from the background. Zhou et al. [14] thresholded grayscaled images to

separate flame area from the background. Sbarbaro et al. [74] applied the same thresh-

old principle but they determined threshold value only from the blue colour channel.

Zhang et al. [27] compared segmentation algorithms in detecting the flame of the blast

furnace. One of the compared algorithms is called Otsu’s method [75]. The algorithm

segments the image into two classes by maximising the discriminant separability value

of the two classes. The value is chosen from the distributions that represent the classes.

The optimal value maximises the distance between the variances of the distributions [75].

Zhang et al. [27] found out that Otsu’s thresholding algorithm provided the best result

compared to four other thresholding algorithms. Wang et al. [12] searched flame regions

by segmenting images with logarithmic entropy multi-threshold segmentation method pro-

posed in the article [76]. The image was classified into three classes where two classes

represented the flame. They stated that this provided better results compared to binary

image segmentation methods. [12]

Lin and Jørgensen [51] applied Multivariate Image Analysis (MIA) methodology to moni-

tor flame in a burner. They applied 3 × 3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA) kernel to

calculate histograms from each of the colour channels to detect flame areas. [51] Tanaś

and Kotyra [16] applied Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to extract flame boundaries from

the combustion chamber in their paper. Wu [55] applied boundary detection to segment

flame regions based on pixel’s geometric similarities. Temperature profile was then cal-

culated from the segmented flame [55]. Marques and Jorge [56] detected the flame of

the burner with two contour methods. Images taken with MWIR camera were segmented

into flame regions and background. Intensity profile and Bayesian probability distribution

methods segmented the image into the background, outer and inner flame boundaries.

[56] Matthes et al. applied template matching to detect empty grate regions from the grate
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[52].

Pietikäinen and Silvén [71] state that segmentation is one of the critical phases in solving

computer vision tasks. Poor segmentation hinders analysis and makes the following steps

harder to perform [71]. Wang et al. [12] reported how flame luminosity and intensity as

well as reflecting light from furnace walls lowers the performance of the flame extraction

from the images. Other studies have also reported similar problems where boiler walls

and other reflective materials make accurate segmentation hard task [56, 72].

Image segmentation is not always required to analyse the flame. Silva et al. [65] did

not segment images but calculated properties from the pixel regions of the image and

applied them in modal analysis. They stated that this helps to reduce image processing

in turbulent combustion environment while achieving good flame analysis capability in

classification systems. [65]

Applying new methodologies for image segmentation is an active field of research. One of

the researched topics is superpixel techniques that are based on pixel clustering by their

similar appearances. Shen et al. [77] describe how superpixels are useful for many com-

puter vision problems, such as segmentation, classification and object detection. They

proposed a new superpixel algorithm applying a clustering method called Density Based

Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) for image segmentation. The

data clustering algorithm was firstly proposed by Ester et al. in the article [78]. Shen et

al. algorithm outperformed other applied segmentation algorithms in accuracy and com-

putational cost [77]. Their paper findings give a preliminary indication that these methods

are applicable in computer vision-based applications in a combustion environment which

require accurate measurements and real-time performance. Likewise, connected compo-

nents algorithms have been applied to segmentation tasks. Grana et al. proved that a

decision trees-based method is effective both in segmentation accuracy and speed [79].

4.1.4 Feature extraction

To group and match the objects from the segmented areas in the image, features that

describe and distinguish objects from one another needs to be found. Finding these

characteristics from the image is called feature extraction. [71] The goal of this phase is to

find useful keypoint features such as edges, lines and contours that describe the content

of the segmented areas. Feature extraction transforms images to feature vectors which

represent image accurate enough while reducing the dimensionality of the data. [70]

Tóth et al. [19] were unable to feed full images to their ANN model because raw images

contained too much data that was not processable with limited computing resources.

They reduced the size of the data by calculating features from the images that were then

fed to neural network [19]. Similar issues with image data sizes have been reported in

other studies as well [17, 68].
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Features need to reliably differentiate objects from one another while describing corre-

sponding ones [71]. Szeliski states that good features have good repeatability across im-

ages, they are scale, rotational and orientation invariant as well their performance is not

reduced by affine transformation [70]. Feature extractions are divided into hand-crafted

and learned features. Algorithms created by humans determine hand-crafted features,

while learned features are discovered characteristics and fine-tuned model parameters

that deep learning pipeline systems learn by themselves. [70]

Geometrical parameters, luminosity distributions and colours have been detected with

hand-crafted features in the earlier computer vision applications. Detecting geometrical

parameters requires describing image scenery with lines, curves, surfaces and points

and these features are calculated based on pixel values. Hernández and Ballester [54]

calculated intensity, width, length, orientation and eight other geometric parameters from

the pixels of the segmented flame that were then fed as inputs to an ANN model. Sujatha

et al. [53] extracted flame area, intensity and orientation from segmented flame images

for their application. Wang et al. [80] defined flame combustion area by applying contrast

difference to before and after images from the combustion chamber.

For detecting the edges of the flame, the widely adopted method has been the Canny

edge detection algorithm [81]. The algorithm is multi-staged. First, the image is filtered

with a 5 × 5 Gaussian filter to reduce noise. The next stage searches edge gradients

and directions by filtering with the Sobel operator both in horizontal and vertical directions

and then calculating gradients. Kernel size of the Sobel operator and image gradient

algorithm can be modified. After that, the algorithm removes pixels that do not belong

to the edges by checking each pixels gradient direction and determining if it is a local

maximum. Finally, the algorithm thresholds the image with lower and upper threshold

values that remove weak noisy edges. [81] Zhang et al. [61] extracted the boundaries of

the flame from the blast furnace with Canny edge algorithm. Contour detection algorithms

have identified closed shapes in earlier studies. Fleury et al. [24] determined contours

from Otsu thresholded images and calculated features that described the shape of the

flames. Omiotek and Kotyra [82] calculated contour areas and their respective sizes and

centroids with the active contour method.

Toth et al. [28] applied optical flow algorithm proposed by Brox et al. in the article [83] to

calculate burner flame optical velocities. They extracted spatial velocity magnitudes from

different sections of the flame images taken from the combustion chamber [28]. Tanaś

and Kotyra [16] calculated velocity vectors and orientations with Lucas-Kanade optical

flow algorithm from the images taken in pulverised coal and biomass burning boiler.

Luminosity, brightness and colour characteristics help to describe the flame of the im-

age. The characteristics are evaluated from the pixel values of the colour channels. Li

et al. [58] projected image pixels to colour score space with MIA and retrieved the sim-
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ilar colours from the image space. They also applied Scale Invariant Feature Transform

(SIFT) with K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) clustering to extract other features from the im-

age. Castiñeira et al. [84] obtained flame brightness, uniformity and number of colours

along with PCA feature vectors for their application. Brightness was calculated by inte-

grating luminous intensity levels which were defined as a weighted coefficient vector over

the colour channels [84]. Sun et al. [10] evaluated flame stability from luminous region,

brightness and non-uniformity characteristics.

The flame temperature has been a topic of interest in feature extraction. Determining

flame temperature is possible by measuring thermal radiation of the object. Objects emit

black-body radiation based on their physical characteristics and the temperature is related

to spectrum of the radiation. [85] For determining temperature, Wien’s approximation of

the Planck formula has been applied to construct temperature fields in various types of

boilers [15, 18, 49, 55, 60]. Wu [55] proposed a way to calculate the temperature field

and monitor the combustion process in his paper. The temperature distribution was cal-

culated with the Wien approximation of the Planck formula, where spectral radiance from

each of the colour channels was estimated separately. An isothermal three-dimensional

temperature map was obtained from the flame which worked in real-time and provided

information about the combustion [55]. Two-colour method, where radiation between two

wavelengths determines temperature, has been proposed in a couple of studies [15, 18,

49, 60]. Huang et al. [15] measured flame temperature from the furnace burning coal.

Temperature field was determined from the CCD images with a two-colour approach.

They found out that this method was able to measure the temperature distribution within

the same accuracy as thermocouple and the algorithm performed calculations in real-

time. [15]

There are plenty of characteristics that have been quantified from the images as seen

from the Table 3.1. Even more methods have been applied to extract these features from

the images. There seems to be no consensus on what features should be determined

and with what methods from the image but they are based on the experience of the

implementer. There is a limited number of studies where the performance of the methods

has been compared and evaluated.

4.1.5 Model and fitting

The next step involves making recognition actions with the processed images [71]. This

involves classifying, measuring, predicting or controlling output variables. Computer vi-

sion problems are in general inverse problems where the situation is to estimate unknown

parameters with the given measurements [70].

The computer vision model takes inputs and produces outputs based on its internal set

of rules. Derived feature vectors from the images are fed as input to the models [71].
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Typically, models utilise other parameters as input, such as process measurements from

the automation systems. For instance, Li et al. fed measured NOx values as an input

along with processed images to their model [68]. Utilising both process measurements

and information available from images as model inputs appears to make models more

effective. Garami and Tóth [72] evaluated two models to predict output water temperature.

One model utilised only process measurements while the other extracted additionally

reaction zone features from the images. They reported that the model with flame features

predicted output temperature 5% more accurate compared to the other model. [72]

According to Szeliski models are categorised into scientific, statistical and data-driven ap-

proaches [70]. Scientific models are derived conceptual models representing real physi-

cal phenomenon. Solutions are formulated with probabilistic methods in statistical mod-

els while the data-driven approaches are based on collecting data and teaching model to

represent it. [70] For combustion monitoring and control purposes, most of the applied

methods have either been probabilistic or data-driven models.

Szeliski argues that many computer vision problems require estimating unknown quan-

tities from noisy data. Therefore, uncertainties and unknown parameters are modelled

with statistical techniques. [70] Graphical models have been applied in probabilistic ap-

proaches. Chen et al. [69] applied Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to detect abnormal

conditions for flame process controls. According to their research, the HMM was able

to associate changes in the flame flickering to abnormal behaviour [69]. Chen et al. [17]

proposed new control strategy where the air-fuel ratio is controlled with Gaussian process

model and image data. Qiu et al. [86] compared probabilistic models in predicting com-

bustion conditions. They reported the best results with the HMM based approach with

total accuracy of 95%. The other tested models were GMM, k-means and c-means. [86]

Since Artificial Intelligence (AI) has gained research popularity during the last decades

so has the number of data-driven approaches to combustion monitoring and control in-

creased. Numerous Machine Learning (ML) models have been applied for image pro-

cessing flame analysis. Earlier studies have confirmed that these approaches are suit-

able for classification [27, 53, 58, 59, 65, 67, 69, 82, 87, 88], measurement [14, 57, 74,

89], prediction [17, 19, 51, 68, 80] and control [25, 62, 84, 90] purposes in combustion

processes.

From ANN based approaches the feed-forward back-propagated networks seem to be

the most common method [20, 25, 49, 53, 54, 55, 72, 91]. Allen et al. [25] fed full-size

images to the feed-forward neural network which outputs the combustion load controller

utilised. Their study demonstrated that the controller achieved satisfying results utilising

only information from the neural network’s outputs [25]. Hernández and Ballester [54]

predicted NOx emissions with self-organising feature maps. Deviation of the classification

was less than 3 ppm compared to measurements available from the traditional sensor
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[54].

Supervised methods have been applied to classification and clustering tasks. Zhou et al.

[14] estimated fuel properties with Support Vector Machine (SVM) from the flame images.

They reported over 99.1% identification accuracy. SVM has been applied in other studies

as well [73, 92]. Sawicki [73] analysed three classification methods, which were KNN,

Naive Bayes Classifier and SVM, in determining state of the combustion. KNN was the

most accurate method in this study, resulting in average accuracy of 83% in detecting if

the combustion was stable or not [73].

Models are trained with test data which needs to be collected from the model development

[71]. After the data collection the data is pre-processed and fed to the model. The model

fits the data and learns to interpolate it. Data fitting requires loss function that minimises

the fitting error. [70]

4.2 Camera features

The furnace chamber of the grate boiler is exposed for high temperatures and volatile

substances that affect the quality of the data available from the camera. Additionally, com-

bustion process is known to be a harsh environment because of physical and chemical

properties of the energy release mechanisms. This puts cameras under additional stress

that they might not be suitable for. Toth et al. [28] mentioned that conventional cam-

eras are not designed to withstand dust, vibrations and temperature making them unfit for

combustion process. Marques and Jorge [56] debated that special cameras are required

if combustion needs to be diagnosed with cameras. To achieve continuous operation in

these circumstances, cameras require additional features to withstand the environment.

In devolatilization phase the temperature rises to 1000 °C. Camera modules and lenses

are not designed to withstand long periods of time in such circumstances and protecting

camera hardware parts from the heat is necessary. According to earlier studies, metallic

enclosures cover camera components from the radiating heat. Stainless steel containers

have been applied in the articles [15, 28, 93]. Tóth et al. [19] designed new enclosure

from two nested metallic tubes and special lens to withstand high temperatures in their

study.

In addition to protective closure the camera needs to be cooled. The electronic parts of

the camera, such as signal processing board, need to keep their ambient temperature

at certain limit to avoid malfunctions. According to earlier papers, both air- [19, 28, 56,

93] and water-cooled [10, 15, 52] systems have been applied. Both methods work in the

same principle where cooling media flows through sealed jacket and transfers heat out

from the camera.

Dust, soot and other particles foul camera’s lens or electronics. This prevents accurate
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imaging. Compressed air keeps parts dust-free and reduce the risk of contamination of

the electronics [10, 15, 19, 28, 52, 56, 93]. Air flow creates positive pressure inside the

camera and purges lens. Furthermore, camera systems can be equipped with auxiliary

systems that do not affect imaging but camera’s overall operability. Matthes et al. [52]

reported that their camera was equipped with retraction system. The retraction system

moved the camera out of the combustion chamber in case of cooling system breakdown

to protect the camera parts from overheating [52].

Besides protecting camera from the temperature and dust, combustion process puts addi-

tional requirements to imaging units as well. Sun et al. commented that the cameras with

high Frames Per Second (FPS) are required since the combustion contains fast-changing

objects, such as flame [10]. Accurate analysis of these objects demands high-speed

cameras, such as the one Toth et al. [28] applied in flame flow analysis. Fast response

rate is needed from the image processing components too. Huang et al. [15] and Sun

et al. [10] both argued that special made embedded signal processing boards helps to

achieve real-time data analysis capabilities which are essential for combustion diagnostic

applications.
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5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The main goal of this study was to develop a proof-of-concept soft sensor for grate boilers

using waste as fuel. The functional requirements for the soft sensor are that it automati-

cally determines the flame shape, flame front and its position on the grate from the Valmet

imaging systems video feed. Non-functional requirements are that the soft sensor should

operate in real-time and it should follow the disturbances in the flame with reasonable

accuracy.

The second goal of this study was to assess imaging systems computer vision devel-

opment requirements. The task was to investigate how computer vision applications

improves diagnostic and control applications in a boiler environment. This requires a

detailed understanding of what issues grate boilers have during operation and what ben-

efits they achieve from the cameras. This information is then reflected to findings of the

literature review.

This chapter describes the research methodology of the study. The beginning of the chap-

ter considers the chosen research approaches and explains the nature of the research.

After this, the chapter describes applied data collection methods. Finally, the chosen

research methods for analysing results are explained.

5.1 Research method and approaches

A single case study was chosen to be the research method of the study. Yin describes a

case study as "an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within

its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context

are not clearly evident" [94, p. 13]. According to Williamson the goal of the case study

is to find both academically and practically viable answers to research questions that are

formulated with ’why’, ’what’ and ’how’ questions [95, p. 114].

The case study was conducted in an industrial-size power plant that burns MSW in a grate

boiler. The executed literature review discovered that the research of a computer vision in

WTE grate boilers is a quite new field of study. Most of the studies where computer vision

was applied to detect flame front were either tested in small-scale pilot or biomass burning

grate boilers. Few studies were found from boilers that burn waste but the research did
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not articulate what computer vision model they developed, how the model was applied or

what data set they had collected. There seems to be no single consensus on how cam-

era systems should be utilised for process monitoring and control purposes. Previous

research papers have not utilised data available from an industrial-size power plant burn-

ing waste. Williamson articulates that a case study is a good approach to develop and

test theories in a research field where common methods are not widely accepted or the

development is at their early stages [95, p. 112–113]. Therefore, utilising data available

from the real-life combustion process seems to be an appropriate approach method.

A single case study was chosen after evaluating the requirements set for the thesis. In

addition to the literature review, Valmet wanted to develop a computer vision application

that is both feasible and practically viable solution. The developed algorithm should work

in the real-life process environment without heavy modifications. Working close to the

actual process system gives us reliable information and helps us to develop computer

vision application and investigate the development requirements of the cameras. Thus, a

case study seemed to be an appropriate research method to combine academic research

and practical development.

A case study was chosen to collect data only from one power plant after considering

the resources and time constraints of the research. It must be understood that this re-

search is part of the company’s research and development project that has a set budget.

Additionally, collecting data from closed power plant systems is resource-intensive and

requires careful preparation. This is especially true during the COVID-19 pandemic when

the operational reliability of the power plant had to be secured at all times.

A case study combines both qualitative and quantitative research approaches to collect

and analyse applied methods in the research [95, p. 111]. The quantitative approach was

conducted in the form of a measurement campaign. The campaign collected video feed

from the physical grate boiler power plant and process data available from the plant’s au-

tomation and information systems. The proposed computer vision algorithm is developed

based on the collected video feed. The soft sensor is then evaluated against the collected

process data available from the automation and information management systems of the

power plant. The measurement campaign was chosen to be a quantitative data collection

method since Valmet did not have prior video data available from the waste burning grate

boilers. Also, to our knowledge, there is no open database that fulfils the requirements for

the soft sensor development. Therefore, quantitative data collection was required. The

measurement campaign is explained in more detail in Section 5.3.

Furthermore, this study investigates combustion characteristics and process parameters

that are important for the grate boiler’s operation. There is not a large number of publicly

available quantitative data from the market. There is a limited number of research on

how grate boiler operators utilise camera systems and what are the biggest challenges
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of the combustion process. Since there is no exact information available about the issues

grate boiler customers encounter and camera utilisation for combustion diagnostics the

study must rely more on qualitative analysis on this side of the research. To gain a

better general view of the camera systems in the combustion process a online survey was

conducted. The survey collected information from the grate boiler process experts from

the same power plant as the measurement campaign. Responses are then analysed to

find faced challenges in the operating combustion process and development requirements

for the cameras from the grate boiler end-user perspective. The surveys also complement

literature review and quantitative data analysis. The conducted surveys are explained in

Section 5.4.

Since the surveys are part of the research sample, interpretive side of the research needs

to be considered as well. As Williamson states researcher’s subjective observations

needs to be considered when analysing the survey results [95, p. 93–94]. This means

that a researcher’s personal opinions, attitudes, feelings and personal understanding of

the subjects affect the results. Likewise, the accuracy of respondents self-reported data

and the applied sampling technique needs to be recognised when analysing the general-

isability of the results.

Because this study combines surveys, the developed soft sensor and collected process

data to literature review findings, this study’s research type is also multimethod research.

Multimethod research utilises and combines data from multiple data sources to find an-

swers to research questions. Since our study merges both qualitative and quantitative

approaches, the study utilises a multimethod research approach.

5.2 Description of power plant

The data in this thesis is collected from the CHP waste incineration plant located in Tam-

pere, Finland. The power plant has been operating since 2015 and its nominal production

capacities are 12.5MWe electricity and 45MWth thermal energy. The construction of the

power plant started to comply with the Finnish Waste Act of 2011 that prohibits the dis-

posal of biodegradable and other organic waste to landfills. The power plant has reduced

waste collection fees and enabled moving to a circular economy in the local regions. After

the boiler started its operation, less than two per cent of the waste is deposit into land-

fills. [96] Power plant has decreased 60 000 t CO2 emissions and 600GWh natural gas

consumption annually [97].

The power plant generates energy from waste that is collected from 650 000 residents

around local regions. Small amounts of clinical and commercial waste are also used as

fuel. The generated energy provides district heating and electricity for the residents and

buildings covering over 15% of the usage in Tampere. [97] In 2015 the boiler burned

160 000 t of waste that generated 310GWh of district heat and 95GWh of electricity [98].
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The power plant’s operational efficiency is 95%.

The power plant is equipped with a flue gas condenser and heat accumulators that im-

prove the power plant’s district heat production and flexibility. The boiler is equipped with

a SNCR and a semi-dry flue gas cleaning system. The plant has two auxiliary oil burners

that are utilised in the start-ups or if the fuel quality is not adequate to keep the combus-

tion stable. The utilisation rate of the bottom ash is 97% since the metals and minerals

are recovered from the bottom ash and the remaining ash is sieved. These substances

are then recycled or disposed of. [96] The technical data of the main components of the

power plant is shown in the Table 5.1.
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Boiler Steinmüller Babcock Environment GmbH

Number of units 1 unit / grate system, boiler and steam generator

Throughput per unit 20Mg/h

Throughput total plant 160 000Mg/y

Design heating value of the

waste

10.5MJ/kg

Thermal capacity 58.5MW

Grate system air cooled forward moving grate

Grate area 73m3

Type of boiler 4-pass horizontal

Production of steam per unit 73.8 t/h

Steam pressure 42 bar

Steam temperature 402 °C

Production capacity electricity/heat

CHP operation net 12.5MW / 45MW

Heat only mode net 0.5MW / 57MW

Internal electricity load 1.6MW

Heat storage 15MW

Flue gas cleaning Lühr GmbH

Procedure Semi dry system | scrubber, upper and lower circula-

tion | ESP and SNCR

Flue gas volume flow 110 000Nm3 humid

Turbine MAN Energy Solutions SE

Type of turbine District heating turbine with none stage DH-

exchanger

Steam parameters 40 bar, 400 °C, 22 kg/s

Cranes – 2 units Kone Cranes Oyj

Nominal capacity per unit 46.8 t/h

Table 5.1. Technical data of the power plant. Adapted from [96].

The power plant utilises grate technology in waste incineration. The boiler’s type is for-
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ward moving inclined step-grate. A cross-section of the power plant is shown in the Fig-

ure 5.1. The grate is divided horizontally into two segments that are controlled separately.

Both grate lines are further separated into five grate sections where the burning process

happens. The grates are moved with hydraulic pistons. Cooling of the grate is done with

primary air. There are ten air nozzles in each grate level that are controlled separately.

The boiler is equipped with manholes and inspection ports to monitor the combustion

process visually.

Figure 5.1. Cross-section of the municipal solid waste grate boiler of the test campaign.
[99]

The power plant is equipped with Valmet DNA automation and information management

systems. DCS automation system contains reporting, monitoring and emissions control

applications and safety systems. The automation system operates the boiler in a boiler

follow mode. The fuel feed rate is controlled based on the live steam and primary air flow

rate. The combustion controller controls air flow and fuel feeding speed in a series type

of control architecture. Part of the combustion control logic is done with advanced control

strategies.

Information system stores and processes data available from the analogue sensor mea-

surements, process variables, set points and control variables of the controllers, device

statuses, alarms and operation tracking. It provides interfaces for calculations, reporting

as well as data analysis and retrieving. As a part of the information system, there is Val-
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met DNA Historian software that offers a process interface and databases for querying

historical process values [100].

5.3 Overview of measurement campaign

The data collection was divided into two parts, the live imaging session at the power

plant’s boiler and the remote collection of the process data from the plant’s information

system. During the live imaging part, video material was collected from the various sec-

tions of the grate boiler with Valmet’s camera systems. This helped us to collect data

for developing a computer vision model, evaluating the camera technologies in the grate

combustion environment and finding the best imaging location for the long-term camera-

based process diagnostics. The camera systems are described in Subsection 5.3.1. Be-

fore going to the site, we had predefined filming locations from the boiler’s cross-section

images and taken initial security training which was required by the power plant opera-

tives.

The imaging data collection was performed while the boiler was fully operating over a

seven-day period. During the first days, we inspected the filming locations, assembled our

filming equipment and designed the supporting equipment for the cameras. For filming the

combustion process, we utilised the grate boiler’s inspection ports and manholes for the

camera installations. Some of the predefined imaging locations were unreachable when

we went to the site. For instance, we were unable to record videos from the inspection

port close to the fuel feeding, drying and ignition of the fuel at the front of the grate since

the inspection port was sealed.

Because we did not have spare mountable camera units, we had to use two mobile ver-

sions of the cameras in the tests. Since these cameras are not designed for long-term

installations, we had to create supportive bearings for them. We welded mechanical struc-

tures from clasps and bars that allowed rotational and linear movement of the cameras.

Because cameras with their supporting structures were too heavy, we supported them

with scaffolds during the installation. Scaffolds offered a stable mounting platform for a

long period of data collection. They also provided a working area when we had to reach

imaging ports that were unreachable from the ground, such as the inspection ports in the

secondary air level.

In addition, we took some initial videos from the inspection ports during the first days.

This was done to check if the inspection port or manhole is suitable to collect any infor-

mative video data or was the combustion process too turbulent affecting the quality of the

video in that location. After we were done with the inspection of the ports, securing the

cameras and taking the first videos we installed cameras to their filming locations. Typical

long-period installation of the cameras is shown in the Figure 5.2. Inspection ports and

manholes were sealed with mineral wool pieces together with flame and spark resistant
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covers. This blocks possible flame bursts from the grate and excessive air flow to the

combustion chamber that disturbs the combustion. The installations and gained video

material are explained in more detail in Subsections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.

Figure 5.2. Camera installations at the end of the grate. The visible camera on the left
and the infrared on the right side.

After the live video collection on the site, we collected the power plant’s process data from

the power plant’s information management system. Validating the developed model’s

practicality, performance and reliability was done with the process data available from the

power plant’s control loops and measuring instruments. The remote data collection is

described in Subsection 5.3.5.

5.3.1 Measurement equipment

Video material and temperature measurements from the combustion process was col-

lected with two Valmet imaging systems. One of the cameras is a digital thermal MWIR

equipped with a microbolometer imaging sensor that detects infrared radiation with a

wavelength close to the 4 µm. It produces 640 × 480 image resolution with a refresh rate

of 30Hz. Part of the collected emission is guided to the embedded board that determines

pixelwise temperature measurements from the scenery. The camera’s focal range and

aperture need to be adjusted manually from the camera’s adjustable screws.
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MWIR camera needs to be equipped lens and there are many options to choose from.

Tests were done with three lens, the 120° with infrared temperature measurements,

shorter 120° lens without temperature measurement and 360° rotating lens with a field

of vision of 30°. The most used lens was 120° with temperature measurement which was

utilised when the camera was installed to collect long-term video material. The other two

lenses were mainly reserved for shorter mobile inspection imaging.

The other camera is a digital VIS colour camera that is equipped with a CMOS detector.

The camera produces a full HD image quality with a frame rate of 30 FPS. The camera

has automatic gain and level adjustment options. The camera is equipped with an infrared

detector probe for temperature measurements and with 64° field of vision lens. Infrared

probe measures predefined zonal temperatures with the resolution of 640 × 480. The

zones need to be defined from the software. The data sheets of the cameras are available

in Appendix A.

Both imaging systems are equipped with an imaging module, an air-cooled electrical

board, a heat-absorbing enclosure, an air filtration system and an image processing com-

puter. Pressurised instrument air of the power plant cooled imaging systems. Vortex-

cooled and purified air is applied to prevent the system from overheating and to keep

electrical parts clear from impurities while the camera is close to the combustion pro-

cess. The enclosure is made from stainless steel which contains holes for lens insertion.

The electrical board controls the camera sensor and temperature measurements. The

cameras are illustrated in the Figure 5.3.

(a) Visual light camera. (b) MWIR camera.

Figure 5.3. The camera equipment of the measurement campaign. (Courtesy of Valmet)

Cameras were connected to image processing computers through twisted-pair Ethernet

cables that transferred image data from cameras to the computers. Computers were

rugged laptops with normal computational power. Computers contain Valmet Furnace

Thermal Viewer software which modify camera system parameters, read and display the

video stream, log temperature measurement trends and record videos. The more detailed

settings during the imaging are explained in Section 6.2.
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5.3.2 Visible light camera installation

The visible light camera was installed to the left side sight glass of the manhole located

at the end of the grate. The camera collected videos from this location during the whole

measurement campaign. The tip of the camera is right above the ash hopper. The cam-

era was positioned to capture the fourth grate level horizontally as much as possible.

Capturing the whole grate was not possible since the field of vision of the lens was not

large enough, although most of the combustion flame was within the camera’s field of

view. A snapshot from one of the recorded videos is shown in the Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4. Example image from the end of the grate with VIS camera.

The fifth grate level is shown in the front of the image which cools the carbonised residues.

The end of the flame front is in the fourth grate level in the Figure 5.4. The flame front

is a little bit uneven and slightly tilted towards the right side of the image. It seems that

the left side is burning a little bit more intensively compared to the right side. There is still

small amount of burning material at the middle of the last grate level. Unburned metallic

objects are visible at the bottom of the image.

In addition to video recordings, we defined eight temperature zonal measurements from

the thermopile’s heat maps. Both the fourth and the fifth grate level were divided into four

segments from where the software calculated the average temperatures of the segments.

Segments were defined by hand so that the segments covered the whole width and height
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of both grate levels respectively. Furthermore, we stored software-generated heat maps.

An example heat map is shown in the Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. Thermopile image from visible light camera system.

Temperature data from zones and thermopile’s heat map images were measured and

stored every ten seconds. Temperature data was stored in a comma-separated values

text file while the heat maps were stored as bitmap images. Overall, we acquired over

156 h of video material from the VIS camera.

5.3.3 Infrared camera fixed installations

The infrared camera collected video material from a couple of sections at the boiler. Since

the camera sees through the flame it provides a convenient way to monitor combustion

compared to a visual light camera. At the beginning of the measurement campaign, we

installed the MWIR camera to four locations. The Figure 5.6 illustrates the gained video

material from these spots.
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(a) Secondary air level inspection port.

(b) Top of the combustion chamber.

(c) Combustion chamber towards the second pass.

(d) End of the grate.

Figure 5.6. Example images from MWIR camera.
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Firstly, the camera was installed at the inspection port located on the secondary air level.

The port lies right at the top of the third grate level. Snapshot from this location is shown

in the Figure 5.6a. The fuel pile is at the bottom left of the image. The fuel moves from

left to right towards the ash hopper which lies behind the furnace wall on the right side of

the image. Swirls of the secondary air are visible in the middle of the image and air holes

at the left- and right sidewalls.

Since the combustion temperature is so high at this location the tip of the camera cannot

be inserted all the way to the furnace. Hence, the tip of the lens is slightly behind the

walls of the combustion chamber that is shown at the right side of the image. Small slag

build-up is visible on the top right of the image. This affected the quality of the video

quality gained from this location as the slag build-up grew larger and blocked partly the

field of view. The camera was recording video material from this location for two days.

After a day we had to take the camera out and clean the tip of the lens because it had

also collected slag which affected the video quality.

After two days, the camera was moved to the top of the combustion chamber where it

captured videos for one day. The filming location is top of the third grate level and the

fuel moves from the left to the right. The snapshot of the gained video material is shown

in the Figure 5.6b. The combustion is shown in the middle of the image. Since the

filming location is so far from the grate, most of the image scenery consists of combustion

chamber piping and the exact details of the flame are not visible. Escaping flue gasses

had a small effect on the video quality.

The next filming location was from the front wall of the combustion chamber. The camera

is at the same level as the second pass passage and the camera’s module is pointing to-

wards it. We applied the rotating lens to film the grate from this location. The Figure 5.6c

demonstrates the available video material from this spot. The view is centred on combus-

tion. The fuel is moving from the bottom of the image to the top. Field of view consists

of second, third and fourth grate levels as well as a small portion of the rear wall of the

chamber. SNCR ammonium spraying is visible at the right side of the image. The camera

was recording from this location for half a day.

For the rest of the measurement campaign, the camera was installed to the right-side

sight glass of the manhole located at the end of the grate. This location was next to the

VIS camera as seen in the Figure 5.2. The Figure 5.6d shows an example image from

this location. The moving fuel bed is in the middle of the image and is visible through the

flame. The fifth grate level step is at the bottom section of the image. Since the field of

view is greater than the VIS camera’s, the MWIR camera was able to capture the whole

grate horizontally.
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Figure 5.7. Heat map from end of the grate with infrared camera.

The infrared camera stores temperature data as a heat map which is illustrated in the Fig-

ure 5.7. Temperature readings are also available as numerical values. Since the infrared

camera defines temperature reading for each pixel, we did not have to define temperature

zones as we did with the visual light camera. The software logged temperature matrices

to text files and heat maps to pixel images with the ten-second interval.

5.3.4 Infrared camera mobile inspections

During one of the data collection days, the grate boiler superheaters were cleaned with

the mobile shock wave method. In this method, an ignition lance that contains explosives

is inserted into the superheater section. The explosives are detonated which creates a

shock wave that shakes off fouling and clinkers from the tubes. The ash falls to bottom ash

extractors from where it is moved to further post-processing outside the boiler. Cleaning

superheaters improves heat convection and the overall efficiency of the boiler. It also

increases the lifetime of the heat exchanger tubes by reducing the risk of heat hotspots.

That is why it is important to clean the superheater from the soot and slag at frequent

intervals. The mobile shock wave method removes fouling from the superheaters that

other boiler’s cleaning methods are not able to clean.

Because earlier cleaning events had not been recorded with the cameras, we decided to
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dismount the MWIR camera and take videos from the cleaning process. The intention

of the imaging was to investigate, can cameras monitor the effectiveness of the cleaning

and condition of the tubes. We could not record with the visible light camera since the

superheater sections do not contain the source of the emitting light. That is why only

mobile MWIR camera recorded videos with 360° rotating and 120° straight lenses of the

cleaning. The camera was inserted into the boiler from the inspection port located at the

beginning of the primary superheaters. Videos before and after the cleaning operation

were recorded with both lenses. Snapshots from the videos taken with a straight lens are

shown in the Figure 5.8.

(a) Superheaters before cleaning. (b) Superheaters after cleaning.

Figure 5.8. Superheater section recorded with mobile infrared camera.

As the images show, the videos provided visual information about the effectiveness of

the cleaning. Evaporator tubes are in the middle of the images. As illustrated in the

Figure 5.8a, the evaporator tubes contain a lot of soot and slag. Residues are much

hotter than other tubes because they are glowing more than the background. Comparing

to the Figure 5.8b there are still some fouling and clinkers located at the tubes but most

of the soot and slag has fallen off. The temperature distribution is more even after the

cleaning since there are no more hot glowing objects in the image.

During one of the days at the plant, the boiler had issues with the clogging of the super-

heater. One of the superheaters had accumulated wet soot and slag which had blocked

the ash extractor conveyor system that transfers the soot and slag out of the superheaters.

The reason behind this was unclear. One possible cause is a damaged tube from the ex-

plosion cleaning that caused excessive water that caused wetting of the soot that led to

clogging.

We decided to inspect this case with the camera. The purpose of the imaging was to try to

detect the abnormality that caused the clogging. MWIR camera was assembled to mobile

configuration. First, we took videos from the superheater section. First, we recorded

videos from the same inspection port as in the Figure 5.8 that was the closest one near
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the clogged conveyor. No leakages or tube damages were found from this port. After

that, we took videos from the combustion chamber through the inspection port located

at the rear wall of the combustion chamber. The port lies on top of the bed at the same

height as the second pass passage. Video snapshot from this inspection port is shown in

the Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Top of the combustion chamber recorded with mobile infrared camera.

The dividing wall of the second pass is in the middle of the image. Three water jet nozzles

are located at the combustion chamber ceiling which is shown at the top of the image.

During the water cleaning, a high-velocity water jet is pumped to the spinning nozzles.

The rotating nozzles spread the water evenly over the whole ceiling which forces soot and

slag to drop from the tubes due to the high velocity and evaporation of the water. Water

jet should spread evenly over the whole ceiling to maximise the amount of removed dirt.

However, the dark trails on the ceiling gave an indication of clogged nozzles. The nozzles

go through a predefined path without spinning motion that creates the symmetrical tracks

to both sides of the ceiling that are shown in the image. The same kind of pattern was

seen on the other parts of the chamber walls when inspecting with the rotating lens.

Because the nozzles are not dividing water evenly some parts of the tubes get too much

water that reacts with the soot. Excessive water creates wet soot that sticks to pipe

surfaces easier than dry ones.
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5.3.5 Process data collection

At the next phase of the research, we collected process data available from the power

plant. Judgmental sampling was chosen to be the sampling method. This means that

we limited the scope of our collected process data set to contain only the relevant pro-

cess measurements that we estimated to have an influence on the combustion process

or plant’s overall operation. Judgmental sampling was applied since we are measuring

combustion parameters, such as flame volume and combustion location with the devel-

oped soft sensor and we want to study their signification compared to conventional pro-

cess measurements. The power plant automation and information systems contain every

measurement available from the plant’s equipment and programs. Comprehensive data

collection which includes every single process measurement requires extensive data col-

lection. We need to consider our limited resources and our scope since we are only inter-

ested in the combustion process dynamics. As an example, the district heating network

or bottom ash treatment and their relative control systems do not directly influence the

combustion process and therefore collecting these measurements for combustion data

analysis purposes is redundant.

Assessment of the collected process measurements was done in collaboration with Val-

met’s advanced process control experts. Experts are working as process specialists,

application developers and product managers for advanced control applications. They

have years of experience in implementing and developing process control loops to vari-

ous processes and energy plants including WTE grate boilers. Based on our and their

prior knowledge, we chose to gather only process measurements that indicate the com-

bustion chamber circumstances, plant’s overall operability or that combustion controls

utilise. Process variables described in Chapter 3 served as a basis for our collected

measurements.

Power plant’s DCS contains process displays that serve as a user interface for the sec-

tions of the power plant. Displays consist of control panels and process data pictures that

represent the boiler status visually. User interfaces allows to retrieve process measure-

ments and configurations. Process displays contain information about the control loops,

process sensor measurements and physical device statuses. It is possible to access op-

erating and production information through the displays and control the process. Process

displays include built-in tools, such as alarms, history, report modules and configuration

editors which provide additional information on the power plant elements. Process display

is illustrated in the Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10. One of the operator process displays during data collection.

We took the remote connection to the process operation machine to gain access to the

process displays. We located tag positions from the operator process displays that indi-

cate the physical location of the measurement devices or controller configurations, such

as setpoints and outputs. Information of the tag points is required to collect history data

of that element from the plant’s information system. From here we decided to collect tag

positions based on our formerly described criteria. This means that we chose to limit our

sample and collected 119 process measurements available from the power plant DCS.

The compressed list of the collected measurements is shown in the Table 5.2. The sec-

tion names in the table are mainly derived from the operator process displays.
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Section of boiler Measurement Unit

Steam production

Produced live steam flow kg/s

Active power MW

Average live steam temperature °C

Average live steam pressure bar

Feedwater temperature °C

Control loops

Process variable SI unit

Setpoint SI unit

Control variable % / SI unit

Primary air
Total air flow Nm3/h

Air flow in grate zone Nm3/h

Secondary air
Total air flow Nm3/h

Flue gas O2 content volume %

Combustion
Burnout temperature °C

Primary air volume Nm3/t

Feeders
Average feeder speed mm/s

Feeder speed left/right mm/s

Grates
Level zone speed mm/s

Left/right zone speed mm/s

Combustion chamber

Combustion chamber temperature °C

Flue gas temperature first/second/third pass °C

Thermal load MW

Auxiliary burner power MW

Emissions

Flue gas NOx ppm

Flue gas flow m3/h

Crude gas emissions mg/Nm3

Emission limits mg/m3

Table 5.2. Summary of the collected process values.

It should be noted that the table does not specify every single measurement explicitly

since it would make the table unreadable. Some of the values have been bundled to-
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gether, such as emission limits for each of the flue gas compositions, grate blocks and

control loops. A comprehensive list of the collected process tags with their respective

descriptions and units are described in Appendix B. Tag names, descriptions and units

are named as they are defined in the automation system tag configuration. Tags which

name ends with ’av’ are analogue values coming typically from a sensor while ’me’ tags

are the controller’s process variable, ’sp’ setpoint and ’con’ or ’pos’ control variables.

After we had discovered the tag positions for the measurements, we took the remote con-

nection to the process operation machine that is connected to the plant’s information man-

agement system. This operation machine allows to make queries to history databases

and retrieve historical values of the tags. We created the Structured Query Language

(SQL) query script that allowed us to fetch the data of the tags. Data were collected from

the same duration of the measurement campaign with a sampling rate of ten seconds.

We then transformed the queried data into comma-separated values text file for further

processing.

5.4 Power plant expert surveys

For the executed online surveys of the research, we chose descriptive surveys as a re-

search method. According to Williamson [95] descriptive surveys are well suited for char-

acterising phenomenon. The goal of the descriptive survey is to collect data that lists and

interprets the researched topic. They have a more explanatory data analysis perspective

and they do not attempt to form inferential statistics. [95, p. 91–93]

We chose online surveys as our research method after the discussions with the power

plant about the research. Coronavirus COVID-19 pandemic situation made the power

plant take special caution to ensure safety and security of the plant. This compelled us

to choose research methods that do not jeopardise the safety of the energy production

facility. Moreover, we must recognise the usable resources and priority of the research.

Qualitative data collection and analysis is known to be costly and time-consuming and the

chosen methods should fit the research constraints [101]. Therefore, only online surveys

were possible.

Surveys helped to gain broader apprehension of industrial-size grate boiler operation and

camera utilisation from the end-user point of view. Some of the earlier studies found in

the literature review have applied computer vision to small-scale pilot or biomass boil-

ers. Evaluating computer vision-based approaches for diagnostic and control purposes

from the end-user perspective helps us to assess their significance in a real-life process

environment.

Surveys focused on two themes. The first theme addressed combustion control and

monitoring for power plant’s operability. The second theme covered camera systems and
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their role in the power plant. Themes were further divided into topics. The first topic

of the first theme concerned the challenges in the burning waste and operability of the

boiler. The second topic focused on the role of the automation system in combustion

control while the third topic concentrated on how combustion affects the other parts of the

power plant. The questions related to the camera systems addressed their usage and

improvement in the combustion analysis. Surveys had predefined questions. Questions

of the survey were iteratively reformed based on the feedback from thesis supervisors and

examiners to their final form before conducting the surveys. The survey form is shown in

Appendix C.

The target group of the survey is grate boiler process specialists who work in admin-

istrative or operative positions in grate boiler power plants. The sampled group of the

survey were grate combustion process experts working in the same power plant where

the measurement campaign was held. Sampling was done with discretionary sampling.

We decided to focus our sample to process experts who oversee the plant’s maintenance,

operation or automation systems. This ensured to gain a diverse sample group with dif-

ferent viewpoints on the subjects.

Potential respondents were firstly contacted directly to ask their willingness to participate

in the survey. After the approval survey form was sent through the email to potential

twelve respondents. Answers were then collected through email for further analysis. We

received eight responses to our surveys. Three of the respondents work in management

roles as executive director, maintenance manager and plant manager. The rest of the

respondents are power plant operators.

5.5 Data analysis

We evaluated the developed computer vision model with quantitative analysis tools. Hamil-

ton [95] explains that quantitative data analysis requires data coding, analysis and inter-

pretation. First data needs to be transformed into a form that a computer processing

software understands. Secondly, data is analysed with the chosen statistical methods

and finally, the results are interpreted. [95]

We applied moving average filtering to process and soft sensor signals. The reason

behind this is explained in Section 6.6. We evaluated the strength of association and

statistical significance between the soft sensor parameters and the collected process

data with statistical inference approaches. Applied data analysis methods are explained

in the next subsection.

For interpreting the conducted surveys, we applied content analysis which is a method-

ology in qualitative studies. Based on the definitions described by Bengtsson in [101]

content analysis is a research method that systematically and objectively interprets writ-
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ten data to describe and quantify phenomena. Content analysis requires choosing a

data analysis method [101]. For this, we had to rely more on inductive reasoning when

analysing the results since there is no earlier research-based hypothesis to test and we

wanted to identify new perspectives rather than drawing definite general conclusions.

According to Bengtsson [101], the analysis method is separated into the manifest and

latent analysis. In the manifest analysis, the researcher describes the research phenom-

ena with the collected data that the informants say about the subject while the latent

analysis tries to find the underlying meaning of the data [101]. In this research, we apply

latent analysis. We interpret the surveys reflecting them to found topics in the literature

review and our former experience. We chose to apply latent analysis since we did not

have a large sample group in our surveys and the questions, as well as answers, were

more descriptive by their nature. Content analysis requires data decontextualization, re-

contextualization, categorisation and compilation [101]. These steps are explained in

Subsection 5.5.2.

5.5.1 Soft sensor parameters

Firstly, we applied cross-correlation analysis to evaluate linear correlation and time de-

lay of the soft sensor parameters to operational parameters. Cross-correlation mea-

sures similarity between two signals when the other signal is displaced compared to

the other. Cross-correlation analysis estimates the linear correlation with the ratio be-

tween covariance and root-mean variance of the signals as a function of delay. We

calculated correlation coefficients and time lag between the time signals with unbiased

Zero-Normalized Cross-Correlation (ZNCC) (R̂xy(m)). Unbiased cross-correlation is de-

fined in [102]. Unbiased cross-correlation was applied since we want to interpret the

acyclic cross-correlation of the signals. This is a more realistic case compared to cyclic

cross-correlation because signals are analysed as time series in the time domain [102].

According to Alessio [103] zero-normalization is required in our case since we wanted

to eliminate the effect of different ranges of numerical values and measurement units as

well as scale correlation coefficients to the range [−1, 1]. In addition, zero-normalization

influences the statistical properties of autocorrelation [103]. The zero-normalization for-

mula is explained in more detail in [103]. By combining these two formulas explained in

the formerly mentioned papers unbiased ZNCC is defined as
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σx =

⌜⃓⃓⎷ 1

N

N−1∑︂
i=0

(xi − x)2

σy =

⌜⃓⃓⎷ 1

N

N−1∑︂
i=0

(yi − y)2 (5.1)

R̂xy(m) =
1

N − |m|

∑︁N−1−|m|
i=0 (xi − x)(yi+m − y)

σxσy

,

where σ is a standard deviation, N is the signal length, x and y are the sample mean of

x and y respectively for all the lag (m) values.

Before the next analysis step, we rejected the lag values which are more than half of the

length of our time series. This was decided after considering the process dynamics. It is

highly unlikely that these large lag values are really a correlation between the sensor and

operational parameters but more likely coincidences generated by how process operating

point has been changed. This also eliminates the fluctuation of the expectation value of

the time series sum as seen in the Equation (5.1). When the lag value m is close to the

signal’s length, the divisor N−|m| and the dividend
∑︁N−1−|m|

i=0 (xi−x)(yi+m−y) become

small which causes fluctuations in correlation coefficients. This happens since we try to

calculate the sum with few values divided by a value close to one.

It is not possible to calculate cross-correlation if the standard deviation of the signal is

zero. This would cause division by zero in the formula. It is possible that some of the

signals did not change during the measurement campaign, such as controller setpoint,

so we reject these signals from our analysis.

Since cross-correlation measures only linear dependence between two variables, we can-

not truthfully identify correlation, lag-lead relationship and how much information the one

signal contains compared to the other one. It is possible that time series are dependent

of each other but the cross-correlation appears to be close to zero. Therefore, we applied

the Granger causality test to evaluate our parameters.

According to Hamilton [104], Granger causality test validates if one variable and its pre-

vious values help to predict the other variable more accurately compared to the other’s

variable previous values. This tells how useful time series are for forecasting each other.

The test was firstly proposed by Granger in the article [105]. Given two stationary time

series xt and yt, the test assumes a simple linear regression model between them. If

one signal and its past values help to predict the other one better, the test says that the

first signal Granger-causes the second one. If both signals Granger-causes one another

there is a feedback relationship between the signals. [105]
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For testing if one series Granger-causes another series, we conducted an F-test of the

null hypothesis as proposed by Hamilton [104]. We estimate the autoregressive model

between the two time series with Ordinary Least Square (OLS). We then defined a signif-

icance level (α) of 5% in testing our null hypothesis. The null hypothesis (H0) assumes

that the lagged values of y do not explain the variation in x. Therefore, the alternative

hypothesis (H1) indicates that the y signal helps to predict the signal x more accurately.

This is expressed as

xt = c1 + α1xt−1 + α2xt−2 + ...+ αmxt−m

+ β1yt−1 + β2yt−2 + ...+ βmyt−m + ut

H0 : β1 = β2...βm = 0

H1 : β1 = β2...βm ̸= 0 (5.2)

S1 =
(RSS0 −RSS1)/m

RSS1/(T − 2m− 1)

α = 0.05,

where βm is a coefficient corresponding to past values of the second time series, m is

lag length, T is signal length, RSS0 and RSS1 are sum of square errors and S1 is linear

regression model. To reject the null hypothesis we compared if S1 is greater than the 5%

critical value (P ) for an F (m,T − 2m− 1) distribution [104].

Granger causality test can be calculated for any lag values m. We wanted to test Granger

causality only for the lag values of ZNCC where the absolute correlation coefficient is at

the highest meaning the lag where two signals are the most similar. Therefore, we tested

the null hypothesis only for the OLS model that contains lag values m1...mmax which is

defined as

mmax = argmax
m

f(m) := {m : |R̂xy(m)| ∀m ⊂ S}

=⇒ H0 : β1 = β2...βmmax = 0 (5.3)

H1 : β1 = β2...βmmax ̸= 0,

where S is all the lag values.

Granger causality test requires defining causality relationship between the signals. If the

changes of the signal yt happens prior xt we should test if yt Granger-causes xt and vice

versa. We determined which way we should calculate the Granger causality test between
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the signals from the sign of the cross-correlation lag values. This is expressed as

⎧⎨⎩xt → yt, if mmax > 0

yt → xt, otherwise.
(5.4)

If the maximum cross-correlation peak happened with the lag value more than a zero

when comparing yt to xt we tested Granger causality yt to xt.

Granger causality test requires moderate computational resources. The OLS model ma-

trix multiplications and the density function of the F-distribution computational complexity

grows exponentially with the lag length. Large lag values hinder our analysis. We did

not calculate Granger causality test if the maximum lag value of the cross-correlation was

over 2000 units which is 5.6 h. The value was decided based on the available computa-

tional resources. Likewise, it is highly unlikely that this long cross-correlation would be

practically viable in control applications.

5.5.2 Surveys

The content data analysis starts with decontextualisation where collected data is broken

into smaller units to find patterns in the data [101]. We searched recurring words, sen-

tences and paragraphs from the answers of the survey and highlighted them as well as

marked their occurrence to the document to text encode the responses. Coding was

done inductively meaning that we created the codes during the analysis process and not

beforehand.

After this, we recontextualised the texts which is described as a process where main

points are searched from the original texts [101]. We checked texts and compared them

to our codes. By counting the occurrence of the codes and considering unmarked text

we distinguished units that appeared to form certain groups. Texts that had small oc-

currences or did not answer the research questions were deemed unimportant and were

excluded in this part of the analysis.

The next phase is categorisation where data is grouped into similar classes [101]. We

categorised surveys into themes and codes. Themes were derived from the topics of the

surveys and answers while for the coding we combined codes found in the decontextual-

ization phase. Categorising was done iteratively. First, we analysed all the codes found

from the survey answers. After this, we grouped similar codes into themes and eliminated

recurring codes. We continued categorising and coding until we had reduced the number

of themes and codes to a satisfactory level. Research questions and analysis’ level of

detail were deciding factors when we selected the number of themes and codes. Themes

and codes are shown in the Table 5.3.
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Theme Code

Operation condition

Fuel quality

Temperature

Waste composition

Other

Automation system

Optimisation

Control

Monitoring

Camera system

Flame

Unburned material

Automatic recognition

Air mix

Temperature

Maintenance challenges

Grate

Flue gas

Corrosion

Table 5.3. Survey themes and codes.

For validating the findings, we compared the results to the literature review when it was

applicable. If the identified key themes of the surveys can be grouped to the topics found

in the literature review it increases the credibility of the finding. However, given the qualita-

tive and inductive sides of the survey analysis, we cannot make a too broad comparison of

the identified themes to the literature review. This is notably true when analysing answers

related to camera systems where previous research is limited.

It must be noted that the survey data is based on the opinions of a limited number of

individuals. This limits the trustworthiness of the analysis and the results should not be

taken as ground truths. The reliability of the results is estimated with the number of

occurring themes and ideas. The more respondents have the same opinion about the

subject the more trustworthy the result is. Nevertheless, answers that differ are evaluated

whether the individual’s role, experience or other factors explain the results.
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6. SOFT SENSOR IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter introduces the developed computer vision-based soft sensor. The imple-

mentation phase consisted of the same stages as described in Section 4.1. Each of the

computer vision stages is described in its own section. The beginning of the chapter

explains the chosen development choices consisting of video material and development

tools. After this, the chapter describes the developed computer vision algorithm and the

decisions during the development. Finally, the chapter discusses how the collected videos

were processed for the evaluation of the model.

6.1 Development choices

The soft sensor was primarily developed and tested based on videos available from the

VIS camera. Visual inspection of the videos verified that the imaging location at the

end of the grate was the most suitable for developing flame area, flame front and shape

detection algorithm. The VIS camera was recording videos from the same place the

whole measurement campaign. This means that the longest period of the continuous

video data was acquired. This helps to evaluate the developed model against the process

data and see the long-term changes in the detected flame. After considering solution

attractiveness, it was decided to use the visible camera. Most of the grate boilers have

VIS camera installed at the end of the grate making the developed solution faster to deploy

because no additional hardware is required. A VIS camera is less expensive compared

to a MWIR camera and its technological maturity has been proven in previous research.

The soft sensor was developed using Python programming language in the Anaconda

environment. Python was chosen since it is free and contains a versatile development

environment. Python has comprehensive CV and ML open-source libraries, such as Open

Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV). The library contains over 2500 algorithms for

solving computer vision problems and it is a widely accepted library both in academic

research and business practitioners [106]. Python was also the most familiar development

tool for us. This helped us to start implementing the computer vision model swiftly.
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6.2 Image formation

During the first imaging day, we adjusted the settings of the VIS camera to prevent over-

exposure and other imaging issues. Automatic gain was enabled and wide dynamic range

settings tuned. We further checked how the camera placement affects the video quality.

An example of the camera captured image is illustrated in the Figure 6.1. This same

frame illustrates the functionality of our developed algorithm in the other figures of this

chapter as well.

From the MWIR camera we adjusted the camera’s focal length and aperture size de-

pending on the inspection port and lens tube. Parameters were modified to sharpen the

imaged fuel pile or the flame depending on the imaging location. From the software side,

contrast, brightness and gamma values were modified to correct the quality of the image.

Figure 6.1. Camera captured image.

Finally, video capture and temperature sensor settings were verified from the camera

systems software. These parameters do not directly affect the image formation side but

are necessary for further analysis steps. We checked settings, such as video codec,

resolution, frame rate, data logging and sensor’s emissivity adjustments, refresh rate as

well as running averages.
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6.3 Pre-processing

In the pre-processing stage, data and noise reduction methods were applied while pre-

serving the key information of the flame in the image. To reduce the amount of data pro-

cessed, frames were converted to grayscale images. This was decided after analysing

histograms of the colour channels and visually inspecting grayscale colour channel im-

ages. As shown in the Figure 6.2, a single colour channel does not provide distinct

additional information when comparing them with each other. Therefore, grayscaling was

a convenient way to reduce data. The conversion was done with Red Green Blue (RGB)

coefficient vector based on luma luminosity encoding.

(a) Red channel. (b) Green channel. (c) Blue channel.

Figure 6.2. Histograms of the colour channels.

Visual inspection of the collected videos showed that images contain noise that prohibits

further analysis steps. Flame flickering is strong owing to the influence of the primary air

flow and moving fuel pile. In addition, non-burning materials in the fuel create holes in

the flame that warp the flame boundaries. Similarly, the heat shield coating on the walls

creates reflecting light spots that can be misclassified as a flame in the next processing

steps.
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Figure 6.3. Median filtered image.

For reducing the effect of flame flickering, median filtering in two ways was applied. First,

a set of consecutive frames is added into the data buffer. Then depth-wise arithmetic

mean is applied to the buffer. Making this operation reduces the fluctuation of the flame

and made the frame more robust to fast changes in the image. After this, median filtering

with a larger kernel aperture is applied to the buffer than what Ruixuan et al. proposed in

[27]. Large-sized kernel provided a smoother and more uniform flame when comparing

to filtering with smaller kernels. This decreased the effect of the heat shield reflection

and flame warping because of the unburned material. A filtered image is shown in the

Figure 6.3.

6.4 Segmentation

In the segmentation phase, the flame region is separated from the background. This re-

quired dividing the image into two separate classes where the one class represent the

flame while the other the background. For this, images are binary thresholded with dy-

namic Otsu’s thresholding. We also tested to segment images by choosing the threshold

value arbitrarily. The threshold value was chosen after analysing the intensity histogram

of the image and finding the sharp valley between two peaks. The Figure 6.4 present the

histogram of the Figure 6.3. The threshold value was chosen from the valley between

100–130.
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Figure 6.4. Histogram of preprocessed image.

Previously previously described segmentation methods were analysed by applying them

to collected videos and comparing the results visually based on our judgement. The

Figure 6.5 shows the results of these methods when the Figure 6.3 was segmented.

(a) Manually segmented image. (b) Otsu segmented image.

Figure 6.5. Segmented image with tested methods.

As seen from the image, Otsu’s method is better in this case. Otsu’s thresholding seg-

ments flame more accurately when the brightness of the flame altered due to changing

fuel quality compared to our global thresholding value. Likewise, Otsu was more accurate
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to reduce noise coming from the heat shield reflection. It can be concluded that Otsu’s

method was more robust in the changing environment.

Figure 6.6. Segmented and morphological operated image.

After the image is thresholded with Otsu’s value, morphological operators are applied

to the image. The image was first eroded and then dilated. Morphological operations

removed noise and closed small caps from the segmented image since Otsu’s algorithm

was not so sharp segmenting the outer boundaries of the flame. A smaller kernel is

applied compared to one proposed in [23] for the application. A segmented image is

illustrated in the Figure 6.6.

6.5 Feature extraction

The calculated features from the image are the form of the flame, flame front location and

its shape. Flame form information is extracted from the binary segmented image. The

sum of the total number of pixels that belong to the flame class gives an approximation

of the size of the flame. The larger the flame the more pixels are classified to the flame

class therefore the sum will be higher.

For the flame front location and shape, flame boundaries are extracted from the image.

This is achieved with Canny edge detection to the segmented image. Upper and lower

hysteresis threshold values and aperture size in Sobel operator were chosen based on
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segmented image histogram according to Canny’s rules for optimal values [81]. L2 dis-

tance was applied in calculating the magnitude of image gradient like in [81]. Extraction

was done with Canny edge detection algorithm based on the findings of the literature

review since it was clearly the most applied method for edge extraction.

Canny edge detector works quite well in detecting the edges of the flame from the seg-

mented images but it does not segment which edges belong to the main combustion

flame. As the Figure 6.7a shows, there are burning substances in the fifth grate level that

is in the lower part of the image. The algorithm extracts flame boundaries from these

flames that do not belong to the central combustion area. In addition, there is small noise

close to the outer boundaries of the flame.

To separate small flames from the flame front additional segmentation methods are ap-

plied to the edge extracted image. A data clustering algorithm called DBSCAN is applied.

Algorithm clusters data based on their density which is defined by the distance between

the points. The algorithm requires two parameters, the minimum number of points in the

cluster and the maximum distance between the points of the same cluster. These values

were determined by the heuristic rules proposed by Ester et al. in [78]. The image was

filtered by choosing only the data cluster that represented the main combustion flame.

This data cluster had the highest density. This is illustrated in the Figure 6.7b.

(a) Canny edge extracted image. (b) DBSCAN segmented image.

Figure 6.7. Feature extraction sequence.

After this, the bottom section of the detected flame is extracted that represents the flame

front. The image is thresholded in the height direction based on the centre of mass. The

detected flame front is illustrated with a red line in the Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8. Detected flame front and feature points of the flame location.

Next, features that describe the flame front location and area are determined. For the

location, pixel distance between the minimum, average and maximum point of the flame

front to the edge of the fifth grate level is calculated. The Figure 6.8 shows the detected

minimum, average and maximum points. Minimum is coloured with a blue, maximum with

a yellow and average point with an orange dot. For the flame front, a first-order linear OLS

model is fitted that gives us two coefficients, the slope coefficient (a) and the y-intercept

coefficient (b). Therefore, there is one parameter that describes the flame area and five

parameters for the flame front location and shape.

6.6 Video data processing

After confirming that the developed model handles unique combustion scenarios by run-

ning various videos through the model and analysing the outputs visually, all the collected

videos with the VIS camera were processed. The videos were fed to the model which

computed and reported the extracted features to the comma-separated values text file

every ten seconds based on the passed time of the video. Since the camera software

dynamically controls the FPS in video recording mode, the ten-second intervals had to be

estimated from the length and metadata of the videos. The time series of the extracted

features are shown in the Figure 6.9.
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(a) Flame front location.

(b) Least square coefficients.

(c) Flame area.

Figure 6.9. Logged soft sensor features.
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The time series contain noise that causes peaks and throughs. Time series were smoothed

with the moving average for noise reduction because it has been proven to be a good tech-

nique for time series analysis. According to Hamilton [104], moving averages are good

for revealing underlying trends and analysing seasonal patterns. Moving average filtering

requires defining the size of the window that was chosen after testing different window

sizes and inspecting responses of the smoothed signals. Tested window sizes were 15,

30 and 45min and 1, 3 and 6 h. The Figure 6.10 shows the results of a couple of tested

windows.
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(a) 15min filter.

(b) 1h filter.

(c) 3h filter.

Figure 6.10. Filtered flame area with three tested moving averages.

As the figure shows, the fifteen-minutes filter does not reduce noise enough while the

three-hour filter attenuates and reduces the resolution of the signals. This causes loss

of information. Based on the tested filters, the one-hour time window provided the most

noise reduction while keeping the form of the signal. Discussions with Valmet’s process

experts and their apprehension of the grate boiler combustion time delay had an effect

on the chosen window size. Considering the process dynamics, more than a one-hour
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moving average are not feasible from the process control point of view. Therefore, signals

were filtered with a one-hour window that is shown in the Figure 6.10b. Moving average

filtering was done for the power plant’s process measurements to make them comparable

with soft sensor parameters.
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7. RESULTS

This chapter describes the empirical results of the research. Results are based on the

developed computer vision soft sensor model, collected process data and conducted on-

line surveys. The first section presents the results between the extracted features of the

computer vision model and process measurements. The second section explains the

results of the online surveys. We use direct quotations from the surveys to support our

findings. The survey results are discussed theme by theme in the same order as shown

in the Table 5.3. This chapter presents only the results of the empirical research while the

detailed analysis of the results is described in Chapter 8.

7.1 Soft sensor model

In the cross-correlation analysis, we compared extracted soft sensor parameters to the

process signals. While computing the Granger causality tests, we calculated the results

both ways but only analysed the result based on the rule in the Equation (5.4). Therefore,

the process signals are marked by x and the computer vision model features by y in our

analysis.

Comprehensive results of the analysis are introduced in Appendix D. The comparison of

the extracted soft sensor parameters is in their respective tables. The first column of the

table is the signal name. The signal name is combined with the description and suffix of

the tag. This naming convention helped us to analyse the results since we did not have to

look up the tag names and their description from the other tables. With this naming, we

see instantly what the signal is and to which process block it belongs.

The second column of the tables is the lag length where the absolute value of the cross-

correlation coefficient is at its highest and the third column is the corresponding extreme

cross-correlation coefficient value. The fourth column is the Granger causality test’s criti-

cal P -value when we tested soft sensor parameter to process signal while the fifth column

is Granger test result done in the opposite order of the signals. The signals are sorted

in the tables in descending order based on the signals the absolute value of the maxi-

mum cross-correlation coefficient. The signals for which we did not calculate the Granger

causality test due to the large lag length are marked in the tables with a pound sign.
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The signals that were excluded from the analysis are shown in the Table D.7. Signals

happen to have zero standard deviation because of how the control loops are built or how

the boiler had been operated during the measurement campaign. The setpoint signals are

boiler dimensioning parameters, such as the live steam pressure, burnout temperature or

excessive O2 content in the flue gas that the boiler manufacturer has defined during the

boiler delivery. Analogue measure values are auxiliary burners powers and fifth grate

zone left side movement speed. Auxiliary burners were not on during the measurement

campaign and there were no changes in the fifth grate level’s movement speed according

to this measuring unit.

The Table D.1 contains results of the extracted flame front minimum point against the

process data. The highest correlation was with the combustion controller’s primary air

flow control variable with the correlation coefficient of 0.71 and lag 135. Signals that have

absolute correlation coefficients higher than 0.6 have an average lag length of 140 mean-

ing that the extracted soft sensor parameter is leading the process signals approximately

23.3min on average.

The Table D.2 contains results of the extracted flame front maximum point while the

Table D.3 contains extracted flame front average point, the Table D.4 contains the y-

intercept coefficient and the Table D.5 the slope coefficient of the first-order linear OLS

model against the process data. The average point and y-intercept coefficient have sim-

ilar lag and cross-correlation coefficients except that the average point has positive and

y-intercept coefficient negative correlation values. The slope coefficient has the lowest

cross-correlation coefficients across all the extracted features. In addition, the slope co-

efficient has the greatest number of signals where the maximum lag length exceeds the

Granger causality test limit.

The Table D.6 contains results of the extracted flame volume against the process data.

The highest correlation was with the combustion controller’s primary air flow control vari-

able with the correlation coefficient of −0.68 and lag 406. Most of the signals which have

an absolute correlation more than 0.55 have a negative correlation between the process

measurements. Two of these signals have a positive correlation. The lag value is close to

the 435 except the two signals where the lag values are −8627 and −8717 respectively.

7.2 Surveys

Based on the surveys, the fuel quality is the highest factor affecting the power plant’s op-

erability. The most recurring topic was the alternating quality of the heterogeneous waste.

Characteristics, such as heating value, moisture and reactive substances changes based

on the fuel. The respondents, especially process operators, pointed out that because of

these reasons it is hard to predict what kind of fuel comes to the grate and how it burns.
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Fluctuating fuel quality causes changes in the boiler’s operation conditions where the

most surfaced topics were temperature and waste composition. Four operators and the

plant manager mentioned that high temperatures reduce combustion efficiency and the

need for thermal load, damage heating surfaces coatings and grate grid bars while the low

calorific value fuels cause sudden drops in the temperature and the combustion needs to

be supported by auxiliary burners. Likewise, waste composition disturbs the combustion

process. Process operators told that sometimes fuels with high content of HCl and SO2

rises flue gas emissions and thermal load needs to be reduced. Melting metals, such as

aluminium, and big unburned objects cause grate jamming or ash hopper clogging that

leads in serious cases to the power plant’s shutdown. The plant manager added that

"Sometimes fuels for example industrial paper rolls, move like an avalanche through the

whole grate straight to the ash hopper".

Based on the answers, challenges caused by varying fuel quality reflect power plant main-

tenance and the lifetime of the other parts as well. The most affected parts are the grate,

flue gas cleaning system and piping. According to the maintenance manager and pro-

cess operators, high heating value fuels rises temperature creating local hot spots which

increase thermal stress of the grate. Fine-grained unburned materials cause damages

in the grate bearings while metals increase mechanical stress of the grate blocks. Fuels

containing high emission and suboptimal combustion put additional stress on the flue gas

cleaning system and increase cleaning costs. Incomplete combustion and high content

emissions damage refractory coating, cause corrosion in the piping and dirty components.

Judging from the results of the surveys, most of the issues the power plant has been

facing are related directly or indirectly to waste quality and combustion optimisation. The

repetitively changing fuel quality causes changes in the process conditions that have mul-

tifaceted implications. The combustion process is in a major position in dealing with the

challenges. Not only it has a direct effect on the power plant’s production but it affects the

operating costs as well. Based on the respondents’ answers, having an optimal combus-

tion process helps to overcome the power plant’s challenges.

The automation system has an important role in optimising the combustion process. One

of the managers stated that the best way to influence the power plant operability is to

"continuously optimise the process for achieving perfect combustion at the middle of the

grate". Respondents told that the automation tries to keep the combustion in the optimal

temperature range, control the combustion position at the grate and maintain the flue gas

flow to be steady. Keeping the combustion process optimised helps to overcome formerly

described challenges and according to respondents, the automation system has suc-

ceeded in doing it. One process operator told that "I have been optimising power plant’s

combustion after the commissioning ... nowadays, the automation system and combus-

tion control has been changed so it can deal with the big changes in the combustion

conditions."
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Respondents told that the automation system is not perfect and the operators have an

active role in operating the power plant. The operators monitor the combustion and do

active corrective actions when required. One process operator mentioned that "I still

have to follow that the automation response is sufficient and change settings to prevent

rapid changes to combustion process conditions". Process operators mentioned that

they track O2 content, combustion chamber temperatures, pressures, power changes,

steam pressures and fuel feeding from the automation system. They continued that they

make changes to the air distribution, grate movement speed, thermal power and auxiliary

burners when needed.

Based on the answers of the respondents, the automation system strives for optimum

production capability but the process operators still have to actively control the combus-

tion. The operators are mainly interested in what happens in the combustion chamber.

They follow the process measurements related to combustion characteristics and they

change mainly parameters of the combustion power control loops. This demonstrates

that combustion has the highest effect on the power plant’s operation conditions and thus

the output.

The camera system was considered to be an effective tool for monitoring purposes. Re-

spondents mentioned that they monitor flame front location and length, flame shape, in-

tensity and big objects from the image feed of the camera. Five respondents told that they

compare flame intensities between the grate lines. A couple of process operators further

mentioned that they observer shutdowns and startups from the camera.

Respondents had a couple of ideas about how the camera system should be developed

so it would bring additional value for them. The most recurring point was the automatic

information of the flame front. Respondents mentioned things, such as the position of

the starting and ending point of the flame as well as detecting burnout in the fourth and

fifth grate levels. The second point was the temperature information of the flame. One

respondent mentioned that it would be good if the temperature at the beginning of the

grate is monitored. According to him, this helps to detect low-quality fuels. The plant

manager and the executive director discussed that recognising big unburned objects from

the grate would be beneficial for maintaining the ash hopper clear. As for the last item,

one process operator wondered if the infrared camera can detect the effectiveness of the

air mixing.

According to the surveys, the camera system is recognised to be a useful tool for super-

vising combustion. Process operators actively observe combustion and its state from the

video feed. There are many characteristics, such as temperature, combustion location

and unburned material that they inspect from the video. This indicates that the flame and

its characteristics are important to follow. These characteristics are linked to the chal-

lenges the power plant is facing since they are indicators of the issues the respondents
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mentioned. Likewise, these parameters are the ones that the process operators would

like to get more information about the combustion process.

The answers by administrative respondents and process operators have some differ-

ences. The administrative respondents were more specific when describing the chal-

lenges of the grate boiler while the process operators gave more specific answers to

automation and camera system-related questions. This is quite natural due to their job

responsibilities. Managers oversee the power plant and are in charge of its operation,

therefore they have the big picture of the challenges. Similarly, the process operators are

in control of running the power plant and they have the best knowledge of the process

dynamics.
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8. ANALYSIS

This chapter examines the results of the study. The first section of the chapter analyses

the cross-correlation and Granger causality test results, interprets the results to process

knowledge as well as compares the developed model to those in the earlier studies. The

second and third section examines the qualitative results of the surveys and compares

them to the findings in the literature review. The second section analyses the process

state variables while the third section evaluates measurable combustion characteristics

with cameras. Moreover, the chapter evaluates the results, their limitations and reliability

as well as sources of errors.

8.1 Computer vision soft sensor

Based on the cross-correlation analysis, the minimum point of the flame front correlates

the most with the collected process signals. The highest cross-correlation coefficients are

with the primary air flow signals and the relationship is positive. The Figure 8.1 shows the

cross-correlation between the minimum point and combustion controller’s output which is

the total primary air flow. There is a clear spike in the lag value of 135 indicating evident

similarity between the signals. With the other lag values, the correlation is not as strong

and stays around −0.25–0.25 without clear spikes.
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Figure 8.1. Cross-correlation of the minimum flame point and primary air flow.

As shown in the Figure 8.1, the minimum point of the flame is leading the process signal

22.5min. The Figure 8.2 which shows the trends of the signals illustrates this as well.

The red line is the combustion controller’s primary air flow output and the blue is the

minimum point of the flame. Visually inspecting, the primary air flow trend follows flame

front location.
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Figure 8.2. Primary air flow and minimum flame point.

Correlation between the flame location and primary air flows is explainable by the process

dynamics. Consider flame front location to be an indicator of the bed inventory like Garami

et al. [20] and Nielsen et al. [31] reasoned. When there is a lot of fuel on the bed, the bed

inventory is high and the minimum flame front point should be closer to the camera as a

result of waste on the grate. High bed inventory means that there is a load of combustible

material waiting to combust and release energy. This pile of fuel lying on the bed requires

a small amount of primary air to devolatilize and produce the required energy. Contrary,

when the flame front location is farther away from the camera, that is there is not much

fuel on the grate, the grate boiler needs to supply more primary air to keep the adequate

energy production.

Other air flow signals have similar trends. This is reasonable since the total primary

air flow is divided into predefined proportions under each grate zone. Small deviations

in maximum cross-correlations are explainable with the unique tunings of the air flow

controllers’ parameters.

There is a negative relationship between the minimum point and the combustion con-

troller’s secondary air flow output. The maximum correlation is −0.62 and the time delay

118 units which is 19.7min as the Figure 8.3 shows. The time delay is smaller compared

to the primary air flow.
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Figure 8.3. Cross-correlation of the minimum flame point and secondary air flow.

This matches the process dynamics. The boiler’s secondary air flow controller’s function

is to keep an adequate air-fuel ratio that is measured from the excessive O2 from the flue

gas. As reasoned previously, the minimum point is an indicator of the bed volume. If

bed volume is low, a lot of primary air flow is supplied. This reduces the secondary air

flow because the primary air flow raises O2 content. Vice versa, when the bed volume is

high, more secondary air is required to maximise the combustion. Delays in the process

explains the difference in the maximum lag value. Since the excess air ratio is measured

from the flue gas after the first pass, the changes in the primary air flow take some time

before they are visible in the sensor. The Figure 8.4 presents the secondary air flow and

the minimum point of the flame.
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Figure 8.4. Secondary air flow and minimum flame point.

There is a decrease in the maximum cross-correlation values when comparing the results

of the maximum and average point of the flame to the minimum point. As seen from the

Figure 8.5b, the maximum point seems to have a smaller deviation than the minimum

point. One explanation is that the process operators control the location of the flame

location. Based on the surveys, the process operators try to keep the flame front away

from the last grate level. Visually analysing the Figure 8.5b, the maximum point seems

to be on average 55 px away from the fifth grate zone boundary, which is roughly at the

middle of the fourth grate zone. According to the results, these parameters are not so

informative compared to the other features.
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(a) Cross correlation.
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(b) Time series graph.

Figure 8.5. Primary air flow and maximum flame point results.

Based on the cross-correlation, the linear polynomial fit for the flame front does not seem

to contain additional information compared to other extracted features. The correlation

coefficients are lower and lag values higher than on the other features. This holds true

especially for the slope coefficient a that has the most signals where the Granger causality

test was not calculated. Based on the results, the linear line fit does not bring supplemen-

tary information about the combustion. This is an interesting finding since according to
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surveys, the process operators monitor the shape of the flame front with a camera. They

also mentioned that the flame front should be as even as possible. Reasons for poor

results are that the camera position was not optimal for measuring the flame front shape

or that the flame front shape does not affect the combustion as much as the process

operators think. However, further research is required.

According to cross-correlation analysis, the area of the flame leads the process signals

the most on average across all the extracted features. The Figure 8.6 shows the cross-

correlation between the flame area and primary air flow. The correlation coefficient is

−0.68 and the flame area is leading the process signal 406 units that is 67.7min.
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Figure 8.6. Cross-correlation of the flame area and primary air flow.

Even though there is a clear spike in the cross-correlation trend indicating a somewhat

clear correlation, this is not explainable by the time constants of the combustion process

itself. Nonetheless, performing a sanity test between the minimum point and flame area

helps to analyse why the flame area has the higher maximum lag values.

Considering the flame front’s minimum points as an indicator of the bed volume, the bed

volume is changed by alternating the fuel feeding speed. However, there is a high time

delay before the changes are seen in the frame front location. Freshly inserted waste

needs to travel through the whole grate before the changes are visible. In opposite,

when the waste starts to devolatilize and produce visible flame, the soft sensor sees the
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changes in the area of the flame. Likewise, response time is higher in the primary air

flow. When more air is supplied, the combustion intensity increases that should reflect

the area of the flame. Contrarily, primary air flow increases devolatilization of the porous

material that is a slower process thus changes are seen slower in the flame front location.

However, these aspects should be further investigated. The Figure 8.7 shows the time

series of the signals.
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Figure 8.7. Primary air flow and flame area.

Results from the Granger causality tests demonstrate that the developed model predicts

the state of the process. When looking at the minimum, maximum and average points, the

H0 is rejected in most of the signals that have absolute correlation coefficients more than

0.4. The flame area has a higher number of signals where the null hypothesis cannot be

rejected compared to the flame position features but there are still many process variables

that have statistically significant P values, such as primary air flow, flue gas O2 content

and combustion chamber temperature, to name a few.

There seems to be a high conclusion that the extracted features help forecast the col-

lected process parameters. Since the extracted features Granger-causes process mea-

surements, both the lags and their respective past values are statistically significant. The

changes in the process conditions are seen before the conventional process measure-

ments. These results are in line with the previous studies assumptions that the flame

front and area improve the knowledge of the combustion in the grate [5, 31].

The results of our analysis are somewhat like Garami et al. [20] findings from the biomass

grate boiler. In their study, they estimated that the minimum point of the flame front was
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leading the collected process measurements 5–22min depending on the signal [20]. Our

analysis calculated the lags to be in the range of 11–35min.

For the cross-correlation coefficients, Garami et al. calculated over 0.8 for the O2 flue

gas content and flue gas temperature. For the combustion chamber temperature, they

reported absolute coefficient of around 0.6 and for NOx and CO emissions over 0.3. [20]

Based on our analysis, absolute coefficients are 0.52, 0.58, 0.50, 0.43 and 0.44 respec-

tively. Results indicate that the flame front location estimates other combustion parame-

ters in the waste grate boiler as well.

Even though there are differences in the correlation coefficient values, there are similar

findings as well. Garami et al. study explained the relationship between the flame front

location and previously mentioned process values by the process dynamics [20]. Com-

paring the results, our study has similar relationships between these measurements as

well. This provides that our solution detects the same combustion phenomena. It needs

to be noted that the Garami et al. measured the length of the flame front from the fuel

feeding port compared to our study where it is compared to the end of the grate. This

explains the opposite relationships in the results of this study.

It must be pointed out that the precise comparison to Garami et al. cross-correlation and

lag results is impractical. Both studies process the signals differently before calculating

the lag and correlation coefficients. Having to estimate ten-second intervals from the

metadata of the videos affected our signal pre-processing and most likely the reported

lag values. Similarly, moving average removes temporary fluctuations thus correlation is

based on longer-term trends. The second highest deviation in the results comes from

the camera installation and data collection. Our camera had to be installed to an inclined

degree at the end of the grate that affects the perceived location of the flame front.

The grate boiler structure and instrumentation affect the results as well. Grate boiler

dimensioning depends heavily on the usage of the power plant and the fuel. Even though

the boilers would have a similar structure it does not mean that the instrumentation is

identical. The instrumentation of the boiler is project-specific and differs plant by plant.

The power plants sensors may be placed into different places even though they try to

measure the same variable. Furthermore, even though the control loops are designed

to achieve similar outcomes, the strategy and parameter tuning cause variations. Since

the setups and operation are not identical, the differences in the reported values needs

to recognised.

Based on the cross-correlation and Granger causality test results, the proposed system

produces reliable information of the combustion and its relevant process parameters. The

extracted area of the flame seems to provide the fastest information about the changes

in the combustion while the flame front is the best in estimating other important process

parameters. The detected phenomena by our proposed computer vision model’s are
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explained by the combustion process knowledge and dynamics. The data analysis results

are in line with the previous studies. Additionally, the proposed method is the first of

its kind, to our knowledge, where computer vision extracts combustion flame from the

grate boiler. These findings confirm that our model provides additional information on the

combustion process. It seems that the grate utility and control schemes can be optimised

with the supplementary information that the model provides.

The Table 8.1 shows the main results between the extracted features and the state vari-

ables of the primary control loops which were available in our data set. For each state

variable, the most correlating feature was selected to the table. The table contains the

maximum lag values, cross-correlation coefficients and null hypothesis results for these

signals. Based on these values, it seems that our method is reliably providing information

from the main combustion characteristics.

Extracted feature Signal name mmax R̂xy Reject H0?

Flame area

Flue gas O2 content 325 −0.60 Yes

Live steam flow −176 0.59 Yes

Thermal load −185 0.59 No

Flue gas CO content 529 −0.54 No

Fuel feeding speed 11 131 −0.51 -

Feedwater temperature −6339 0.42 -

Minimum point

Primary air flow 135 0.71 Yes

Secondary air flow 122 −0.62 Yes

Chamber temperature 207 −0.58 Yes

Live steam pressure −68 −0.53 Yes

Y -intercept coefficient (b) Live steam temperature 78 −0.48 Yes

Table 8.1. Main data analysis results for the primary control loop state variables.

The literature review found that the earlier studies follow the generic approach model,

which is presented in the Figure 4.1, solving their computer vision tasks. Furthermore,

the study noticed that many previous studies have applied the same algorithms, such as

Otsu for segmentation, which have been proven to work in the previous studies. Based

on these findings, the same approach method and algorithms was applied in the devel-

oped model as well which further strengthens their applicability for solving combustion

diagnostics problems.

In addition to well-proven methods, the study discovered that some earlier studies have

reported poor segmentation capabilities. To overcome these challenges, the literature
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review found out that some state-of-the-art algorithms, as an example DBSCAN, provide

better performance in some circumstances. To our knowledge, these methods had not

been previously tested in combustion processes. Based on our visual examination, this

method provided reliable information compared to other methods.

The developed model has some limitations. One of the situations where the flame front

location and area are not detected accurately is illustrated in the Figure 8.8. The flue

gasses circulate close to the rear wall blocking the visibility of the camera.

Figure 8.8. Flue gasses intercepting camera vision.

One can argue that the flame front is too far on the grate. Based on the surveys, the

process operators try to keep the flame front at the fourth grate level and there should

not be too much combustion happening at the last grate level. As seen in the figure, the

combustion is partly occurring at the fifth grate level. Comparing to the Figure 6.1 there is

a clear difference in the image quality and combustion itself. The expanding flame front

and its disturbance to the detect features are seen from the trend figures as well where

the largest peaks and troughs are like in the Figure 6.9.

Even though the flue gasses prohibit the accurate recognition of the flame front and flame

area, our proposed method detects the flame front moving towards the last grate level

as seen from the trend lines. It is possible to develop that the model provides alarms

to process operators to take corrective actions before the combustion spreads too far.

Another solution would be to detect flame front with MWIR camera which image quality is

not affected by the flue gasses and flame. However, these aspects should be researched
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further before drawing exact conclusions.

There are some limitations in this study that needs to be recognised when reviewing

the results of the quantitative research. The collected research material limits the depth

of the study. Due to the schedule of our measurement campaign, we could not collect

long-duration video material from each imaging location thus the study had to base the

analysis on the available data. Furthermore, the measurement equipment and applied

configurations need to be taken into account when considering the reliability and validity

of the data collection.

The collected data set from the power plant limits the study. The data set did not include

every available process measurement in our data collection. Bias from our judgemental

sampling affects how comprehensive the data set is and therefore the depth of the data

analysis as well. Sampling rate and data prepossessing methods have also affected the

data set and the results.

The developed application had to be developed under several limitations. One of them

was the size of the video material that was utilised to develop and verify the model. The

thorough robustness of the model is hard to evaluate since we covered only a small

amount of boiler operation conditions during the measurement campaign. The second

concerns the boundary conditions of the software. The developed application was op-

timised for the Valmet imaging systems while some of the proposed parameters of the

model were tuned particularly for the specific grate boiler environment. Based on our

analysis, we do not know how well our model performs in the other grate boilers, in the

other view angles position or with other parameter tuning.

8.2 Process state variables

Based on our findings, the important process state variables of the grate boiler power

plant are live steam pressure and temperature, feedwater volume, combustion power,

furnace chamber pressure and electric power. According to the surveys and literature

review, combustion power has the highest impact on the process. Combustion power

state variables depend on the model representation as Nielsen et al. [31] argued.

Based on our findings, fuel particle size, calorific value, conductivity, moisture content,

mass flow rate, airflow rate, temperature and heat transfer coefficients are important state

variables modelling stoichiometric reactions of the combustion. As shown in Section 2.2,

many factors contribute to the combustion reactions. These variables and thermodynam-

ical equations allow to build an accurate model.

Creating an applicable model with all the state variables is impractical for a couple of

reasons. The first one is about the complexity and computational requirements of the

model. The literature review found out that these models are resource-intensive and
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practically infeasible for real-time controllers. The second issue comes from the data

collection. Measuring all these state variables accurately cannot be achieved without

expensive instrumentation.

Approximation of the formerly described state variables is possible from the easier mea-

surable variables. The more data is collected from the process the more accurate state

representation is created. This statement is supported by Kadlec et al. [48] and Ballester

and García-Armingol [49] studies.

Based on our findings, the conventional state variables from combustion power are pri-

mary and secondary air flow, grate movement speed, flue gas O2 content, combustion

chamber temperature and pressure. Both surveys and literature review indicate that these

variables are important for combustion control purposes. Based on our literature review,

some of the state-of-the-art models apply additional measurements, such as fuel quality,

flame location, bed inventory and bed temperatures like Strobel et al. [21] and Martin et

al. [22] studies show.

It must be noted that the other state variables are also important for the power plant. The

power plant cannot for example produce electricity or heat without the live steam and

feedwater. However, our study presents that these state variables are well-known or they

are estimated reliably. The study does not claim that there are no room for improvements

for these variables but based on our findings, the highest impact on the power plant’s

efficiency is achieved by making a more accurate state representation of the combustion

and control it. Both literature review and surveys support this statement.

8.3 Combustion characteristics

Combustion characteristics that are automatically detectable from the video feed recog-

nised in the study are divided into geometric, radiation, physico-chemical and fluid me-

chanics types as shown in the Table 3.1. Both literature review and surveys support this

finding. This is not a remarkable finding since these characteristics have been proven

to affect the combustion conditions as found out in the literature review. However, it is

worth noting that the power plant specialists were concerned about each of the param-

eter types. Evaluating surveys shows that the respondents of the surveys are aware of

the combustion characteristic, how they affect the process and address that they should

be monitored. This opens the possibility of computer vision-based control and monitoring

applications.

Based on our findings, the flame area, shape and position are the most interesting char-

acteristics from the geometrical parameters. Our data analysis and the literature review

support this. From the flame position, the grate boiler specialists were mostly concerned

with the flame front and they actively try to control its location. Flame front location seems
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to contain essential information about the combustion and the control loops can utilise

that information as Strobel et al. [21] showed. Furthermore, our data analysis showed

the correlation between the flame area and process measurements. Based on our liter-

ature review, there are no earlier studies about the area of the flame in the grate boilers

but it has been shown to be an important parameter in the other combustion processes

like Fleury et al. [57] found out. This together with our data analysis findings seems to

prove that the flame area is an important combustion characteristic that should be either

controlled or monitored. The proposed method for measuring both quantities is explained

in Chapter 6.

Combustion uniformity and process changes are monitorable from the flame intensity.

Both surveys and literature review support this. Process operators were interested in

observing the intensity of the flame between the grate lines. The literature review found

out that the colour of the flame provides information about the combustion like Szatvanyi

et al. [62] demonstrated. Measuring intensity is easy since the camera imaging sensor

provides it automatically. Intensity provides measurable parameters, such as luminous

area, uniformity or centroid of the flame like Wang et al. [12] and Li et al. [58] showed.

However, what exact variables to measure depends on the wanted outcome and needs

to be decided based on the requirements of the application.

Results show that the temperature is measurable from many spots. Judging from the

number of the recurring locations in the surveys, the most suitable location would be from

the end of the grate or above the bed. This location provides the largest field of vision

to the combustion. Likewise, this provides detection of the local hot spots or combustion

symmetry. Another consideration is at the beginning of the grate but this would require a

separate camera. It was also left unclear how much additional benefit this would bring to

the combustion monitoring since all the respondents did not mention this location.

Based on the literature review, the temperature is measurable directly from the video feed

or with an external probe. The literature review found that Wien’s approximation of the

Planck formula was the most adopted approach for creating 2D temperature maps straight

from the video feed. This seems to be a promising technique for real-time measurements

but the accuracy and complexity of the measurement needs to be considered. Jiang et al.

[63] demonstrated that the measurement accuracy of this method is not as accurate as of

the thermal probe while Sun et al. [10] showed that the temperature readings are highly

influenced by the camera calibrations. Depending on the requirements of the application

these things need to be addressed. However, there are studies, such as Smart et al. [18]

where image-based temperature measurements have shown to be practically viable.

Optical flow techniques can estimate flame motion and mixing of the air. Our literature

review showed that flame flow movement is possible from MWIR video feed with optical

flow techniques, such as Toth et al. [28] study. Considering from this perspective, there is
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possible potential to measure this variable but more research from the topic is required.

An important finding of the study was the automatic recognition of the unburned material.

Managers and process operators of the surveys mentioned many times that unburned

materials cause issues in the grate and ash hopper. Even though unburned material mov-

ing to the hopper is not directly related to the combustion they have a role in the power

plant’s continuous operation as discussed in the surveys. Minimising the unplanned shut-

downs of the power plant caused by the clogged ash hopper helps to improve the power

plant’s operability and output. Here automatic detection of the big objects helps process

operators in decision making. The video feed provides essential information both to con-

trol systems and human operators like Ballester and García-Armingol [49] argued.

Our literature review did not find earlier studies where computer vision has been directly

utilised for detecting unburned material purposes but this does not mean that it would be

impossible. Object detection is a classical computer vision technique that is usable in this

case. Detection is possible with segmentation algorithms tuned for solid objects, such

as active contours as Marques and Jorge [56] discussed. Another solution would be to

monitor flame boundaries. If there is some big unburning object in the grate, the flame

boundaries warp around the object. Comparing flame boundaries to the reference lines is

one way to approximate big objects moving through the grate. There are many methods

to achieve flame boundary detection as discussed in Subsections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.

The qualitative side of the study needs to be considered when evaluating the results. The

study used surveys which affected the reliability of the results. Questionnaire layout and

design are influenced by the researcher’s subjective viewpoints and experience. This can

restrict the covered topics or emphasise some too much. Another point is the sample

size. Surveys were collected with discretionary sampling where the researcher’s judge-

ment influence the reliability. The sample size was relatively small and presents only the

opinions of few people. It did not contain the opinions of every target audience who work

with the grate boilers, such as boiler manufacturers. Likewise, we need to consider re-

spondents subjective biases, such as background, expertise, motive and honesty when

considering the accuracy and generalisability of the results.

This study qualitative analysis is prone to subjective biases. Content analysis requires

analysing the underlying meaning and semantic relationships between the words which

are influenced by the researcher’s subjective interpretation. Even though we reflected

survey findings to our literature review the quality and reliability of the analysis are de-

pendable on the original data set and self-reported conclusions. Nevertheless, it needs

to be reminded that the scope of the thesis was to identify new development ideas rather

than drawing general conclusions that hold in every situation. Judging from this aspect,

the study was able to identify new perspectives, provide concrete examples of combustion

characteristics and demonstrate how they are measurable.
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9. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this study was to develop a computer vision-based soft sensor

that automatically determines flame front and area from the video feed taken from the

combustion chamber of the grate boiler. The second objective of the study was to examine

what other combustion characteristics a visible or infrared light camera can measure.

This chapter summarises and reflects on the study. The first section provides answers

to the research questions. The second section evaluates the scientific contribution and

significance of the study. The final section discusses future research opportunities.

9.1 Main findings

The first research question was which process state variables are important in grate boiler

control systems? According to the results, the most important state variables are related

to modelling combustion. The identified variables are focused on representing the fuel

quality or the physical and chemical reactions of the combustion. These variables are

important since they help to build a more accurate state representation for control pur-

poses. Based on the results, the other state models and their control loops have an effect

on the overall functionality of the grate boiler. However, the highest impact for efficiency

is achieved by improving the combustion state representation and controls.

The next research question was which combustion characteristics can be detected from

the video that can be integrated to automation systems? According to the findings, the

detectable characteristics with cameras include flame geometrical parameters, such as

position, shape and motion; radiational, such as flame intensity and brightness; tempera-

ture and big unburned material. These characteristics are the ones that the control sys-

tems utilise or process specialists actively monitor from combustion. Therefore, the most

potential benefits are in improving tools for monitoring and control combustion with these

measurements. The process specialists and control applications both benefit from the

additional information camera systems provide. Process operators would gain new ways

to monitor the process more efficiently with added features, such as automatic alarms

or easily interpretable numerical values, while more advanced control strategies can be

developed based on the extracted data. These would assist grate boiler operators to

discover solutions for their combustion issues and find optimal combustion conditions.
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Therefore, the focus should be on these factors when analysing the research and devel-

opment requirements of the camera systems.

The third research question was how process variables can be measured automatically

using infrared or visible light cameras? The study found out that formerly described vari-

ables are possible to detect with computer vision. Depending on the characteristic, the

study describes various methods how to measure them. It was found out that not all for-

merly described characteristic has been previously measured in grate boilers. However,

the literature review discovered well-known and applied approaches in other combus-

tion processes that are applicable in grate combustion. The study analysed a general

approach model that helps systematically to build computer vision applications in com-

bustion processes. Based on the literature review, some of the approaches and charac-

teristics, such as flame front position, have been proven to be useful in the grate boiler

environment while some, such as the movement of the combustion flame, have not yet

been verified in this environment. The study provided a model to measure the area of the

combustion flame and proved with data analysis that it is an important characteristic to

measure from the grate combustion.

The final research question was how to determine flame front and area with computer

vision? Chapter 6 describes the data-driven computer vision model that determines the

flame features from the video feed. The model was evaluated against the process data

that provided insight into the model with promising results. The results demonstrate that

the model produces important information on combustion. The model correlates well with

process measurements and predicts their changes. The area of the flame correlated the

most with flue gas O2 content while flame front location correlated with air flows and com-

bustion chamber temperature. This information can be used for control and diagnostic

purposes. Prior research supports our results. In addition, the model utilises some state-

of-the-art approaches which have not been applied in combustion process applications.

These methods overcome some of the problems reported in the earlier studies. There-

fore, the study implemented both an academically and practically feasible data-driven soft

sensor.

The results of the study and proposed model are somewhat applicable in grate combus-

tion and camera systems. However, a couple of limitations needs to be addressed that

affect the generalisability of the results. The first limitation of the study comes from the

applied research method that was a single case study. The collected data and results are

reflected on data available from only one power plant thus the conclusions cannot be fully

generalised to other contexts. To gain broader insight and new knowledge of researched

phenomenon studies with larger sample sizes are required.

In the data analysis phase, applied data analysis methods were limited for the model

evaluation. The study analysed data with a couple of regression and time series analysis
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tools but other factors need to be considered. The performance of the model, accuracy

and computational complexity are just some of the examples that need to be taken into

account when analysing the usefulness of the proposed approach in the real-life environ-

ment. These were out of the thesis scope but something that should be considered when

evaluating the results in the other contexts.

As for the final limitation, the number of earlier studies from the topic needs to be ad-

dressed. Evaluating computer vision applications in combustion processes is a large

topic but there are not many studies focusing on grate boiler environments. By taking into

account every combustion process, the domain-specific information of the grate boiler is

lost which influences the results. More detailed information is attainable by focusing on

the scope of the study.

9.2 Contributions and implications

This study has both practical and scientific significance. The study assists Valmet to eval-

uate research and development requirements for their imaging systems based on the real-

life challenges that an industrial grate boiler is facing. Furthermore, the study presented

an objective and systematic review of the state-of-the-art control and monitoring com-

puter vision applications. The study demonstrated the usefulness of the measured flame

characteristic through data analysis and process knowledge. Managers and specialists

working with grate boilers can adopt the results of the thesis to evaluate technological

opportunities and complement their understanding of the combustion process.

The study supplements computer vision research in a combustion environment. The

study investigated some of the modern computer vision methods that had been proven

successful in other contexts and applied them in the model. Some prior studies present

black-box models that are difficult to analyse. Our model is introduced as the white-

box model that is explained openly and development choices are demonstrated distinctly.

The model is easily interpretable and allows transparent analysis of the model which

allows further development of the model if required. Likewise, the study demonstrated

the practicality of the model which is an important part of assessing the feasibility of the

research.

The proposed model makes a useful contribution to the grate boilers. The model can be

extended to other grate boilers, such as biomass boilers or boilers with different struc-

tures. The combustion characteristics are likely relatively similar in these processes. Fur-

thermore, retrofitting the proposed method to the combustion chamber that has a camera

installed is possible. The system costs are reasonably low since the development was

done with open-source libraries and a common office laptop that does not have high

computational power. This would facilitate grate boiler operators to gain new monitoring

tools for the combustion process. Given the supplementary information of the combus-
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tion parameters the model provides, the results suggest that the proposed system can be

utilised in advanced process controls to provide more efficient combustion. This would

presumably help power plants to achieve higher productivity with lower emissions.

This research further strengthens the grate combustion research. State variables, mea-

surable combustion characteristics and computer vision models have been researched

previously and the results of the study support these findings well. Moreover, the study re-

inforces earlier studies since a case study helps to examine new viewpoints and increase

the practical usefulness of the research. The study provides contemporary and useful

insight into the research phenomena from the grate boiler and WTE point of view. The

study demonstrates a comprehensive evaluation between the combustion parameters

and computer vision model, which findings are explained through the process dynamics.

The study showed a relationship between the measured characteristics and process mea-

surements which is helpful in evaluating the performance of the combustion. Based on

the literature review and knowledge, no earlier studies have conducted Granger causality

analysis or evaluated flame area from the grate combustion with computer vision. This

increases the significance of the study. The results support the earlier research about

stoichiometric reactions the findings bring deeper insight about the process.

9.3 Future research

We identified a set of research topics that can be investigated in the future. The first

subject is to integrate the developed computer vision soft sensor into automation systems.

Based on the findings, the model produces data that is utilisable in the control loops

for improving controllability or in monitoring systems for providing better insight for the

process operators. As Ballester and García-Armingol [49] discussed, more research is

required to find practical applications and usefulness for the systems. One possibility

would be to integrate the model to Nielsen et al. [31] proposed control strategy and

evaluate the gained benefits.

Another future research topic would be to do more extensive data analysis. The study

showed that there is some relationship between the flame front and area to conventional

process measurements. However, the usefulness of the model through data exploitation

is something that should be further researched to enrich the conclusions. As an example,

studies could focus to research relationships and operation conditions of the character-

istics with more extensive video material and process data. Furthermore, it is possible

to research influence between these variables with factor analysis, to name a few future

approaches. This would help to develop advanced control and monitoring applications for

more efficient energy production by understanding grate combustion more thoroughly.

The study and its findings provide an opportunity for studies with larger samples. Ideas

and topics addressed in the study should be investigated with a wider sample to gain
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a broader overview of the research phenomena. On the one hand, future studies can

include surveys with more power plant operators, grate boiler manufacturers, process

controllers and other specialists who work with grate boilers. On the other hand, the

proposed model can be tested in other grate boilers using different fuel mixes or operating

conditions, to name a few. These approaches would help to deepen the understanding of

the research phenomena and combine practical data.

The next research opportunity includes conducting market research. Earlier studies have

concentrated more on the technological aspects and the maturity level of the technol-

ogy has been proven. At the same time, there are little to no earlier studies where the

computer vision for combustion diagnostics have been researched from the business per-

spectives of the companies. Development cost, payback time, consumer interest, product

differentiation, usability and system integration are just some of the aspects that should

be researched when evaluating computer vision-based applications and gained benefits

from the technology supplier’s perspective which Valmet represents. Market research

helps to evaluate grate boiler challenges from a larger perspective.

As for the final identified research opportunity, future research can concentrate on camera

technologies. We limited our computer vision development to the visual light camera

due to resource constraints but we believe that the model is adaptable to the infrared

camera too. Furthermore, there would be research interest to analyse infrared cameras

even further. Because an infrared camera sees the waste pile of the bed through the

flame, there is a possibility that it is detectable from the image. This gives essential

information about the combustion. Another topic includes investigating mobile cameras

as an inspection tool. As the measurement campaign showed, there is some use for

the mobile camera as an inspection tool. A camera assists monitoring boiler lifetime and

components during its operation. This information helps to evaluate maintenance needs

but more research is required.
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APPENDIX A: DATA SHEETS OF CAMERAS

- Inspect Waterwall Conditions
- Faster Detection of Water Leaks
- Evaluate Slag Buildup
- Reduced Downtime from Feedback
 on Internal Boiler Conditions
- Better Operator Safety with  
 Real-Time Monitoring

Valmet Furnace IR Camera  
for the Power Utility Industry
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For more information, contact your local Valmet office. www.valmet.com
 
Specifications in this document are subject to change without notice. 
Product names in this publication are all trademarks of Valmet Corporation.

Typical Pneumatic and Electrical Connections for Valmet Furnace Camera

Specifications

Universal Enclosure:
• Dimensions  8.5 x 10.5 x 20.5” 
  (216 x 267 x 521 mm)
•  Weight  32 lbs (14.5 kg)
• Electrical  85~240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 
  < 2 Amps
• IP Video & Temp  Analog – NTSC /  
  Digital – MJPEG & H.264
Imaging Module:
• Frame Rate  30 Hz
• Resolution  640 x 480
• Video Output  NTSC
• Operating Temp  0 to 130°F (–18 to 54°C)
• Auto Correction  Automatic Gain, Automatic 
  Level
Lens Tube:  SL 64/35 (64° Field of View, 
  20” Effective L)
• Dimensions  D 1-5/8 x L 35” 
  (D 41 x L 889 mm)
• Weight  6.5 lbs (3 kg)
• Focal Range  12” (305 mm) to Infinity

Air Filter System:
• Dimensions  6 x 16 x 28” 
  (152 x 406 x 711 mm)
• Weight  20 lbs (9 kg)
AutoRetract (AR):  24” Typical
• Dimensions  15 x 26.2 x 69.5“ 
  (381x665x1765 mm)
• Weight  95 lbs (43 kg)
• Electrical 85~240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
AR Controller:
• Dimensions  12 x 10–12 x 5–6” 
  (305 x 254–305 x 127–152 mm)
• Weight  32-38 lbs (14.5-17 kg) 
  [based on model]
Cooling Air Supply: Plant Service Air, Regulated
• Pressure  > 60 psig (4.1 bar)
• Consumption  At 60 psi Inlet Pressure,  
  <60 SCFM (1699 l/min)
• Inlet Air Temp  < 130°F (54°C)
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Valmet Visible Thermal Imaging System is a rugged, air-cooled, HD visible camera 
paired with a high resolution thermal sensor for real-time product temperature 
measurements. Designed for comprehensive observation and analysis of kiln 
environments, the Valmet Visible Thermal Imaging System provides unparalleled 
image quality from start up to full load conditions.

Reliability
Valmet Visible Thermal Imaging Systems are engi-
neered for durability and longevity inside of hot, 
dusty environments, providing a low maintenance 
solution to many complex process challenges. Digital 
only data transmission improves reliability of video 
streams and nearly eliminates unwanted noise or 
image signal degradation.

Configuration flexibility
The Valmet Visible Thermal Imaging System can be 
configured to meet your project budget needs. A slid-
ing rail mount provides a reliable, yet economical 
mounting solution with a small installation footprint. 
Additionally, the camera system can be purchased 
with an automated retraction system, which will 
retract the system on loss of power or air pressure, 
protecting the camera unit from unintentional dam-
age in the event of cooling air loss.

Valmet Visible Thermal Imaging 
System 

Benefits

• Improved monitoring resulting in 
reduced operating costs 

• Combustion optimization resulting 
in fuel savings

• Allows for visual evaluation of 
flame shape and size

• Reduced maintenance costs

• Greater visibility during start-up 
and at full load

• Product temperature alerts

• Historical temperature data trends
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For more information, contact your local Valmet office. www.valmet.com
 
Specifications in this document are subject to change without notice. 
Product names in this publication are all trademarks of Valmet Corporation.

Technical specifications and layout

Dimensions
Camera enclosure

Air filter

216 x 140 x 140 mm (8 1/2” x 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”)

152 x 406 x 711 mm (6” x 16” x 28”)

Standard camera tube 
with thermal probe HD visible / Thermal 64/24 64° FOV, D 80 x L 610 mm (3 1/8” x 24”)

Lens performance Focal range 305 mm (12”) to infinity

Camera unit

Framerate

Detector

Display resolution

Gain/level

Video format

30 Hz

CMOS, 1920x1200 pixels

1400x1050

Automatic gain, automatic level

H.264, motion jpeg

Thermal probe
Sensor array size

Object temperature range

Sensor framerate

1024 pixels

20 °C to >1000 °C (68 °F to >1832 °F)

60 Hz

Weights 24” Camera unit with thermal probe 7.14 kg (15.75 lbs)

Environmental

Imaging unit/camera

 

Air filter system

-18 °C to 54 °C (0 °F to 130 °F) (non-condensing)

Note: >54 °C (>130 °F) may require additional cooling 
hardware

0 °C to 79 °C (32 °F to 175 °F)

Electrical Camera and thermal probe unit 85~240 VAC 50/60 Hz 0.8 A SCCR: 5 kA

Cooling air

Air supply

Pressure

Consumption

Plant (service) air (good), instrument air (best)

4.14 bar (60 psi)

<1699 l/min (60 SCFM) @ 5.5 bar (80 psi) inlet 
pressure
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APPENDIX B: COLLECTED PROCESS VALUES

Tag code Tag description Tag unit

TV1LBA10FF901:av F LVE-STM BLR kg/s

TV1LBA10CP902:av P AVG LVE-STM BLR bar (g)

TV1LBA20CT001:av PÄÄHÖYRY LÄMPÖTILA °C

TV1LBA10CT901:av T AVG LVE-STM BLR °C

TV1LAB20CT001:av SYÖTTÖVESI LÄMPÖTILA °C

TV1CHV10CE401YR01:av ACTIVE POWER MW

TV1LBF10CF001:av PÄÄHÖYRY R1 VIRTAUS kg/s

TV1LBF30CF001:av PÄÄHÖYRY R2 R3 VIRTAUS kg/s

TV1HAH23DT901:pos CLC TEMP DNSTR SH 2 %

TV1LBA10DT901:pos CLC TEMP LVE-STM %

TV1LBA10DP002:me CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC bar (g)

TV1LBA10DP002:spa CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC bar (g)

TV1LBA10DP002:pos CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC Nm3/h

TV1HLA30FF901:av F TOT PRI-AIR GRT-ZN Nm3/h

TV1HLA31DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1 Nm3/h

TV1HLA31DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1 Nm3/h

TV1HLA31DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1 %

TV1HLA41DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1 Nm3/h

TV1HLA41DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1 Nm3/h

TV1HLA41DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1 %

TV1HLA32DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2 Nm3/h

TV1HLA32DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2 Nm3/h

TV1HLA32DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2 %
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TV1HLA42DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2 Nm3/h

TV1HLA42DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2 Nm3/h

TV1HLA42DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2 %

TV1HLA33DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3 Nm3/h

TV1HLA33DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3 Nm3/h

TV1HLA33DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3 %

TV1HLA43DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3 Nm3/h

TV1HLA43DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3 Nm3/h

TV1HLA43DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3 %

TV1HLA34DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4 Nm3/h

TV1HLA34DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4 Nm3/h

TV1HLA34DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4 %

TV1HLA44DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4 Nm3/h

TV1HLA44DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4 Nm3/h

TV1HLA44DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4 %

TV1HLA35DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5 Nm3/h

TV1HLA35DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5 Nm3/h

TV1HLA35DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5 %

TV1HLA45DF901:me F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5 Nm3/h

TV1HLA45DF901:spa F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5 Nm3/h

TV1HLA45DF901:pos F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5 %

TV1HNA10DQ901:me CLC O2 FLU-GAS Vol% dry

TV1HNA10DQ901:spa CLC O2 FLU-GAS Vol% dry

TV1HNA10DQ901:pos CLC O2 FLU-GAS Nm3/h

TV1HLA80DF901:me F TOT SECY-AIR Nm3/h

TV1HLA80DF901:spa F TOT SECY-AIR Nm3/h

TV1HLA80DF901:pos F TOT SECY-AIR %

TV1HLA81FF901:av SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS ETUSEIN Nm3/h

TV1HLA82FF901:av SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS Nm3/h

TV1HHC10DT901:me CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP °C
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TV1HHC10DT901:spa CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP °C

TV1HHC10DT901:pos CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP Nm3/t

TV1HHY01DQ001:me CLC FIRING Nm3/t

TV1HHY01DQ001:spa CLC FIRING Nm3/t

TV1HHY01DQ001:pos CLC FIRING mm/s

TV1HHY01DQ001XQ20:av SP FEEDER SPEED mm/s

TV1HFB30DF001YQ01:av CLC SPD WST FDR LFT mm/s

TV1HFB30DG001:pos CLC SPD WSTR FDR LFT %

TV1HFB30CG001:av G WST-FDR LFT mm

TV1HFB40DG001:pos CLC SPD WSTR FDR RGHT %

TV1HFB40CG001:av G WST-FDR RGHT mm

TV1HHY01DQ001XQ21:av SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 1 mm/s

TV1HHC31DF001YQ01:av CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1 mm/s

TV1HHC31DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1 %

TV1HHC31CG001:av G GRT LFT ZN 1 mm

TV1HHC41DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 1 %

TV1HHC41CG001:av G GRT RGHT ZN 1 mm

TV1HHY01DQ001XQ22:av SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 2 mm/s

TV1HHC32DF001YQ01:av CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2 mm/s

TV1HHC32DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2 %

TV1HHC32CG001:av G GRT LFT ZN 2 mm

TV1HHC42DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 2 %

TV1HHC42CG001:av G GRT RGHT ZN 2 mm

TV1HHY01DQ001XQ23:av SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 3 mm/s

TV1HHC33DF001YQ01:av CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3 mm/s

TV1HHC33DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3 %

TV1HHC33CG001:av G GRT LFT ZN 3 mm

TV1HHC43DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 3 %

TV1HHC43CG001:av G GRT RGHT ZN 3 mm

TV1HHY01DQ001XQ24:av SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 4 mm/s
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TV1HHC34DF001YQ01:av CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4 mm/s

TV1HHC34DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4 %

TV1HHC34CG001:av G GRT LFT ZN 4 mm

TV1HHC44DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 4 %

TV1HHC44CG001:av G GRT RGHT ZN 4 mm

TV1HHY01DQ001XQ25:av SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 5 mm/s

TV1HHC35DF001YQ01:av CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5 mm/s

TV1HHC35DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5 %

TV1HHC35CG001:av G GRT LFT ZN 5 mm

TV1HHC45DG001:pos CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 5 %

TV1HHC45CG001:av G GRT RGHT ZN 5 mm

TV1HHC10CT901:av TULIPESÄ SK T-KA YLÄR °C

TV1HBK10FT901:av T FLU-GAS 2 SEC 850°C °C

TV1HBK10CT901:av T AV FLU-GAS CELG 1ST PAS °C

TV1HBK30CT001:av T FLU-GAS UPSTR 3RD PASS °C

TV1HBK30CT002:av T FLU-GAS DNSTR 3RD PASS °C

TV1HFB10CU911:av THRM LD MW

TV1HJA10DU902XQ01:av CLC HT-INP AUX-BRN 1 MW

TV1HJA20DU902XQ01:av CLC HT-INP AUX-BRN 2 MW

TV1HNA10DQ907:me CLC NO2 BLR OUTL mg/Nm3 (dry)

TV1HNA10DQ907:spa CLC NO2 BLR OUTL mg/Nm3 (dry)

TV1HNA10DQ907:pos CLC NO2 BLR OUTL l/h

TV1HSK15CF001:av F NH3-W SNCR-INJ l/h

TV1HNE00CF001:av CEMS SAVUKAASUN VIRTAUS m3/h

TV1HNA20CQ001:av Crude gas meas HCL mg/Nm3

TV1HNA20CQ002:av Crude gas meas SO2 mg/Nm3

TV1HNA20CQ003:av Crude gas meas Nox mg/Nm3

TV1HNA20CQ005:av Crude gas meas CO mg/Nm3

TV1HNE10CQ003FRL CO-pit, raja mg/m3 (n)

TV1HNE10CQ004FRL SO2-pit, raja mg/m3 (n)
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TV1HNE10CQ012FRL NH3-pit, raja mg/m3 (n)

TV1HNE10CQ008FRL HCl-pit, raja mg/m3 (n)

TV1HNE10CQ007FRL HF-pit, raja mg/m3 (n)

TV1HNE10CQ002FRL NOx-pit, raja mg/m3 (n)

TV1HNE10CQ002N:av SAVUKAASUN NOX (NO2) ppm

TV1HNE10CQ009FRL TOC-pit, raja mg/m3 (n)

Table B.1. Collected process values.
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APPENDIX C: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Jesse Salmi 

Jätteenpolton kysely 
 

Introduction omitted as confidential information. 

 

1. Kerro hieman itsestäsi. Mikä on toimenkuvasi yrityksessä ja kuinka kauan olet ollut siinä? 

Kuinka tuttua jätteenpoltto on sinulle yleisesti? 

 

2. Mitkä tekijät tuottavat suurimpia haasteita jätteenpoltossa ja kattilan toiminnassa? 

 

3. Miten ohjaatte kattilaa automaatiojärjestelmän kautta? 

a. Miten hallitsette palamisprosessia? 

b. Millaisia ongelmia tilanteita kattilassa/palamisessa ilmenee ja miten toimitte 

niissä? Kerro esimerkkejä tilanteista 

 

4. Miten hyödynnätte arinan kamerajärjestelmää kattilan ajamisessa? 

 

5. Miten kamerajärjestelmiä voisi parantaa, jotta niistä olisi enemmän apua teille? 

 

6. Miten kattilan toiminta vaikuttaa laitoksen muiden osien kuntoon? 

 

7. Miten pystytte vaikuttamaan kattilan kuntoon polttoprosessia ohjaamalla? 

Palautetta kysymyksistä. Oliko jokin kohta epäselvä, jota olisi voinut tarkentaa? 

 

Muuta lisättävää / vapaa sana 

 

Kiitokset kyselyyn osallistumisestasi! 
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APPENDIX D: SIGNAL ANALYSIS RESULTS

Signal name mmax R̂xy P xy P yx

CLC FIRING:me 135 0.70731 1.69631e-09 6.06270e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:me 144 0.6652 6.85089e-11 5.24226e-06

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:pos 147 0.66481 7.53082e-19 1.03825e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:spa 147 0.6648 1.27926e-17 3.25158e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:spa 147 0.6648 1.27926e-17 3.25158e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:spa 147 0.66479 1.33477e-16 6.74986e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:spa 147 0.66479 1.33477e-16 6.74986e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:spa 147 0.66477 3.84760e-15 8.08207e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:spa 147 0.66477 3.80837e-15 8.01852e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:spa 147 0.66477 3.84760e-15 8.08207e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:spa 147 0.66477 3.84760e-15 8.08207e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:spa 147 0.66475 1.88830e-14 1.46445e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:spa 147 0.66475 1.88830e-14 1.46445e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:me 143 0.6647 1.58977e-13 3.66497e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:me 144 0.66449 2.54966e-12 9.99763e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:me 144 0.66416 2.14146e-07 2.19398e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:me 143 0.66413 1.42550e-09 1.21839e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:me 144 0.66398 2.18167e-11 4.83245e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:me 143 0.66397 1.29688e-15 9.64901e-09

F TOT PRI-AIR GRT-ZN:av 144 0.66389 3.24036e-12 1.55584e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:me 144 0.66338 5.54546e-11 1.93548e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:me 145 0.66315 8.11039e-10 4.28583e-09

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:me 145 0.66305 1.94572e-13 1.01372e-06
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SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS:av 122 -0.62032 7.72529e-10 2.89416e-05

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:pos 118 -0.6201 6.70959e-10 1.21135e-02

F TOT SECY-AIR:spa 119 -0.62 3.26177e-07 1.28236e-02

F TOT SECY-AIR:me 122 -0.61992 2.10197e-10 1.45752e-03

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS ETUSEIN:av 122 -0.61941 7.76916e-12 9.48166e-04

F TOT SECY-AIR:pos 122 -0.61077 2.31423e-10 4.81286e-04

TULIPESÄ SK T-KA YLÄR:av 207 -0.58116 6.77167e-04 5.04385e-03

Crude gas meas HCL:av -8772 0.54513 # #

Crude gas meas SO2:av -8860 0.5422 # #

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:me -66 -0.53107 6.00130e-13 5.58924e-05

P AVG LVE-STM BLR:av -68 -0.52956 1.44718e-13 1.15720e-02

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:me 27 0.51895 3.02369e-03 3.35398e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:pos 141 0.50731 5.04599e-09 8.14495e-05

F LVE-STM BLR:av -336 -0.5068 1.16585e-04 1.07663e-19

THRM LD:av -349 -0.50457 2.36962e-04 1.08907e-07

CLC FIRING:spa 11031 -0.50432 # #

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:pos 11031 -0.50397 # #

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:me 170 -0.50268 8.31872e-12 4.94099e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:pos 142 0.49891 3.68436e-05 5.21565e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:pos 100 0.48235 6.69788e-06 1.90784e-03

SP FEEDER SPEED:av 10970 0.47473 # #

CLC FIRING:pos 10978 0.47357 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 3:av 10925 0.46716 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 1:av 10925 0.46715 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 2:av 10925 0.46715 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 4:av 10925 0.46712 # #

PÄÄHÖYRY R2 R3 VIRTAUS:av 7864 -0.45494 # #

CEMS SAVUKAASUN VIRTAUS:av 146 0.45436 9.49774e-04 1.41596e-04

PÄÄHÖYRY LÄMPÖTILA:av 67 0.45197 2.18711e-05 9.24215e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:pos 107 0.4492 3.21330e-06 1.33453e-02
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T AVG LVE-STM BLR:av 61 0.44912 5.58832e-05 5.79643e-03

PÄÄHÖYRY R1 VIRTAUS:av 8010 -0.44156 # #

Crude gas meas CO:av 206 0.43687 5.54741e-01 1.86971e-01

F NH3-W SNCR-INJ:av 10251 -0.43465 # #

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:pos 10246 -0.43403 # #

SAVUKAASUN NOX (NO2):av 73 -0.43097 1.05261e-05 4.74042e-03

ACTIVE POWER:av 7874 0.43063 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 5:av -574 -0.39881 8.25934e-04 4.81773e-01

CLC TEMP DNSTR SH 2:pos -527 -0.39822 3.37536e-04 7.53882e-10

SYÖTTÖVESI LÄMPÖTILA:av -6503 -0.38096 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:pos 92 0.37315 2.81003e-07 1.23454e-02

CLC TEMP LVE-STM:pos -1398 -0.37145 3.61286e-01 1.81502e-02

T FLU-GAS 2 SEC 850°C:av -9572 -0.36963 # #

Crude gas meas Nox:av 62 -0.35558 5.63037e-01 1.71898e-01

T AV FLU-GAS CELG 1ST PAS:av -9585 -0.35151 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:pos -1455 -0.34995 4.49334e-02 1.22737e-02

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:pos 10738 -0.3488 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 2:av -19637 -0.34775 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:pos -1483 -0.32464 3.78943e-02 4.03456e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:pos -19789 0.32379 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:pos 18784 -0.31845 # #

T FLU-GAS UPSTR 3RD PASS:av -1149 -0.30995 1.50580e-31 6.29372e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:pos -1482 -0.30955 6.13604e-02 1.79150e-01

T FLU-GAS DNSTR 3RD PASS:av -441 -0.3092 9.54692e-01 6.97685e-01

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:me 20169 0.30841 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR RGHT:pos -358 0.30796 1.21491e-09 7.77161e-11

NOx-pit raja 16360 0.30652 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 3:av 20823 -0.30219 # #

TOC-pit raja 16360 0.29589 # #

HCl-pit raja 16360 0.29585 # #
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NH3-pit raja 16360 0.29584 # #

HF-pit raja 16360 0.29583 # #

SO2-pit raja 16360 0.29562 # #

CO-pit raja 16360 0.29549 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 5:av 20755 0.28794 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 4:pos -428 -0.28418 2.49451e-01 4.35235e-02

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:pos 14657 -0.27896 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 3:av 21638 -0.27846 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 5:av 12339 -0.27273 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 2:av -18932 -0.26876 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 1:pos 20996 0.26603 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:av -20843 -0.25722 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:av -20843 -0.25722 # #

CLC SPD WST FDR LFT:av -20843 -0.25722 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:av -20843 -0.25722 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:av -20843 -0.25722 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 2:pos -19622 0.25201 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 1:av 16200 0.25067 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:pos -130 -0.23298 2.94009e-02 8.30528e-08

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 3:pos -70 -0.20866 7.72374e-04 1.31803e-01

G GRT RGHT ZN 1:av -1327 -0.1997 5.87593e-01 6.43866e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:pos 13547 -0.19491 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR LFT:pos 12122 -0.18925 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 5:pos 12055 -0.18323 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5:pos 19778 -0.13081 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 4:av -4452 -0.12249 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 4:av 18554 0.11994 # #

G WST-FDR LFT:av 11111 -0.11132 # #

G WST-FDR RGHT:av 11020 -0.10457 # #

Table D.1. Results with extracted flame front minimum point.
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Signal name mmax R̂xy P xy P yx

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:pos 142 0.5784 2.52263e-04 1.82140e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:pos 140 0.57672 3.77351e-04 1.85230e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:pos 118 0.53066 8.58377e-07 9.54863e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:pos 135 0.53065 1.93215e-07 7.18970e-08

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:me 105 0.50705 1.56313e-03 5.40474e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:me 105 0.50692 1.14026e-02 3.64010e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:me 105 0.50692 1.22078e-04 2.29268e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:me 105 0.50601 1.21935e-05 2.38553e-03

F TOT PRI-AIR GRT-ZN:av 105 0.50587 1.30375e-03 2.05095e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:me 105 0.50579 2.85464e-05 2.21846e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:me 105 0.50538 4.03813e-04 1.10524e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:me 104 0.50534 1.99484e-03 1.14504e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:spa 107 0.50524 1.38528e-10 4.39294e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:spa 107 0.50524 1.38528e-10 4.39294e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:spa 107 0.50524 1.38797e-10 4.43003e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:spa 107 0.50524 1.38528e-10 4.39294e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:spa 107 0.50521 9.02662e-11 1.55563e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:spa 107 0.50521 9.02662e-11 1.55563e-02

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:pos 107 0.50518 6.58130e-11 8.80749e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:spa 107 0.50515 1.65464e-09 1.53814e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:spa 107 0.50515 1.65464e-09 1.53814e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:spa 107 0.50515 1.33084e-10 1.60041e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:spa 107 0.50515 1.33084e-10 1.60041e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:me 105 0.50502 3.19326e-07 3.91196e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:me 104 0.50464 1.10860e-05 7.52042e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:me 104 0.50456 2.31271e-02 8.87604e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:pos 144 0.48309 6.90893e-07 2.85919e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:pos 125 0.47712 1.45730e-05 3.18202e-04

CLC FIRING:me 81 0.45584 3.70203e-02 1.51990e-04
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F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:pos 158 0.45017 4.65798e-05 5.00681e-04

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:me 21420 -0.43172 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 5:av 7047 0.42241 # #

TULIPESÄ SK T-KA YLÄR:av 174 -0.42089 5.16022e-06 1.73865e-03

Crude gas meas CO:av 1940 -0.41728 5.24590e-22 1.00000e+00

PÄÄHÖYRY LÄMPÖTILA:av 55 0.40354 1.07522e-01 5.91836e-05

T AVG LVE-STM BLR:av 47 0.40207 3.63495e-02 4.65522e-02

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:me 170 -0.39757 1.57375e-08 8.92955e-06

CEMS SAVUKAASUN VIRTAUS:av 100 0.38394 1.33762e-05 1.75071e-04

F TOT SECY-AIR:pos -19665 0.37165 # #

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS ETUSEIN:av -19662 0.37033 # #

F TOT SECY-AIR:spa -19666 0.37018 # #

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:pos -19666 0.37006 # #

F TOT SECY-AIR:me -19662 0.36989 # #

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS:av -19662 0.36943 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 5:av 402 0.34984 4.87102e-03 1.51085e-01

NH3-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ012FRL 16343 0.34697 # #

TOC-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ009FRL 16343 0.34697 # #

HF-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ007FRL 16343 0.34696 # #

HCl-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ008FRL 16343 0.34696 # #

SO2-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ004FRL 16343 0.34674 # #

CO-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ003FRL 16343 0.34668 # #

NOx-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ002FRL 16343 0.34659 # #

CLC TEMP LVE-STM:pos 106 0.34593 1.36833e-04 1.75620e-03

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:me -115 -0.34091 1.95114e-10 4.53733e-03

P AVG LVE-STM BLR:av -117 -0.33923 8.14760e-06 1.27760e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:pos 20208 0.3367 # #

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:pos -19676 0.33372 # #

F NH3-W SNCR-INJ:av -19668 0.33372 # #

T AV FLU-GAS CELG 1ST PAS:av 11575 -0.32822 # #
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F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:pos 178 0.32225 6.20135e-05 1.30983e-04

Crude gas meas Nox:av 2072 0.31747 # #

SAVUKAASUN NOX (NO2):av 2053 0.3118 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 5:av -17994 0.30871 # #

T FLU-GAS 2 SEC 850°C:av 18942 -0.30638 # #

T FLU-GAS UPSTR 3RD PASS:av 239 0.29851 3.46872e-02 2.84784e-01

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:me 1906 -0.29628 5.64098e-05 3.13319e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:pos 174 0.29295 4.86262e-04 5.33688e-07

Crude gas meas SO2:av -8963 0.29215 # #

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:pos 1667 -0.29092 6.98405e-217 1.00000e+00

CLC FIRING:spa 1667 -0.29085 8.80747e-216 1.00000e+00

Crude gas meas HCL:av -8871 0.28935 # #

PÄÄHÖYRY R1 VIRTAUS:av -21527 0.28871 # #

PÄÄHÖYRY R2 R3 VIRTAUS:av -21432 0.28643 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:pos 10721 -0.28144 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 4:av 1602 0.28142 9.30110e-01 4.65379e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 3:av 1602 0.28128 9.28459e-01 4.95261e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 2:av 1602 0.28128 9.34118e-01 5.02511e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 1:av 1602 0.28128 9.34118e-01 5.02511e-01

SP FEEDER SPEED:av 10110 0.28066 # #

ACTIVE POWER:av -21429 -0.27914 # #

CLC FIRING:pos 10116 0.27908 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 2:av -19510 -0.26959 # #

SYÖTTÖVESI LÄMPÖTILA:av -20353 0.2635 # #

T FLU-GAS DNSTR 3RD PASS:av 7163 -0.26174 # #

CLC TEMP DNSTR SH 2:pos -18206 0.26034 # #

F LVE-STM BLR:av -18821 0.25479 # #

THRM LD:av -18959 0.25473 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:pos 19963 -0.22878 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 4:pos 1380 0.21739 4.70010e-01 7.14081e-03
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G GRT RGHT ZN 2:av 16180 -0.21368 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 1:pos -2126 0.20579 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:pos 19230 -0.20126 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 2:pos -4727 0.19713 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 1:av -1475 -0.1958 8.81609e-01 9.26427e-01

G GRT RGHT ZN 3:av 20626 -0.19562 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 1:av 15303 0.19236 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 3:pos -86 -0.18957 2.77089e-04 1.00977e-02

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:pos 756 -0.18875 1.51927e-01 6.01495e-01

G GRT LFT ZN 3:av 21571 -0.17806 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 5:pos -5914 0.17374 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR RGHT:pos 11112 -0.16971 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR LFT:pos 969 -0.12679 1.42763e-02 6.38308e-03

G GRT LFT ZN 4:av 21460 -0.12317 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 4:av -19589 -0.11844 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5:pos 430 -0.10793 3.31975e-05 5.48420e-02

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:av -19173 -0.10425 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:av -19173 -0.10425 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:av -19173 -0.10425 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:av -19173 -0.10425 # #

CLC SPD WST FDR LFT:av -19173 -0.10425 # #

G WST-FDR LFT:av 10130 -0.0686 # #

G WST-FDR RGHT:av 10920 -0.0656 # #

Table D.2. Results with extracted flame front maximum point.

Signal name mmax R̂xy P xy P yx

CLC FIRING:me 171 0.54915 8.23990e-05 3.14782e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:me 189 0.53174 2.82583e-07 1.74491e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:me 187 0.53131 1.23073e-08 1.27254e-07
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F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:me 188 0.53096 2.11164e-06 6.94604e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:me 188 0.5302 1.68361e-04 7.20102e-08

F TOT PRI-AIR GRT-ZN:av 188 0.53009 1.59927e-06 3.64990e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:spa 190 0.52987 2.34073e-17 1.05569e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:spa 190 0.52987 2.34073e-17 1.05569e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:spa 190 0.52987 2.34073e-17 1.05569e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:spa 190 0.52987 2.33415e-17 1.05714e-02

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:pos 190 0.52985 1.69181e-09 1.86633e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:spa 190 0.52985 1.05276e-13 7.38872e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:spa 190 0.52985 6.43354e-16 1.10392e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:spa 190 0.52985 1.05276e-13 7.38872e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:spa 190 0.52985 6.43354e-16 1.10392e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:me 187 0.52984 2.94238e-06 9.08852e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:spa 190 0.52983 6.07533e-12 6.51101e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:spa 190 0.52983 6.07533e-12 6.51101e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:me 188 0.52981 5.82823e-07 4.32391e-08

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:me 187 0.52944 1.02547e-07 4.46845e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:me 187 0.52938 4.88812e-03 6.28372e-09

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:me 186 0.52924 1.36704e-06 1.90966e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:me 188 0.52876 5.45153e-07 3.05474e-08

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:pos 204 0.52207 4.02545e-09 6.02587e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:pos 191 0.51691 4.18113e-06 6.52894e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:pos 203 0.51419 1.36516e-07 2.10509e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:pos 204 0.49616 1.18980e-04 7.46369e-05

CEMS SAVUKAASUN VIRTAUS:av 169 0.47822 8.89071e-03 2.72848e-05

PÄÄHÖYRY LÄMPÖTILA:av 92 0.47461 1.84811e-03 3.72617e-04

T AVG LVE-STM BLR:av 85 0.47186 1.11419e-05 2.88371e-03

TULIPESÄ SK T-KA YLÄR:av 244 -0.4397 1.69070e-04 4.46344e-01

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:me -66 -0.43967 9.70075e-03 2.51979e-03

P AVG LVE-STM BLR:av -68 -0.43786 1.55583e-02 8.18030e-03
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SP FEEDER SPEED:av -408 -0.43523 5.62854e-21 4.24323e-01

Crude gas meas HCL:av -8802 0.43471 # #

CLC FIRING:pos -404 -0.43455 6.22027e-16 1.89289e-01

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:me 84 0.42279 1.52501e-07 9.21049e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:pos 181 0.42091 5.70337e-03 3.38558e-05

F NH3-W SNCR-INJ:av 18402 -0.41921 # #

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:pos 18397 -0.41884 # #

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS:av 141 -0.41783 1.41873e-07 4.22074e-08

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:pos 138 -0.41736 2.80713e-04 4.40506e-06

F TOT SECY-AIR:spa 138 -0.41725 3.65318e-03 7.55604e-10

F TOT SECY-AIR:me 141 -0.41719 1.30415e-07 9.43637e-08

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS ETUSEIN:av 141 -0.41642 5.20279e-07 1.93419e-06

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 4:av -481 -0.41388 6.34185e-02 7.20064e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 2:av -481 -0.41377 7.23400e-02 7.11342e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 1:av -481 -0.41377 7.23400e-02 7.11342e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 3:av -481 -0.41375 6.52103e-02 7.04523e-01

F TOT SECY-AIR:pos 141 -0.41015 2.73050e-05 1.33893e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:pos 208 0.40213 5.10494e-03 3.24917e-04

Crude gas meas SO2:av -8854 0.40113 # #

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:pos -328 0.39981 6.08333e-139 5.59598e-15

CLC FIRING:spa -328 0.39976 4.53191e-132 8.46349e-12

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 5:av -526 -0.39783 3.43876e-03 9.69651e-01

F LVE-STM BLR:av -334 -0.39321 1.50859e-06 4.02296e-16

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:me 230 -0.39012 3.34902e-12 1.95071e-04

Crude gas meas CO:av 276 0.38703 9.99920e-01 3.37632e-01

G GRT RGHT ZN 5:av 7076 0.38495 # #

THRM LD:av -345 -0.38113 9.99991e-01 2.92420e-02

T AV FLU-GAS CELG 1ST PAS:av -514 -0.36052 2.16806e-49 1.55404e-03

PÄÄHÖYRY R2 R3 VIRTAUS:av 7862 -0.35267 # #

SYÖTTÖVESI LÄMPÖTILA:av 2856 -0.35154 # #
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NOx-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ002FRL 16373 0.35142 # #

SAVUKAASUN NOX (NO2):av 143 -0.34977 5.24660e-04 2.23861e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:pos 217 0.34527 1.46060e-02 5.78547e-04

TOC-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ009FRL 16373 0.34283 # #

NH3-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ012FRL 16373 0.34282 # #

HCl-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ008FRL 16373 0.3428 # #

HF-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ007FRL 16373 0.34278 # #

SO2-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ004FRL 16373 0.34271 # #

CO-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ003FRL 16373 0.34207 # #

Crude gas meas Nox:av 19536 0.34123 # #

PÄÄHÖYRY R1 VIRTAUS:av 7998 -0.33511 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 2:av -19599 -0.32464 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 4:pos -402 -0.32346 2.99812e-01 4.64359e-02

ACTIVE POWER:av 7866 0.32155 # #

T FLU-GAS 2 SEC 850°C:av 18973 -0.31333 # #

CLC TEMP LVE-STM:pos -1254 -0.30257 3.70549e-05 9.00851e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:pos 21243 -0.30145 # #

CLC TEMP DNSTR SH 2:pos -476 -0.30072 7.52429e-02 6.22436e-05

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:me 21434 -0.29926 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:pos 20295 0.28986 # #

T FLU-GAS DNSTR 3RD PASS:av 7207 -0.27639 # #

T FLU-GAS UPSTR 3RD PASS:av 18987 -0.27052 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:pos 20153 -0.26908 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 5:av -17990 0.26882 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:pos 18793 -0.25639 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 1:av 16229 0.25558 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:pos 6987 -0.25333 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:pos -116 -0.25235 1.63136e-03 1.89496e-03

CLC SPD WSTR FDR RGHT:pos -369 0.24811 2.74315e-03 3.17583e-05

G GRT RGHT ZN 2:av -21474 -0.24069 # #
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CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 1:pos 11281 0.22456 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 2:pos 16775 -0.22265 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 3:av 20808 -0.2174 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 3:pos -94 -0.21661 3.31229e-05 6.58408e-03

G GRT LFT ZN 3:av 21626 -0.20499 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 1:av -1446 -0.20364 9.84099e-01 9.88856e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:pos 857 -0.18774 7.88000e-02 6.40089e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:av -12002 -0.17467 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:av -12002 -0.17467 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:av -12002 -0.17467 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:av -12002 -0.17467 # #

CLC SPD WST FDR LFT:av -12002 -0.17467 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR LFT:pos 12165 -0.15613 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 5:pos 2097 0.15501 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 4:av 18554 0.13667 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 4:av -4512 -0.13344 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5:pos 19814 -0.11836 # #

G WST-FDR LFT:av 18805 -0.10315 # #

G WST-FDR RGHT:av -308 0.08247 6.34284e-08 1.33135e-08

Table D.3. Results with extracted flame front average point.

Signal name mmax R̂xy P xy P yx

CLC FIRING:me 159 -0.56861 1.87638e-06 1.59870e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:me 174 -0.54459 5.72119e-06 1.08159e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:me 173 -0.54412 1.70003e-08 4.75488e-12

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:me 173 -0.54389 7.55732e-07 1.95016e-04

F TOT PRI-AIR GRT-ZN:av 173 -0.5429 5.92478e-06 2.14932e-08

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:me 174 -0.54287 2.35569e-04 7.78231e-08

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:spa 175 -0.54275 1.10300e-16 6.92948e-02
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F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:spa 175 -0.54275 1.10341e-16 6.89802e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:spa 175 -0.54275 1.10341e-16 6.89802e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:spa 175 -0.54275 1.10341e-16 6.89802e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:spa 175 -0.54273 7.34281e-15 1.13597e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:spa 175 -0.54273 7.34281e-15 1.13597e-01

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:pos 175 -0.54273 2.69773e-19 3.15814e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:spa 175 -0.54272 2.69480e-14 5.08204e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:spa 175 -0.54272 2.69480e-14 5.08204e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:spa 175 -0.54272 7.30807e-18 1.55554e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:spa 175 -0.54272 7.30807e-18 1.55554e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:me 173 -0.54262 1.52504e-04 4.60899e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:me 173 -0.54256 1.26158e-04 6.38233e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:me 172 -0.54225 2.02161e-09 3.24536e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:me 173 -0.54223 2.44933e-08 2.79031e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:me 172 -0.54217 9.16648e-04 3.42543e-09

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:me 173 -0.54152 1.74146e-07 1.04005e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:pos 189 -0.52187 1.21177e-08 3.51503e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:pos 167 -0.51948 1.59779e-05 9.58802e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:pos 188 -0.51372 5.82404e-03 4.06747e-05

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:pos 185 -0.49625 9.50988e-08 7.49079e-06

CEMS SAVUKAASUN VIRTAUS:av 155 -0.48944 1.75698e-03 2.13480e-05

PÄÄHÖYRY LÄMPÖTILA:av 84 -0.48426 6.97673e-02 7.23000e-07

T AVG LVE-STM BLR:av 78 -0.48153 1.91280e-02 9.04913e-05

SP FEEDER SPEED:av -414 0.45795 1.88748e-25 6.58941e-01

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:me -72 0.4578 1.62893e-17 1.52757e-02

CLC FIRING:pos -411 0.45701 7.46039e-11 2.17558e-01

Crude gas meas HCL:av -8815 -0.45652 # #

P AVG LVE-STM BLR:av -74 0.45602 1.32666e-24 4.68521e-02

TULIPESÄ SK T-KA YLÄR:av 234 0.45125 3.35445e-02 9.78606e-02

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:me 77 -0.44577 2.44838e-07 3.81806e-02
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F NH3-W SNCR-INJ:av 18393 0.44378 # #

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:pos 18387 0.44339 # #

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS:av 135 0.43589 1.17266e-06 1.31982e-05

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:pos 131 0.43551 7.58944e-07 1.77800e-03

F TOT SECY-AIR:spa 131 0.4354 1.50490e-06 1.54326e-03

F TOT SECY-AIR:me 135 0.43534 5.11584e-05 4.74469e-05

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 4:av -488 0.43526 8.00555e-02 4.57926e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 1:av -488 0.43516 8.52786e-02 4.03124e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 2:av -488 0.43516 8.52786e-02 4.03124e-01

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 3:av -488 0.43513 8.37803e-02 3.95895e-01

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS ETUSEIN:av 134 0.43466 1.62992e-05 1.40651e-03

F TOT SECY-AIR:pos 134 0.42738 1.17373e-06 5.53266e-05

Crude gas meas SO2:av -8865 -0.42192 # #

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:pos -333 -0.42115 1.35306e-132 6.26101e-13

CLC FIRING:spa -333 -0.4211 2.29378e-137 5.41668e-13

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:pos 153 -0.41981 3.67135e-03 9.79071e-03

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 5:av -533 0.4152 3.59650e-02 9.04362e-01

F LVE-STM BLR:av -340 0.41392 7.35638e-12 3.48883e-23

Crude gas meas CO:av 264 -0.4056 8.75918e-01 2.47364e-01

THRM LD:av -352 0.40082 9.83667e-01 9.03906e-02

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:me 215 0.39742 1.56839e-11 1.13120e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:pos 190 -0.39499 7.28939e-07 1.15296e-06

G GRT RGHT ZN 5:av 7073 -0.38498 # #

T AV FLU-GAS CELG 1ST PAS:av -513 0.37242 1.47418e-38 6.54971e-04

SAVUKAASUN NOX (NO2):av 128 0.37112 2.74036e-08 1.25222e-02

PÄÄHÖYRY R2 R3 VIRTAUS:av 7860 0.3663 # #

SYÖTTÖVESI LÄMPÖTILA:av 2856 0.36329 # #

Crude gas meas Nox:av 19538 -0.36279 # #

NOx-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ002FRL 16365 -0.35433 # #

PÄÄHÖYRY R1 VIRTAUS:av 7991 0.34931 # #
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TOC-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ009FRL 16364 -0.34493 # #

NH3-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ012FRL 16364 -0.34492 # #

HCl-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ008FRL 16364 -0.3449 # #

HF-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ007FRL 16364 -0.34488 # #

SO2-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ004FRL 16364 -0.34482 # #

CO-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ003FRL 16364 -0.34417 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:pos 203 -0.33909 4.41036e-05 1.69908e-04

ACTIVE POWER:av 7863 -0.33445 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 4:pos -404 0.33294 1.31613e-01 2.86035e-02

G GRT LFT ZN 2:av -19599 0.32364 # #

T FLU-GAS 2 SEC 850°C:av -525 0.32138 1.54286e-40 1.71531e-03

CLC TEMP LVE-STM:pos -1265 0.31724 1.47583e-01 1.66522e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:pos 21243 0.31556 # #

CLC TEMP DNSTR SH 2:pos -492 0.31379 3.97611e-02 1.09923e-07

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:pos 20285 -0.29108 # #

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:me 21425 0.28743 # #

T FLU-GAS DNSTR 3RD PASS:av 7197 0.28269 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:pos 20147 0.27899 # #

T FLU-GAS UPSTR 3RD PASS:av 3812 0.27742 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:pos 18779 0.26314 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:pos 6984 0.26176 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:pos -115 0.26106 1.42037e-04 1.75474e-03

G GRT LFT ZN 1:av 16215 -0.26092 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR RGHT:pos -372 -0.25971 4.04225e-03 6.74770e-04

G GRT LFT ZN 5:av -17988 -0.25 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 2:av 20133 -0.24627 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 2:pos 16773 0.23288 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 1:pos 11281 -0.22327 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 3:av 20808 0.22209 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 3:pos 16029 0.21897 # #
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G GRT LFT ZN 3:av 21626 0.21283 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 1:av -1437 0.2068 9.99978e-01 8.59912e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:av -12018 0.18567 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:av -12018 0.18567 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:av -12018 0.18567 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:av -12018 0.18567 # #

CLC SPD WST FDR LFT:av -12018 0.18567 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:pos 13535 0.18288 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR LFT:pos 12121 0.16247 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 5:pos 2056 -0.15688 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 4:av 18556 -0.13567 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 4:av -4515 0.13491 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5:pos 19811 0.12432 # #

G WST-FDR LFT:av 18765 0.10704 # #

G WST-FDR RGHT:av -302 -0.08602 2.56885e-06 1.78285e-08

Table D.4. Results with extracted flame front coefficient b.

Signal name mmax R̂xy P xy P yx

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:pos 228 0.45146 7.79969e-05 3.76349e-12

THRM LD:av 250 0.42482 5.24827e-03 8.77438e-02

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:me -19779 0.42046 # #

F LVE-STM BLR:av 279 0.416 4.45132e-02 1.70598e-05

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:pos 12701 0.39386 # #

CLC FIRING:spa 12701 0.39384 # #

T AV FLU-GAS CELG 1ST PAS:av -19529 -0.3929 # #

CLC TEMP DNSTR SH 2:pos 709 0.39041 4.66804e-03 9.39497e-10

T FLU-GAS UPSTR 3RD PASS:av 536 0.3817 5.37903e-02 2.68367e-01

Crude gas meas HCL:av -8448 -0.3769 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 1:av 12559 -0.37437 # #
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SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 2:av 12559 -0.37437 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 3:av 12558 -0.37437 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 4:av 12558 -0.37427 # #

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:me 667 -0.36976 1.13367e-10 6.58571e-09

T FLU-GAS DNSTR 3RD PASS:av 628 0.36731 1.56920e-03 1.15643e-02

PÄÄHÖYRY R1 VIRTAUS:av -16283 -0.36699 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:pos 245 0.36633 1.09825e-06 1.48222e-07

SYÖTTÖVESI LÄMPÖTILA:av -6396 0.36549 # #

SP FEEDER SPEED:av 12645 -0.36215 # #

CLC FIRING:pos 12645 -0.3565 # #

PÄÄHÖYRY R2 R3 VIRTAUS:av -16320 -0.3563 # #

ACTIVE POWER:av -7432 -0.35388 # #

Crude gas meas SO2:av -7000 -0.34872 # #

CLC FIRING:me 39 -0.34449 2.35254e-02 2.73912e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:pos -11152 0.34333 # #

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS ETUSEIN:av 61 0.34193 9.26660e-02 1.55299e-03

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:pos 58 0.34154 8.67979e-04 1.51916e-03

F TOT SECY-AIR:spa 58 0.34153 1.45057e-03 5.80226e-05

F TOT SECY-AIR:me 61 0.3415 7.66791e-02 6.71862e-03

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS:av 61 0.34096 3.61726e-02 1.24660e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:pos -11161 0.33804 # #

CLC TEMP LVE-STM:pos 410 0.33493 8.33734e-05 6.70781e-05

F TOT SECY-AIR:pos 61 0.33279 5.29992e-02 1.02798e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:pos -11149 0.33042 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:me 19381 0.32849 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:me 19383 0.32825 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:me 19383 0.32822 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:spa 19384 0.32749 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:spa 19384 0.32749 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:me 19381 0.32738 # #
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F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:spa 19384 0.32737 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:spa 19384 0.32737 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:spa 19384 0.32737 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:spa 19384 0.32737 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:spa 19384 0.32734 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:spa 19384 0.32734 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:spa 19384 0.32734 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:spa 19384 0.32734 # #

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:pos 19384 0.3273 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:me 19381 0.32701 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:me 19382 0.32695 # #

F TOT PRI-AIR GRT-ZN:av 19382 0.32695 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:me 19383 0.32673 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:me 19383 0.32672 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:me 19382 0.32636 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:me 19379 0.32537 # #

CEMS SAVUKAASUN VIRTAUS:av -17293 0.32414 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:pos -11045 0.32265 # #

NOx-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ002FRL -14927 0.32132 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:pos -11116 0.31629 # #

NH3-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ012FRL -14905 0.31562 # #

HCl-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ008FRL -14905 0.31557 # #

HF-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ007FRL -14905 0.31557 # #

TOC-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ009FRL -14905 0.31557 # #

CO-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ003FRL -14905 0.31524 # #

SO2-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ004FRL -14904 0.31481 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:pos -11159 0.3142 # #

T FLU-GAS 2 SEC 850°C:av -19503 -0.31277 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:pos 270 0.31134 3.44516e-05 2.13111e-10

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:pos -11147 0.30803 # #
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CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:me -19189 0.30661 # #

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:me -20255 -0.30303 # #

P AVG LVE-STM BLR:av -20254 -0.30245 # #

F NH3-W SNCR-INJ:av 18240 0.29933 # #

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:pos 18233 0.29907 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:pos -20312 -0.29669 # #

Crude gas meas Nox:av 14852 -0.29008 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 1:av -20909 0.28913 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 5:av 10984 -0.28878 # #

SAVUKAASUN NOX (NO2):av 19177 -0.28358 # #

Crude gas meas CO:av 94 -0.28122 1.77231e-04 1.58816e-01

G GRT RGHT ZN 5:av -17813 0.27487 # #

TULIPESÄ SK T-KA YLÄR:av -15257 -0.26881 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 1:pos -21208 -0.24062 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 5:av 316 0.23771 1.98569e-17 3.39658e-10

PÄÄHÖYRY LÄMPÖTILA:av -5630 -0.22796 # #

T AVG LVE-STM BLR:av -6617 -0.22737 # #

CLC SPD WST FDR LFT:av -16623 0.21956 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:av -16623 0.21956 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:av -16623 0.21956 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:av -16623 0.21956 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:av -16623 0.21956 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 3:av -16541 0.21494 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 4:pos 12558 -0.21297 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 1:av 10444 -0.20751 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:pos 13920 0.20706 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 5:pos -2993 -0.19918 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 3:pos -18835 -0.19306 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:pos 21354 0.18742 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR RGHT:pos 12612 0.1776 # #
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G GRT LFT ZN 2:av -21100 -0.17715 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:pos -6466 0.17639 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 4:av -19293 0.17216 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 3:av -4659 -0.16598 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 2:av -13331 0.16164 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 2:pos 13730 0.15623 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR LFT:pos 11456 0.1555 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 4:av -1346 -0.09658 1.26758e-05 1.32420e-04

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5:pos 21638 0.09627 # #

G WST-FDR LFT:av 12243 0.09389 # #

G WST-FDR RGHT:av 12383 0.07907 # #

Table D.5. Results with extracted flame front coefficient a.

Signal name mmax R̂xy P xy P yx

CLC FIRING:me 406 -0.67912 6.79396e-03 4.91777e-04

Crude gas meas HCL:av -8627 -0.6213 # #

Crude gas meas SO2:av -8717 -0.60583 # #

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:me 325 -0.59969 1.07321e-04 2.67876e-06

CEMS SAVUKAASUN VIRTAUS:av 431 -0.59309 5.76981e-04 2.59908e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:me 435 -0.5891 9.90974e-03 1.25943e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:me 433 -0.58837 1.01992e-04 9.95752e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:spa 435 -0.58817 7.17191e-02 1.07000e-41

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:spa 435 -0.58817 7.17191e-02 1.07000e-41

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:pos 435 -0.58817 9.53388e-02 9.75969e-35

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:spa 435 -0.58815 2.70500e-02 8.98539e-37

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:spa 435 -0.58815 2.70500e-02 8.98539e-37

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:spa 435 -0.58797 1.18161e-01 1.97003e-34

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:spa 435 -0.58797 1.18161e-01 1.97003e-34

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:spa 435 -0.58797 1.18161e-01 1.97003e-34
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F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:spa 435 -0.58797 6.10807e-02 1.35336e-32

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:spa 435 -0.58797 1.18363e-01 1.98238e-34

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:spa 435 -0.58797 6.10807e-02 1.35336e-32

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:me 434 -0.58776 2.80820e-05 2.34981e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:me 434 -0.58759 2.30743e-04 6.18148e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:me 432 -0.58741 3.64858e-03 5.10079e-03

F TOT PRI-AIR GRT-ZN:av 434 -0.58728 1.47161e-02 7.12103e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:me 433 -0.58718 1.88892e-04 5.50075e-04

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:me 433 -0.58715 4.97493e-02 1.25965e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:me 434 -0.58701 8.01250e-05 8.16330e-03

F LVE-STM BLR:av -176 0.58657 1.01279e-02 9.01083e-15

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:me 435 -0.58629 1.75011e-04 1.08411e-02

THRM LD:av -185 0.58574 3.94967e-06 3.94843e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:me 434 -0.58516 6.62647e-03 2.03514e-03

Crude gas meas CO:av 529 -0.53904 9.99970e-01 1.00000e+00

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS:av 191 0.53854 1.44376e-06 6.12430e-05

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:pos 187 0.53811 5.96666e-13 6.20106e-08

F TOT SECY-AIR:spa 187 0.53801 2.77144e-10 2.21911e-07

F TOT SECY-AIR:me 190 0.53798 5.09793e-08 1.81527e-04

SEK.ILMAN VIRTAUS ETUSEIN:av 189 0.53731 9.11469e-08 3.42293e-05

CLC FIRING:spa 11212 0.5322 # #

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:pos 11212 0.53189 # #

F TOT SECY-AIR:pos 192 0.52761 5.15739e-08 4.92394e-07

PÄÄHÖYRY R2 R3 VIRTAUS:av 8030 0.5227 # #

TULIPESÄ SK T-KA YLÄR:av 353 0.52044 1.72321e-05 8.75792e-08

SP FEEDER SPEED:av 11131 -0.50869 # #

CLC FIRING:pos 11133 -0.5075 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 4:av 11060 -0.50407 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 3:av 11060 -0.50407 # #

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 1:av 11060 -0.50404 # #
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SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 2:av 11060 -0.50404 # #

P AVG LVE-STM BLR:av -40 0.49876 3.73303e-02 6.74906e-02

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:me -37 0.49843 1.24083e-01 1.23592e-01

PÄÄHÖYRY R1 VIRTAUS:av 8166 0.49675 # #

ACTIVE POWER:av 8044 -0.48742 # #

CLC TEMP DNSTR SH 2:pos -474 0.48413 1.32474e-03 2.77240e-08

F NH3-W SNCR-INJ:av 18523 0.47183 # #

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:pos 18518 0.47121 # #

SAVUKAASUN NOX (NO2):av 299 0.46464 1.16125e-05 4.61006e-04

SP GRATE SPEED ZONE 5:av -476 0.45262 4.01108e-01 4.15033e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 5:pos 447 -0.45215 8.74129e-04 3.41561e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT- RGHT ZN 5:pos 447 -0.44019 8.81471e-03 1.78506e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 4:pos 428 -0.43924 8.86033e-02 5.35992e-04

CLC TEMP LVE-STM:pos -1143 0.42995 2.31880e-01 4.70193e-02

SYÖTTÖVESI LÄMPÖTILA:av -6339 0.41944 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 4:pos 433 -0.40903 2.42462e-04 5.07502e-02

T AV FLU-GAS CELG 1ST PAS:av -511 0.39216 2.04704e-21 2.30998e-05

Crude gas meas Nox:av 18825 -0.3873 # #

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:me 437 0.3742 4.54802e-04 5.00784e-02

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 3:pos 18999 0.35937 # #

PÄÄHÖYRY LÄMPÖTILA:av 178 -0.3577 1.00640e-06 6.96465e-06

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 2:pos -1309 0.35552 4.87680e-03 2.36191e-02

T FLU-GAS DNSTR 3RD PASS:av -404 0.35426 9.64407e-01 8.30136e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:pos 21320 0.35279 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-RGHT ZN 1:pos -647 0.35169 4.46935e-05 6.79909e-03

T AVG LVE-STM BLR:av 161 -0.35024 4.30442e-05 3.42883e-07

T FLU-GAS 2 SEC 850°C:av -1237 0.34932 7.17722e-18 5.84100e-01

T FLU-GAS UPSTR 3RD PASS:av -508 0.3473 9.18827e-01 6.92170e-01

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 2:pos -869 0.33816 1.03975e-04 9.40975e-03

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 1:pos -652 0.33751 2.95300e-05 5.60801e-05
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CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:me 19912 -0.33475 # #

F PRI-AIR GRT-LFT ZN 3:pos 18974 0.33326 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 3:av 21093 0.32257 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 4:pos -388 0.32218 1.14982e-02 1.86971e-02

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:pos 20339 0.30645 # #

CLC SPD WSTR FDR RGHT:pos -367 -0.3018 1.09505e-04 2.00493e-05

G GRT RGHT ZN 5:av 12376 0.28341 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 1:av 16423 -0.27874 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 2:av -19636 0.27205 # #

CLC SPD WST FDR LFT:av -20651 0.26881 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:av -20651 0.26881 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 4:av -20651 0.26881 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 3:av -20651 0.26881 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:av -20651 0.26881 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 5:av 11869 0.26486 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 2:av 20199 -0.26112 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 3:pos -14 0.25397 7.99821e-08 3.06016e-01

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 2:pos -296 0.24276 2.53929e-07 9.72418e-07

NOx-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ002FRL 20773 -0.24201 # #

CO-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ003FRL 20778 -0.23319 # #

TOC-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ009FRL 20778 -0.23281 # #

HF-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ007FRL 20778 -0.2328 # #

HCl-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ008FRL 20778 -0.2328 # #

NH3-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ012FRL 20778 -0.23271 # #

SO2-pit raja:TV1HNE10CQ004FRL 20778 -0.23232 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 3:av 21637 0.22882 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 1:av -12703 -0.2176 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 2:pos 16902 0.21675 # #

CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 5:pos 11930 0.21507 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 1:pos 17916 0.20845 # #
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CLC SPD GRT RGHT TRK-ZN 1:pos -333 0.20588 1.52993e-06 2.92973e-04

CLC SPD WSTR FDR LFT:pos 12206 0.20337 # #

G GRT RGHT ZN 4:av 18658 -0.14344 # #

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5:pos 20015 0.13338 # #

G GRT LFT ZN 4:av 20493 -0.12531 # #

G WST-FDR LFT:av 18991 0.11444 # #

G WST-FDR RGHT:av 12184 0.09975 # #

Table D.6. Results with extracted flame area.

Signal name Description

CLC PRES LVE-STM BY ACC:spa Live steam pressure setpoint

CLC O2 FLU-GAS:spa Excessive flue-gas O2 setpoint

CLC BRN-OUT-TEMP:spa Burnout temperature setpoint

CLC SPD GRT LFT TRK-ZN 5:av Left grate zone 5 movement speed

CLC HT-INP AUX-BRN 1:av First auxiliary burner power

CLC HT-INP AUX-BRN 2:av Second auxiliary burner power

CLC NO2 BLR OUTL:spa SNCR ammonia injection setpoint

Table D.7. Excluded signals.
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